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Abstrcwt
l1icrolVavemeasurement of the properties of thin film dielectrics
and Lumped elements present difficulties because of the small volune of
material invoived. In this investi[;ltion both capacitively loaded
coaxial cavities and capacitively loaded microstrip rcsonators were used.
".
The dielectric properties of thin fil::J.swere measured using
• syn~etriccl capacitively loaded coaxial cavitie~. The theoretical
approaches are given for the design of the cavity and for the D8:lsurement
techniques using ~a) the VSilR method and (b) the perturbation method.
The practical construction problems were overcome and highly stable.
(mechanically as well as electrically) cavities were obtained. ~le
measured electrical parameters of the cavities were very close to the
theoretical values.
Thin dielectric films were prepared using an electron bea~ evaporation
source and an rf::sputterine unit. The properties of these films Vlere
"measured using the capacitively loaded coaxial cavity. The thin.film
properties were correlated with the thin film deposition conditions.
The dielectric properties of substrates used in the const~lction of
mcrostrip transnission lines were measured on a s3.:.1!>lincrbaad e usir.g a.
waveguide cavity technique. It rras shown to be a most useful method •
..
Capacitively loaded microstrip resonators were used to measure
Lumped aLemerrts at rricr-owave frequencica. But'first the microstrip
properties had to be neasUl·cd. Very accQratc tec~~iques were introdQced
for measur-Ing;the effective dielectric constant and the capac i ta-nee of
;f
/
I a gap.in the strip of a ~icrostrip, over a range of frequencies.
Alumina, sapphire and quartz substrates wera used in these measuremont s,
The construction of .these resonators using thin filn deposition and
photolithographic techniques Vlas·presented.
It is considered that ·the use of these measurement techniques will
contribute significantly to further advances in the field of m.i.c's.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 General
The development of microwave integrated circuits, o.Lc!s, has
f'ol.Lowedtwo parallel appr-oachea, The real m.L, c!s start with
microstrip lines. This is the distributed line approach, which has
been used in other types of transmission lines i.e. Waveguide and
Coaxial lines.
1-This approach was proposed in the early 1950's but
the majority of the progress has been made in the last six or seven
years. During this period more accurate theoretical treatment of
microstrip line properties~-6 together with high dielectric constant
materials and improveoent in processing techniques bec~~e available.
Figure 1.1·shoiVs such a transmission line.
The second approach to m.i.c!s which ~as reported in 19657 is
that of the lumped elements, LE's. These ele~ents are inductors,
ott f dOt 1-20 01 t th tcapac~ ors, rans ormers an res~s ors, Sl~ ar 0 , e conponen s
used at much l071erfrequen::ies. These elements to be really lumped
should have no phase chanb~ across them ~~d therefore must be physically much
smaller than a wavelength. Some of the configurations of these components
for use at microwave frequencies are shown in figure 1.2.
Lumped elements reduced the size of m.i.c!s more t11~ high dielectric
constant microstrip networks, especially below'X-band frequencies. It
will be seen from figures 1.3 and 1.4 that a lumped element t~1'1ed
circuit at X-band is much smaller than the qUJ.rter of a wavelength
microstrip resonant circuit.
d uses ~n ~mpllofloAr's,13,17f1olters1,7,19. 23These Lumped ele:ael1ts .roun, ... <MW -
oscillators;5 3 dB-nag~c Tees14and 3 dB-couplers.14
It will be seen from figure 1.3 and figure 1.4 that the LE tuned
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circuit has one quarter of the Q-factor of the microstrip resonator. These
Q-factors were derived from the published practical results. The 10-.1
Q-factor is due to the small volwne of tt-ematerial used for the energy
storage42 and to the materials used in the construction of the LE tuned
circuit. The second point is very important because the component is
made from two material::;,nanely a metal film and a dielectric film.
Therefore their separate properties shoula be known.
1.2 The 1.TaterialASDGct of Ltgn"')edElements •
.These minute lumped eleoents are prepared in planar form using thin
film processing techniques. For example a capacitor, 0.25pf to 10 pf,
requires a dielectric film of 1 to 10F thick sandwiched between two
metal electrodes the thickness of which must be at least 3 times the Skin
depth at the frequency· to b8 used. Different tec~~iques are used to
prepare materials (see section 9.1) for these capacitors but it has been
reported that the ffi8asuredand predicted p~rameters do not tie up~7, 18
At Low frequencies the properties of a thin film dielectric is
investigated by sandwd.chd.ngi·tbetween two thin film electrodes. LIeasuring
at two different freCluencies the electrode as well as the dielectric
properties can be determined. A similar approach was used in nicrowave
8,10,/6measurements of Capacitors... :~.:~ and there was found to be an order of
magnitude difference between predicted and measured values17-18 The
difference may be caused by electrode losses or changes in the dielectric
properties. 'This su..:;:;eststhat the thin filr.l dielectric should be
neastlred by itself) thus eliminating the losses owing to the electrode
material.
The first direct measurement of the properties of a thin d.Lal.ecI.rLc
film at microwave freq_uencies was rel)Orted in 1967 by Sobol~1 He used
a re-entrant coaxial cavity resonating inE01 mode, at around 3 GHz
(figure 1.5). Uore recently, Park221mde neasurements usinc a perturbation
technique applied to a split cylindrical ·cavity resonating in the H01n
node at X-band. He deposited the dielectric film on to a thin dielectric
substrate and inserted this substrate at an electric field naxiraa in the
cavity. He used two steps. One of them '\'lasto measure the proerties
of the dielectric su.bstrate and the second was to L'leasurethe properties
of the film loaded dielectric substrate. He evaluated the properties
from these mea.surements. In this method the electric field VIas in the
plane of the film (·figure 1.6 ).
These two :Ure'ct measurement methods may not be used for the thin
film dielectric neasureDents at X-band, on the following reasons:
(a) 21Sobol's nethod uses an adju3table centre conductor, the
dielectric filn is depo si.bed on the plane end •. The acc.izacy of the
neasurement of the dielectric filn properties depends on the .:Ld.justment
of this centre conduc to.r, .AlthoU::;:1this adjustEl91.tof the centre conductor
is quite satisfactoI"J for the measurements below S-band frequencies it
becor:lesvery difficult if not impossible, at X-band frequencies.
Sobol realized this difficulty even at S-be.nd and he used. a 10 pIl thick
dielectric film.
22Parl:'s mc thod uses a. dielectric s-J.b::::tr::l.teonto wI:ich the
dielectric film is deposited. Usu::tllydielectric films deposited
onto dielectric sub3tr~te do not adhere to it and a glueins metallic film
is deposited in between the dielectric film and the substrate. Therefore
the true dielectric p::::oo:pertiesof the film ;JaYb9'lo\3..S>.:cdby the glueins
..
filr:l,if this method is used.
D~eLec:tri.c -f'LLm
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IAlso the electric field in the cavt ty is in the plane of the
dielectric film to be measured. The electric field in m.i.cls
(capaci tors and crossovers), is usually app'li.edat right angles to the
plane of the di~lectric film. Therefore if there is any directional
Lnhomogenui, ty such as crystallographic orientation, this method Dlay
not show the requircd parameters for that film.
Further comment s on these methods are made when the practical,
work is described.
1.3 !licrowave lIeasureI!lentof Lumped Elements.
These lumped elements are quite small (fie;ure 1.2 and 1.4) and
therefore measurement on them is very difficult4 Daly8 and Wells10
attempted to measure these elements directly, Le. connecting theLl
across a slotted line and measuring the shift in minima. and.VSWR with
and without the element (figures 1.7a and 1.7b). Although this method
seens simple it is inaccurate especially in measurement of component
losses.
Recently (1969 and later) this point was realized and lu."!lped
elements have been measured in resonant circuits. Capacitors were measured
. 24in ",trans.nission type toaxial resonators (fiGUre 1.7c), and
inductoro were measured in open ended microstrip resl)!18.tors23(fig"llJ"e1.7d)
Tne advantage of the resonant circuit approach is that the
transition discontinuities from other types of lines cOfu~ectin0 the line
to the :neasuring systen can be eliminated. Hence ele:ngnta parameters
can be measured quite accura tely. The only disadvan tags of the
resono.nt circuit method is that it is a fixed frequ-<mcy measurement
ivhilst the direct measurement is a broad band technique. "
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21.4 The Aim of the Investigation.
Most of the investigations on LE's reported so far have been
performed on a "IIl3.keit and measure itllbasis. For this reason the
material properties obtained from these experiments have not been in
close agreement with the predicted values. One way to eliminate these
discrepancies is to separate the dielectric and metal films contributions
to LE parameters •
.The dielectric films are used for capacitors and crossovers
sandwiched between two metal electrodes. The capacitor values for
microwave circuits (excluding bypass capacitors) range' from 0.1 pF to
10 pr. The relative permittivity used for LE's can be up to 10.
This upper limit is due to the require~ents th3t the crOS30ver
capacitance to be low and also to the LE circuit fabrication difficulties.
Thus the dielectric filo thic~cness that can be used for LE's ran6Bs from
0.5 )l""TI to 10 pm.
The first aim of the investigation was to find a simple and
practical method of measuring the perr:ri.ttivityof thin dielectric films,
which are used in m.i.c's. The approach taken was to use a syuID3trical,
capacitiyely loaded coaxial cavity. In this method (described later)
the dielectric fil~ is deposited in the capacitive gap betrreen the centre
conductors of the cavity. This method has the following advantages.
1Q
(a) The film is deposited· onto a metal sUJstrate as in the
m.i.c. fabrication.
(b) For non adherent dielectric films a 'glueing' metal film
can be deposited between the dielectric film and the cavity conductor
without any effect on the dielectric film properties. This t.echnique
is normal in integrated circuit fabrication processes.
(c) As in Capac Ltors and Crossovers the electric field is
applied at right angles to the plane of the thin dielectric film. Some
films during the preparation stages show directional Lnhcmogenutby Le.
the properties vary from the plane to plane. The required plane
parameters are measured using this method.
(d) The method can be used to sa~ple the dielectric film and
measure its properties during' the circuit fabrication.
The theoretical treatment of this problem is given in section 2.
The practical approaches taken and mierowave measurenent s of.t.hethin
dielectric filos are shown in section 4 to 7.
In addition to the above investigation on thin dielectric filos
so:nework ;vas done on self supportins dielectric. J:19.teri~lsuch as
mcrostrip substrates. The theoretical approach is :;"ivenin section
2.6 and practical results are given in section 1.4•
• The preparation of the dielectric and metal films plays an
important part in deteruining the proparties of the filo.
11
These practical problems tOb'ether ~7ith the known theoretical
treat:nents are discussed in section 9. Although these films were
used in the micro"Wave measurements low frequency values were also
measured. These results are also included.
The second aim was to find a method of measurement for the lu.llpecl
elements. The approach taken VIas to use a capacLt.LveLy loaded
microstrip resonator. This was to a certain extent, an extension of
principles of permittivity measurement using capacitively loaded
coaxial cavity. The theoretical treatment is given in section 3.
The preparation of these'microstrip resonators and tl1eirmeasured
properties are given in section 10. The use of these resonators in
the LE measurements is given in section 10.3.
The who le investigation was centred around mi.crowave measurenents.
Nearly all of the measuring systems have errors and it was thOUGht necessary
to do a full error analysis on the measurinG' system adopted. This is
described in section 8.
The investigation spread over the measurement)naterial processing
and fabrication aspects of microwav3 circuits. This coyered various
tcchniq_u.cGfor each part of the investigation. Therefore it was f01l.l1d
necessary to present each min ~ection as a self cont2..inedsectiun
A brief introduction is given at the beginninG', ani comments are included.
at the end.of each ma'in section.
The conclusions and aummary of comnent s are given in Chapter 11.
Somesuggesti.ons are also made for the futu.re work on LE's at
. .
mtcrowave frequencies. These include investic;ations into material
processing and measurement techniques.
Chapter 2.
THEoascrrCAL APPRO.WICS TO P:S=-{J.fITTIVITY1.I&i.SUP.Ef.lliNI'S.
2.1 Introduction.
The permittivity of bulk materials at microwave frequencies is
usually measured using cavity techniques. Although there are other
techniques of r.1easuremcnts,when the volume of the materia.l is small
the cavity methods give accurate results. In case of thin dielectric
films specially constructed cavi tLe.sare required to measure the
properties. A brief description of two known methods is given in
section 1.2 and be'Low,
TIlesmall volume of a thin film introduces certain limitations
on the type of cavity that can be used for these measurements. The
dielectric films deposited on substrates usually require an adhering
layer. normally this,is a metal such as chronfum, nichrome, molybdenum,
and this nay ~sk the true properties of the dielectric film.
21Sobol reported a measuring tec~~ique where the dielectric film
was deposited onto a metal substrate. He used a re-entrant coaxial
cavity resonating in TE 01 mode at around 3 GlIz, and used the adjustable
centre conductor of the cavity as the substrate for the film. This
technique is not suitable for X-band because during the measurement
the gap is changed by adjusting the centre conductor. The adjustment
of the centre conductor of the cavity becomes very difficult, if not
impossible.
The approach presented here, us~s a symnetrical, capacitively
loaded coaxial c~vity resonatinG in the princi~al mode i.e. ~I mode
(figure 2.2).
.14.
In ~he follovlint;cecti.ona the theoretical approaches to the
microwave measuremorrt of the perl.1ittivityof a dielectric film will
be described. The cavity properties will be derived and used in the
calculations of the permittivity of a dielectric film depsosited into
the capacitive gap of the cavity. Two theoretical approaches are
introduced, one using the voltagc standing wave ratio, VS'lffi,the other,
the well mown perturbation method. The reason for the two approaches
is given in section 8.
In the theoretical derivation of the thin film dielectric
proparties using the VSWR m.ethod, it was assumed that the cavity losses
were uniformly distributed in the cavity walls. This assumption can
oniy be verified by measuring the dielectric properties of a mown
material, so another measuring method.is introduced. In this the
perturbation theory is applied.to a rectangular waveguide resona.tor.
This method uses self supporting dielectric materials.
2.2 List of Principal Symbols.
Co, Cp, Cs = defined as in section 2.3.1.
D~ = diaraeter of the inner conductor of the cavity.
Do = diameter of the outer conductor of the cavity.
Er= radial component of the electric field inside the cavity.
f = frequency in Hz.
fi => resonant frequency without the film.
52 = resonant frequency with the film.
Go = the gap between the·centre conductors.
lit = circlliaferencial~gnetic field inside the cavity.
L Do length of the centre conductors of the cavity.
Rs = surface resistivity .: (rr~(o)1_
v 1: velocity of e.m wave in the free space, 3x108 m/s
Eo -::. permittivity of free space
G = relative complex permittivity of the film
= €'-J6"
Tan~= E"! 6'
=conductivity of metal surfaces inside the cavity
w = frequency in radians per second ~ 2if
~ .. wavelength at resonance = V/f1
2.3 The Capacitively Loaded Coaxial Cavity.
2.3.1 The Capacitive Gap and e m field distribution of the cavity.
A gap in the centre conductor of a coaxial line is represented
by a two port if network25~27 as shown in FigUre 2.1. In this
representation Co is the capacitance between two inner conductor planes,
Cp is the fringing capacitance due to the fringing field between the
inner conductor and outer conductor, and Cs (_mCo) is the fringing
capacitance due to fringing field around the gap.
It was shown that as the gap approaches zero the fringing
capacitance Gp tends to zero. For small gaps the total gap
(0.)
EI-ECT~IC ~1e:L..OCISi~16uTION AC~OSS T~E ~A.~.
Co
0
c~I IC~
0
Cb)
EQU1VA'-ENT TTF(E~~e:SENTA."iIONOF "~E ~A.~.
F'1~~'_'e: ~. 1.
CA~AC1'ilVe:: ~A~ IN "TI-IE CENTN'E CONDUCTO~
O~ A.. COA.'XIA.~ l..IN~.
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capaci tance can be represented by· th:-;'ollOVTingequations25, 26,28
C T.o J.
2 r= lL DJ. Eo + ~~ Di In D0 - DJ.
4 Go Go
= ..:rr_ Di 2 G (1 + !...Q.9.. In Do - Di) 2.1
4 Go 1T DJ. Go
Where Co
2.20.
m = ~ In Do - DJ.
TIDi Go 2.2b ..
CoTJ. = Total series gap capacitance 2.2c
ThereforeC T.= Co ( 1 + m)OJ.·
Figure 2.2 shows a section through a s~~etrical, capacitively
loaded coaxial cavity. Distances between the gap and shortcircui t
planes are eq~~l.
Assuming that the e sm, field propagation in the cavity is m.r,
the fields at a distance Z from the short shortcircuit plane and at
a radius r from the axis of the cavity will be
Er = Vo
T
sin wz
V.
Hp ... j Vo
¥
....
MODES OF'"
~~SONAN<:E.
1
4
Apl='rox. fo
Tor- r...32MM
Q",S00
F"'I~~~~ ~.2.
EL..~Ci~IC FIE-L.eD1SiRlBUTIOfloJAT DI':-!='ERENT
~e:SONANi MOCES(fOl'"~~neL~L mod..e. ~neoo..x·Lo.L LL,.,e).
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Slater29 treated such a cavity for a kl.yatron and his derivation will
be followed, but modified to suit the pr~sent problem.
Some possible electric field distributions alons the length of
the cavity are sketched in figure 2.2. It will be seen from these
plots that whenever electric fields on both sides of the gap have
the same polarity (figure 2.2 Modes 2 and 4) the series capacitance
has no effect on the resonant frequency of the cavity but Cp controls
the resonant frequency. On the other hand when the fields, on either.
sides of the gap have different polarity (figure 2.2 liIodes1 and 3)
the series capacitance as well as Cp will control the resonant
frequency of the resonator.
In the following solutions, to simplify the mathematics Cp's
.are negl.ec ted.
Consider the cavity shown in figure -2.2)Mode 3.1"hevol taee
across the gap
J~o. 1~Va.b= D. Er r + ~r Idrz_ L]. z..-.. -"2 2. V,' ."2
!2..
Substituting the values of Er from the equation 2.4 gives
Vab = 2Vo In Do
D1
sin wL
2v 2.6
The current flowing in the inner conductor at ~ will be the same 0.0
2
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NUMBERING
AS ORIGINAL
the current through the gap, i.e.
21f
I - J Hp (D1) dp2
0 Z = L
2
Substituting Rp from equation 2.5 gives
I = j 2Tf
n
Vo Cos wL
2v
But also I = j w COT Vab
Therefore I = 2 Va In Do
D1
sin wL
2v
2.8
Equating equations 2.7 and 2.8 gives
I =
w CoT1
a, In Do
If D1
T'..r.L wL
2v
Substituting the value of CoTl from equations 2.1 and 2.3
Vieobtain
Go =(D1)2. (1 + in)4
.
In Do w Tan
D1 v
2.10
As an example this equation is used to calculate the resonant
frequency of a cavity havingL = 32 m.m, D1 = 3 m.m,
Do/ D1 = 5 and varying gap, Go, for the mode shown in figure 2.2
Hode 3. Ficu::'e2.3 shows the variation of the resonant frequency
of such a cavity with the gap. An additional plot in this graph
9500
..
r'
• • • CO'CU'Q~ed.
.9lf-OO
I1.= tr·1 Go+9375
9370
o 10 2.0 30 1,.0
Gap. Go. J'7rl.
so 60
Figure 2.3 Vo.riQ~i~noj the Resono.n~ .fre~~ent~ Jo, •wi~h
the Gnp Jor Q Co.Vi\-~ havi".9 L:31-mm & ~ =5' •
shows a Li.near-relationship between the resonant frequency and the
gap of the cavity. This relationship, f01 = 4.1 Go + 9315
(f01 in 1.IHz and Go inpn) is within 0.15~ of the calculated results
using equation 2.10, for gaps below 35 pm
\
2.3.2 Q - factor of the cavity
'I'he cavity resonating in the third mode, figure 2.2 Mode 3, can
be divided into two parts, fi£:,rure2.4a, Sections A and C will have
the same stored energy and losses. Therefore they can be combined to
give a resonant system as shown in figure 2.4'b this is the first part.
The energy stored in sections A and C is given by the follow~
relationship:
since electric and·magnetic energies are equal in this system
Substituting Er from equation 2.4 and intecrtltin0 OV9r the vo11une V
of the first pa~·tof the cavity we obtain
W1 = TI. (0
2
In Do .A
D1
2.11
Power lost in the cavity surfaces (sections A and C)
~------ ~+~o -------l~
(0.) COMF'~e::i"~ CAVITY
(b) SECTIONS A ANO c:
1:r
I
Ipq
I I
I I
I I
bvz;
(c:) Se:C:TION e
F'I~U~E a.4.
Se:C'iIONA~ ~E!!'~ESENTATIOI\J 01='CAVITY
~ESO~~TI~~ I~ MODE 3.
substitutin.:;Hp and integratinG' over the cavity surfaces S (shown
fully in Appendix 1) we obtain
Pc 1 = Rs IT 11(1 + 1) A + 2 1n Dol Vo2 2. 12
-,.2, ~ D1 Do D1
Now considering the second part, section B shown a.sa separate
section in figure 2.4C.
Energy stored in section D, W~ = Energy stored in coaxial
section, Vi'b + Energy stored in Capacitor Wca
As shown in Appendix 2, substituting the values of Er and Hp and
ini;egratin~ over the volume V of section B we obtain
= (L - ") 2.13
Energy stored in Capacitor
Wca J_= 4 CoT!
.,>
(Vab)c"
As sho¥nl in Appendix 3, substitutins the values of Vab and CoT!
from e~uations 2.6 and 2.3
Wca = n
2
fa V02 In 1?Q.
:!l D1
v
sin 2.14
Energy stored in section B
W2 = ~ CO[L_X.Si:~ 1
v
2.15
As shown in Appendix 4, the power lost in section B
Pc2 = TIll§. (~1+ ~o)L - A+ sin
~L1~f 2.16
17
v
'The Q factor of complete cavity,
QaT = w ( Total Stored Energy)
Total Power Lost
= w ( 111
Pc1
+ W2)
+ Pc2
Substituting the values of W1, 1'12, Pc1 and Pc2 from equattons
2.11, 2.15, 2.12, 2.16 and takine the surface resistivity Rs as
Rs' =
1
(TTjlo f/cr-)2
1QoT = (nf er )l0 r:J, Do In Do t + f1D1 2 Do In DoDo + 1 (Do + 1) r 1 + sin w1)
D1 D1 v
wL
v 2.18
The cavity has been divided and treated as two sspara te pp..rts,
namely A + C and D. These par-t s vdU have a resonant frequency the
same as the resonant frequency of 'the whole cavity. Therefore the
Q factors of these parts can be calculated separately.
Q01 = w ( Ener(~T stored in sections A and C )
PO'o'Ierlost in sections .A and C - 2.19
Substituting for these qu~tities frohl equations 2.11 ruld 2.12,
it becomes
_1._
Qo1 = (IT f»;« )2 Do In Do 1
D1 2Do
In Do JDo + 1 D1 .
D1 ~DO
+ 1 ~"
2.20
D1
Similarly Q,02 = w ( Eillercystored in sE:ctionB )
Power lost in section B 2.21
Qo2 =:
2.22
Equltions 2.18, 2.20 and 2.22 give the properties of the cavity
and,the only measurable one i S ~oT. Fig'llT.'e2.5 shows the variation of
QoT with f'requency for a cavl ty having Do = 5, L == 32 m.m and
D1
Do = 15 m.m. It should be noted that the frequency varies with Go.
Figure 2.6 shows the variation of ~oT with respect to Do
D1
Lower QoT values are obtained for the Do values grea.ter thon 4.
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2.4 ,The Dielectric film loaded cavity:
2·4. Calculation of real p~rt of relative l?~rmittivity.
The cavity is loaded with a thin dielectric film by depositing
it in the gap as shown in figuxe 2.80.. the loaded gap capacitance
.
now is represented as in figure 2.sd, the total gap capacitance is
now increased to CoT2
where
= m Co + Cox Cx
Cox + ex 2.23
Cox = IT. D12 £0
4 Go (1 - x) 2.24a
Cox = Co-1 - x - 2.24b
ex = IT
Lt 2.24c
= Co
x 2.24d
ex represents the film capacitance in the gap
Cox the capacitance of air gap portion of the gap
x is the fractional thickness of dielectric film
rel~tive to initial gap, Go.
From equations 2.23, 2.24b and 2.24d we get
CoT2 + ~x + € ( 1 2.25- x
28
Let f1 be the resonance frequency and CoT1 the capacitance of
the BaP of cavity without the film and f2 the resonant frequency of
the cavity with the film. Using equation 2.9 and substituting the
respec~ive values of f and CoT we obtain
2.200
and
1CoT2 2.26b
Dividing equation2.26a by equation 2.26b
C f1 Tan TTL f1.oT2 ' .-_ v
CoT1 .. f2 Tan TIL f2
v 2.27a
e
and substituting the values ofCoT2 and CoT1 from equations 2.25
and 2.3 we obtain
m + 6.1';:::x:'-+-e;..."i"-:(r-":"'1-_-x-)
=ID + 1
f1 Tan It.J- f1
f2 Tan IT L f2
v
2.27b
Comments:
In derivinG' this expression, it was assumed that the frequency
shift is small and the partial filling of the gap with the dielectric
film does not chango the fringing field capacitance, m Co.
Taking a fixed cavity length L and Go, the unloaded resonant
frequency of the cavity can be calculated from equation 2.10., this ..- ,
is plotted in figure 2.3 for a cavity having L = 32 m.m, Do 5
Dr:::
D1 = 3 m.m, over a range of gaps.
Knowing f1 and.~;_ ' the cavity is loaded with a dielectric film of
relative thickness x, and the new resonant frequency f2 is measured.
~ can be calculated from these four quantities.
A graph of £1 against the frequency shift, f1 - f2 ' has been
plotted, (figure 2.7), for cavities having different Do ratios and
D1
varying gaps, for a 3 jlIll thick dielectric film.
- 1· .This graph shows that the rate of change of E. with respect to
frequency shift, cl £1 is greater for a cavity having loi"
~f1 - f2) ~
Do Do
D1ratio than a cavity having a large D1 ratio, esp~cially high
dielectric regions of the plots. Therefore for high dielectric
constant materials the ratio Do should be large, The
D1
disadvanta.:;cof the ratios Do
D1
greater than 4 is that the
unloaded Q factor of the cavity gets smaller than the value
obtained for Do betr/een 3 and 4 (this can be seen in figure 2.6).
D1
The influence of low QaT on dielectric loss measUl'ement can be
seen in section 2.4.2.
o N
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2.4.2 .Calculation of the Q. .factor o.fThe Dielectric Pilm
Here the Q. factor of the dielectric film ~ is calculated
using the equivalent circuit approach. The capacitively loaded
coaxial cavity is represented as two series tuned circuits.
Sections A and C represent one circuit and section B the other.
Both o.fthese circuits are resonant at the same .frequency.
Subscript 1 refers to equivalent circuit components of sections
A and C, and subscript 2 refers to the cavity section B. The
.physical arrangement of the cavity is shown in figure 2.4 and
the Q-factor o.fthese tuned circuits have already been derived
in section 2.3.2.
Consider the equivalent circuits of the unloaded and
loaded cavity as sho\vuin .figure 2.8c and d. At resonance,
the impedance looking into these tuned circuits will be resistive.
The input impedances are:-
without the film Z1 2.29a
and with the film Z2 = r 1 + r 11 2
t+ rx 2.29b
where r1
1 and r2
1 Rre the resistances of the t1L~ed circuits at the
new resonant frequency f2• The losses in the cavity walls are
proportional to the square-root of frequency so that:-
r 1
1 = ( f2( f1
2.30a
I=\Lm
(0.) CIELe:CTRIC ~OAOED CAVITY (b)EQUIVAI..ENT CIRCUIT FOR MOO~ 1.
SE<:TION 6
Cc) ~QUIVAI..ENT CI~eU'T F'O~ MODE 5.
(d) CIEl..e::CT~IC LOAOEO CAVITY (MODE 5)
~'~~~E e.8 ..
EQUIVAI..ENT C:IRCUI'T$ Ol=" "i,.,E CA.VI:TY.
=
1.
( f2 ) "Id"
( f1
2.30b
1rx is the equivalent loss resistance of the gap impedance.
rx
film.
is the equivalent series loss resistance of the dielectric
The relationship between r and r 1 is given in figu.re 2.9.x x
The tuned circuits may be considered to be coupled to a
measuring cystem through a mutual, inductance M30 (figure 2.10) ~
The transformed impedance at "resonance on the measurement side of
the cavity is represented by the following relationships:
= ( ''l1 I.1 ) 2 2.31
and with the film
= (.w2u") 2
111
r1 + r2 + rx
2.32
Dividing equation 2.31 by equation 2.32 and substituting the
1 1values of r1 and r2 from equations 2.30a and b we Get
f~2[fg) ),_ 1 jZ01 a += rf2 f1 ) xZ02 r2 + r1
2.33
rnCo
n---~~~~~~ __(~
Cox Cx t"x
(0)
o~--II~.
Cox Cx
C-r =mCo -t' C C0><+ X
(b)
~I~u~e e.9.
(a) EQIJIVA~I::N" CI~~Ul" CF T~E OIEI.E:CT~IC: ,-OADEt:) ~~
Cb) SE~IES R~e:SENTA"'ON or::' (C?:L.
T"'onem~ssi.on Ll.ne Co.Vl.ty
~I~U~E ~.~O.
e::Q~IVAI;...e:N" CI~CUI" 01='"!-Ie: CA.VITy A"JO ITS
C:OI.JF=»~IN~MECI-fANISM.
Returnine to the circuit with no dielectric, figure 2.8c
we ha.ve from lumped circuit theory
.Q.oT -lW1 L1 + w1 L21
r1 + r2
rearranging QoT = w1 L1 + r2 "'1 L2 2.34-r1 r1 r2
1 + r2
r1
:But Qo1
2.35
Qo2
2.363.
also Qo2
2.36b
Substituting equations 2.36a and 2.35 in eqWltion 2.34 Yle obtain
= r2 QOZ.~ - Q01/Q02]
Qo1 ~ - Qo1/QoT 2.37a
with equation 2.36b this simplifies to
1 G - Q,01/Q'02]
QoT l1 - Qo1/QoT\71 Co ( 1 + m )
Substituting this equation together with the value of rx1
(figure 2.9) in equation 2.33, we get
Zo1
Zei
= 2 2 . ~ J(n) (f2) r w1 Co (1 + m) QoT1 - Qo1/Q.oT( f:lY ( t.) + ~x:c...-.;.. _
~ + m (1 + ~ - x) Y r - ~1/Q.o2J
2.38
The Q factor of the dielectric film'
.. (w2 C r )-1 2.39ax x
."".~,
Using Cx' = Co £1 (from equation 2.24)-x
Therefore
( 1)-1 2.39br ... x Yll ~ Co E -.x
Also the normalized input impedances, of an undercoupled
cavity, are equal to the inverse of the voltage standing wave
ratios at the resonance.
i.e. Z01 =
Zo.
~Zo =
Substituting equations 2.40, 2.41 together with equation 2.39a
gIves
82
S1
(f2)2 + £1. 2£.(1 + m) QaT
(f1) ;f~2~€~' _
%C +t +vxlY
K
and rearranging: it
=0S2 - (£1) 3/2)'-1(f1)3XC1 +m) QoT Ie
S1 (£2) (f2) E' , " 2. [1 +m(1 + ~; - x)]
'(
where Ie
As.previouslymentic!1ed (section 2.3.2) Q01 and Q02·
cannot be measured for the pzac tical cavity. Therefore any
nonuniformity of the losses in the cavity will destroy the
validity of the equation 2.43. This factor K can be measured
using a dielectric with a known ~.
Assuming a uniform loss distribution inside the cavity, the
theoretical values of Qo1, Qo2 and ~oT C~~ be used to evalU3te K.
Using equations 2.20, 2.22 and 2.18 together with equation 2.43
the following simple relationship for K is derived,
"
K = -1sin \'T~L ]
2~44
K9400
~o-~ ...-
.3O)J.m
I
10,u",
I
eO,u..m
IT I
9450 9500
~req.u.eney ,M1-1z ..
F='" I~I.J~E ~ .11.
~~EQl.JENey OE~ENoe:Nee: OF!' K.
xK
This expression shows that K is dependent on the L value
and the cavity resonant frequency. Therefore this expression
can be used for other cavities provided that the cavity has the
same L and resonates around the same frequency range. Figure 2.11
shows a plot of K aea-inst the resonant frequency for L = 32·m.m.
The above derivation for Ie applies to the cavity resonance
shown in figure 2.2 Mode '3. When the cavity resonates in 10\v
frequency mode figure 2.2 IJode 1, the Q.o1 is zero and Q.02 is equal
to QoT, hence the value of K becomes unity.
The equation 2.42 can be used for the Mode 1 as Vlell as Mode 3
provided that the correct value of K is taken.
Comments on G.n measn.rer:1ent:
The frequency shift of the resonant freq";lencyof the cavity
without e.nd Vlith the film is so small that the frequency terms in
equation 2.42 can be left out. The terms including the fringing
term ID has small effect on ~ measurement.
The important parameters are:
'1'lleratio of VSWR' s: Q_ is inversely proportional to S2 1
""D 51-
parameter and should be small for large ~ values.
The minimum value of this parameter that can be used is
dependent on the accuracy of the vS':m measurements.
The influence of this paraIllGteron the ~ error is
discussed in section 8.
(ii)'The Q factor of the cavity, QpT: ~ is proportional to QaT
and hence large QoT values are required. The variation of
QaT wi bh Do ratio' is shown in figure 2.·6 therefore for a
D1
high QcT the Do ratio should be between 3 and 4. This
D1
requireI:1enthas to be modified beca.;lse·itwas shown in section
2.4.1 that the ratio Do should be high especially for the high
D1 .
E1 materials, therefore a compromised ratio is used •
.QoT is appro:cimately proportional to Do. One way to Iric rease
QoT is to use a large diaoeter cavity. The largest diameter that
can be used is limited by the propaea.tion of higher order modes43
in the coaxial cavity.
(iii)The relative dielectric,constantE1: since E is inversely
proportional to ~, the range of ~ values that can be measured
is limited by the value of €1. It will be seen from ,equation 2.4.2
that for hiGh €1 values, hi5h filling factors, x, should.be used.
(iv) The filling factor, x: this is the only factor that can be easily
vaz'Led , The thickness of the dielectric film can be increased and
high x values can be obtained. ·An additiona.l point is that having
a fixed film thickness, x increases with reducing gnp Go.
TIlis reduces the resonant frequency of the unloaded cavity (fi~'e
2.3) E".C weLl,as K, which is frequency dependent. But there is
still quite an improvement as can be seen from the x K plot shown
in figure 2.11.
Above discussions hA-ve shown that '('[hena material having
a high ~ is measured, the filling factor should be la.:r..':SE3.
2.5 . Application of.the Perturba.tion TheorY' to thel.!easurement of
the Thin Film Dielectric Properties.
Perturbation method is a well known tool used in microwave
measure~en·~ of material properties?1-35 The limitations of the
theory applied to cavities is that the frequency shift, when the
.sample is introduced into the cavi t.Yjshould be much less tha.n 1%
and the volume of the material introduced should not alter~
appreciably the field inside the c:::.vity.
Here this metllod is applied to the capacitively loaded
coaxial cavfty which wa.s trea.ted in section 2.3. It was shown
in section'2.3.1 that the 'Voltage across the gap (equation 2.6) is
given by
Vab = 2 Vo In Do sin
D1
(w1)
2v
With no dielectric film to 'load the cavity
Vab1 = 2 Vo In Do sin
D1 ·(\71
L)
2 v 2.45a
and with dielectric film loading
zOleLeet,..i.c: -Film
"elo..tLve
~e,..mi.ttLvi.ty E
~I~U~E. ~.1Z.
El..eei~IC ~IEt..Oe IN CIE,-e:C"~1C 1..0A.CEO ~~
01='"~E CAVITY ConLy the S2-P- Snow~)..:...
Vab2 = 2 Vo In Do
D1
sin
Let Eo = the electric field in the cap without the film.
Since the electric field docs not cha.nge with z in the gap
(figu.re 2.12)
Eo = ~Go
= .LY2. In Do sin (w1L)Go D1 2 v 2.46
V/hen a film partially fills the gap, there will be two electric
fields, one in the dielectric material, E1 and the other in the
remaining air gap, E2 (figure 2.12). These quantities can be
expressed in differential form,
E1 = Qr 0 ~z ~xGo 2.47aOZ
E2 = ~V xGo ~.z c Go 2.47bOZ
"Since E1 and E2 are independent of z within their respective
regions
V1 = .E1 z + A 2.48a
V2 = E2 z + B 2.48b
,"
1'1eboundary conditions are
V1 = 0 when z = 0
V2 = Vab2 when z = Go
V1 = V2 when z = xGo 2.49
EE1 = E2
Substituting tho boundary conditions in equations 2.48a and b ,
we obtain
Vab2 = E E1 Go + B
E1 x Go = €.E1 x Go + :B
which simplify to give
E1 = Vab2
.GOl€.(1 - x) + x J.
. ._
and from equation 2.45b
E1 = In sin
Go (E - E.x + x)
2 v
The perturbation theory applied to a cavity loaded with a non-
magnetic dielectric film, gives thefollm7ing relationship31-35
+ = -6> (E- 1)1 Eo E1 ~ vv
4 ( Energy stored in the Cavity)
'7here- 6 f = fractional frequency shift of the resonant frequency
f
when the sample is introduced
::
= Unloaded Q factor of the cavity without the film
== Unloaded Q factor of the cavity with the film
E1 == Electric field inside the dielectric film
Eo = Electric field in the same place but without the
dielectric film
= volume integral over the volume of the film.
E1 and Eo are independent of z therefore equation 2.51 can be
written for the set up sh~wn in fiGUre- 2.11 as follows:
D1 2Ti x Go
/ ~ + i Il~ - £0 (IS- 1)2j [ .[ Eo £1 I'd jJ dr dz
4 EnerGY stored in the cavity
== £0 «(- 1) Eo E1 D12 2Tf x Go
84 Enerey stored in the cavity
substitution of the val.uea of Eo, E, from equat Ions 2.46 and 2.50;
energy stored in the cavity from equations 2.11 and 2.15 and
D12 from equation 2.10 ( as shown in Appendix.5) gives the
Go
following·relationship:
~f
f
+ = (~- 1) x
"CE.- Ex + x)
p
But E = . 11iJE.
=
substituting this in e~uation 2.52 and equating the real and
imaginary parts, the following relationships are derived:
E1 = 1 + P Off1
1 (1 - x) P 6f- -x f
[E1 2
-1
= (1 - x + x) p & (1 ~~ .. x (2Q)
where P = (m + 1)fw1L + sin (w1L)~1r2 sin (W2L) cos (W1L)lfL v v ~JL \2 V' \ 2 v~ .
2.55
COlTIlnents: In this method all the ~uantities used in ~
calculations can be measured. This is the advantage of the
method over the VS.vJl method. The accuracy of the ~
measurement depends, in this case, on the accuracy of
measurement of Q values vdthout and with the dielectric film.
The error analysis of the two methods are given in
section 8.
2.6 Msasurement of Self Supporting Di~lectrics
.
The properties of self supporting thin dielectric
specdmens such as m.i.c. substrates are easier to measure than
thin dielectric films. For these measurements perturbation of
field method will be used. The cavity in this case is a
rectangular waveguide cavity resonating in H10n mode.
The field distribution in such a cavity for n = 2 is
shown in figure 2.13. At resonance the fields in the cavity
are represented by the follo'w'ingrelationships~§
= Ea sin Tfx sin n Tf z
a d
-i Ea .1 sin Itx cos n 1fz
\ 2d a d
iEa A cos IT-1f. sfm n if z.It.. 2a a· d
2.56a
Hx =
Hz =
2.56c
At a position ~ from the short circuit plane
4
E~ = E3. sin 1rx
a
Hx = 0
p...z .. 0
~t a thin dielectric sheet be. placed across the
waveguide at this point as in figure 2.13. For thin
dielectrics the electric field inside the specimen Ei and at
the S3me point when the specimen is removed Eo will be e~ua~.
~---------- d --------~~
D~e.Lect,..i.c: sa.m~LL.n9
(0.) CAVITY t..OACEO WITH CIE~EC:TRIC: SA.M~I...e::.
~ Oi.eLectrLc: sample
dil[ I!.-~9__
4
~9------~
(b) EI..ECT~lC I="IEt-O OIS'j'~IBU"IONIN THE CAVITY
~l~U~E e .1~.
~e:C'j'AN~UI..A.R WAVE§UIOe: ~ESONATO~ ~~
F'E~MITTIVI"'Y MEA.~U~EMEN'i'.
Therefore the two electric fields are
= Eo = = Ea sin 1Tx
a
SubstitutinG these values in the cavity perturbation expression
(equetion 2.51) gives35
6f
T
+
~ 1 ,
j 6[M = -((- l)£.°f r !cm sin ~)2 ·.dz~~
J b d . 2 .2 Eo f S (Ea sin Tf x sinn ITz '\ =s=
o 0 0 ~ ad)
= « -1) ~~ a1 f - §...._ s~n 2TTa11
d ab 2lfa" a J
2.59
But E =
Using this value of ~and equating the real and imaginary parts
of equation 2.59 gives
~ = 1 + n 6fr 2.60
I
o ... 1 -t.> QO)( ~ 00
~-1 = N" o betJ
E.' (2Q) 2.61
-r~~
~I [
j_ ~J O!>; ,,,~ - .. .... 7"....rQc)C
vrhere N = £9:.h [ a sin (2TIa1) J -11 6 2no: ( a ) 2.62a t
.
This is quite an easy and practdcaI technique for the mea.suremerrt.
of the self supporting dielectric materials. The same teclunique may
also be used for supported thin dielectric films. The supporting
material should be thin and low loss so that the film dielectric
properties are not masked.
22
Park used an approach similar to this for the supported films.
lieused a cylindrical cavity resonating in H01 .n mode. Although his
cavity had a higher Q factor than a rect~~ar waveguide cavity it
required special type of substrates to'suit the electric field
distribution ~Y}d the mathematical treatment was more involved than
the present treatment.
Practical difficulties of this system for the self supported
dielectric specimens will be discussed in sections 7.4 .... - -
J •
,
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TIIEORECTICA.t APPROACH TO l.!ICnO'.VAYE LU:IPED ELEI,rmrr I.IT1:\SUREl'.1EITTS
3.1 Introduction.
The microwave l~~ped elements, LE's, are quite small i.e. overall
dimensions are much less than a wavelen.:;th. It is veJ.7 difficult to
measure these minute elements. Early attempts using coaxial or
microstrip lines and connecting the LE's across tho end of the line
did not give accurate results especially for high Q LE's for frequenclcs
above 3GHz. To overcome these difficulties resonant lines were used
successfully~3.24
In this section the theoretical app:::'oachto the LE's measurement
will be presented. The method uses a symmetrical, capaci·tively'loaded
microstrip resonator similar to the coaxial cavity used for dielectric
measurements.
At first a technique will be introduced where the microstrip line
properties will be determined. Then lumped element measurement tech.l1.ique
will be introduced.
3.2 Pronerties of !.IicrostrinTr:lnsmission Lines.
Vnlen a microstrip line is incorporated in a mp.asuring system its
properties, such as its characteristic impedance Zo, phase velocity and
the attenuation constant, should be known, Since Wheeler's2 simple
expressions based on mit mode approximation on microstrip, several
theoretical wo.rks have been reported but none. of them agree with·Lhe
measured properties of the mic:ostrip. ~le properties of a microstrip
depend upon the strip width, substrate rotcrial and the L'Ja.terialof the
conductors. The characteristic impeda.'1ceand the ~hase velocity of the
microstrip line are dependent on the width of the strip, the thickness
and the permittivity of the substrate In..'1terial.It was found.that the
microstrip lines have dispersion i.e. the phase velocity is dependent
.on frequency. The cause of the dispersion is attributed to the launching
of surface waves~8
Various techniques have been used to measure the variation of phase
velo~ity with frequency~4-40 Some of these were direct phase measurement
whilst the others were indirect meth'Jds. In the indirect I:1ethodthe
effective dielectric constant is measured. I.lostof the reported
I:1easurementmethods of effective dielectric constants present certain
practical difficulties. For example the resonant ring method, although
very accurate for narrow strips, loJ'ses its accuracy for wide strips.
To siI:1plifythe experimental technique for the effective dielectrio
constant, fe, m.easurenents a new approach is proposed. This method uses
a microstrip shorted at both ends, that is a half wavelength resonant
line. This will he resonant whenever the line length beootles a multiple
of a half wavelength at that frequency, (figure 3.1 but no gap).
For a dispersionless line the relationship between effective dieleotrio
constant te and the relative dielect~ic constant of substra,b E. is given
by
E.e = 1 + ~ (E. - 1)
•','there~ is the filling faqtor (the ratio of dielectric area to the total
area of the Wheeler's conformal mapping).
Assuming an air line ....lith no dispersion, shoz-t.ed at both ends,
the resonance frequency will be
fo = n v 0
2 L
where n = number of half wavelenGt~s
vo= velocity of e mwaves in air, 3 x 108 m/s
L = LenGth of the resonant line
Let fox = resonDntfrequency of the sane line but with dispersion.
v "IIill be reduced to vo (E.e)-7
then fox. .: = n vo 1.
2L 1£"e/f
and E..e
3.1
KlOwing.the value of n and the resonance frequency of the line, f.e
can be calculated from equatd on 3.1. It will be seen from t:lis
equation tl'k1.t the accuracy of measurement of the Ee is dependent on
L and fox
The practical side of t!ds measurement technique is discussed in
section 10.
3.3.1 Capacitively Loaded ~crostrip Resonator
..
Take a rQsonant tr~~smi~sionline similar to the capacitively
loaded co~ial resonator (section 2.5) but in microstrip. This
microstrip resonator is shown in fiG"Ul.·e3.1. The circuit can be
represented by t',70 transnission lines luvins characteristic
impedances ZOo The lines are short circuited on one end and the
other ends are connected onto the two ports of the capacitive \\
network representing the gap capacitances ( figure 3.2a).
--The input impedance of these short circuited lines at the cap \\
terminals
Zin1 = Zin 2
= + ~ Wly_
v
llhere 0{1 = attenuation of the line in nepors per unit length
= phase constant per unit length
v
Asumming that the line losses are small, equation 3.2 simplifies to
.2.4.
cZ1.t + ·i ta.l1 C'~1l)
v
-."- ..
1
3.2
The total series impedance of the resona.nt circuit at the gap, Cp, is
Z11 = 1 + 2 Z. 1
~vr1C
1n
= L + 2 Z c{1t + j tan(~)j \V1C 0 v
1 + j ol,{ tu,(w 1t)
3.3v
.
Tne unloaded Q factor, Q of a transmissi~n line can beo
derived from the following rclationship~1
- w ~dW = w1, .. 1Qo -2,Re Z \. -- 3.5T .w:W,
where d x 1 = differen~ial of the re3.ctive part of ZT "\71th
~w W = w1 respect to VI at resonance
\
. Re ZT\ =Rea.l part of ZT at resonance
W = Vl1
DifferentiatinJ equation 3.3 with respect to fT, substituting in
equation 3.5 and neglectin0 (o{t)2 tero we obtain·
Qo = J._ L + 2Z w1t so02 ('"~~)~ 0
wC v
2Zo o{1 {~ + tan(~)
3.6v .
5hort C:LrcuLt Co.po.citLve 900F>
Su.bstra:te
~,..ou.nd pLo.ne
~I~U~E 3.1.
CA~AC:I'jIV~~Y 1...0AOeo MICROST~'~ ~ESOIVATO~.
,....----r--- Co.~eL tor
I· und.er test
(0.) UNI..OAOEO ~e:5ONATOR Cb) 1..0AOED ~ESONA"'OR
!='I~I.J~E. 3.2.
e:OUIVAI..ENi CIRCUITSO~ T~E ~e:SONAi'O~.
F'1~~~e: 5.3.
EQUIVAI..E~TO~CUITS USED IN C~CUL.A\IONS.
/But at resonance the imaginary parts of the equation 3.3 tune'
. 2out, neglectinG (cI.....e.) ....re GGt
1;;-;0 2Zo
Equations 3.6 and 3.7 give.:;
'Qo = +
. 3~8
In the above derivations the capacitance Cp as sholnn in fiQ1re
. .
3.2a ~s been n~elected and also short circuit plane losses are
assumed. to be included in the line losses.
3.3.2 ·!.[easm-ementof a Capacitor using the m.crostrip Resonator.
A lumped element capacitor having a capacitance ex and
equivalent series loss resistance Yx (rx tal:es into account the
electrode losses plus the dielectric loss} is shunted across C
(fi6~e 3.2b). The new circuit will have a capacitance
C
.T = c + Cx
and loss resistance
U"
r1 = rx ~ + 1}2ex
-1
::; [W2Cx(!L + 1)2 '<x~Cx 3.9b
where Qx =Q. factor of the capacitor
Wz ::the frequency of capacitor loaded resonator
Using equations 3.7 and 3.9(a) we get the new condition for
the resonance
= 2Zo
Solving this equation for Cx with the help of equations 3.7 and 3.9a
we obtain
ex =
3.112 Zo \'12
Calculation of G, factor of the Can3.citor:"':
The new reactance (neglecting line losses)
::L + 2 Zo tan
wCT 3.12
2Zo
iii
oe0
2 (W;eJ
3.13·
andR e
\
1
ZT2 = r
w = ....'2
=1
~
n 2 . 2 .In this derivation (0(2.(..) . are neglected because (o(2i) ~~1.
Substituting the values ofiw2Cx and 1\V2CT from equation 3.11, 3.10
3.14
Let Q,ox = the Q factor of loaded. resonator
Substituting these values fr~m equation 3.13 and 3.14 together
with the value of CT from equation 3.10 vie obtain
,Q,ox
L
. 3.15'
Attenuation of the niicrostrip is proportional to the square
root of the frequency i.e.
3.100
Using equation 3.8 and 3.16a we obtain
+ Sint¥)]
4 Qo
3.17
The Q,factor of the Capacitor, Qx, can be evaluated from equations
3.15 and 3.17
.. ' ... [Sin(2 We e~ +
Qx.=.
4 sin
2 (~)fot (~
Qox .Qo
W2 t- co
Vl1
3.18
60
Equ.::;,tions3.7, 3.8, 3.11 and 3.17 are used in evaluation of
the capaci tance C:;;: and. the Q. factor of thp, capacitor. c:';;::: has two
- components. One of them is the dielectric Q, factor ~ and the
other is the conductor loss .factor Qc. nCA peopleS,17 give the
following eqUB.~ionfor Qc
1
where Rs surfa.ce resisti vi ty of conductor (c.< [2-)
~ = length of the capacitor
W ~ width of the capacitor.
this relationship shows that Qc e:.c f - 3/2
The relationship be tween these three Q. factors is
Q,x-1 = Qc-1 + ~-1 3.20
Com:nents
.'.;..,.
The above matheuatical treatment of the capacitor measurement
-shows that- Lumped eLement para..metez-s can be measured using a
capacitively loaded oicrostrip resor.ator. luthough the above
equations were derived for a c~pacitor, similar equations could be
derived for an inductor.
e "
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HECll'l.NICAL nI:SICm A1f.O !.IATERIAL PRO}3L~.rS OF TIm COA,"'U.ALCAVITY
4.1 Introduction.
It was shown in section 2.4 that the fillingfactl)r,x, i.e.
the ratio of the thickness of the dielectric film to the gap width,
Go, should be large. The dielectric film thickness used in m.Lc's
rari~s from 0.5;nu up to 10 pm and therefore Go should be liL1ited
to a wil!th less than 50fo':l.. The advantages of small cap ,'ridthson
the measurement of thin dielectric films using a Capacitively
Loaned Coaxfa'L Cavity is shown in figures 2.7 (for E..1) and 2.9(for xK).
Figure 4.1 shows an axial cross section o~ the cavity. The
dielectric film to be measured is deposited onto the plane end of the
inner conductor at the gap. Therefore the cavity was designed in two
parts named the ton and the base,so that there could be an easy access
to the gap. TIle i~ner conductor of one of the parts extends to the
full' length of the outer conductor. This was chosen so that the
film could be deposited and after the measurement removed quite easily.
The other part of the cavity, the base partJhad its inner conductor
shortened by a length equal to the required gap width Go, but still
keeping the length of the inner conductor equal to that of the top part
of the cavity. The Coupling of the cavity to the measuring system was
also incorporated. on the base.
During the thin film measuring process the cavity parts were
disassembled. and assembled again many times •. Any misalignment 'of
62
the two 'parts could have introduced large errors in the measured
quantities (section 8). This is a mechanical problem and proper
design can eliminate it. This is discussed in detail in section 4.2~2.
Another important point was the material of the cavity. ~le
cavity should be constructed from a II1'lterialhaving the following
properties:
(i) very low coefficient of expansion so that any sm3ll change
in temperature does not upset the measurement.
(ii) .high.conductivity. 'l~e Q factor of the cavity is
proportional to the sq_uare root of the conductivity of the material
lining the inside of the cavity.
(iii) material compatibility: The top part of the cavity
passes thrOUGh a series of thin film processing steps and' cavity
properties should not change during these steps. UOst important of
these processings, is the high temperature required during deposition
of the film.
The manufacturing and the material problems are discussed in
the following sections.
4.2 1lechanical Construction of the Cavities
The design chosen for the capacitively loaded Co~~ial Cavity
has been described above. ~lis design was used on cavities made from
brass and invar. The construction of these cav~ties is described below.
Although brass cavities were not used in the thin film dielectric
measurements, they were used in determinine the properties of the cavity.
.B.
4.2.1 Brass C~vities.
The first cavity was made of brass. The Lnner s of the two parts
were screwed on to the short circuit plane ends and joints were painted
with a silver paint. This gave an easy system assembly but it VIaE:
lacking mechanfca.l as 'Well as temperature stabili ty. ~l}].edimensions
of this cavity, CBi, are given in table 4.1
The cm. was used to check the theory derived in sectien 2.3.
This approach although confirwing the theory was abandoned ~~d a new
brass cavity CB2, was constructed, bored out of solid brass blocks.
This solid brass cavity was used in investigation of the most
suitable coupling system. These coupling systems are described in
sections 4.2.2 and 6.2.
The CB2 was more stable than'CB!, but the high ~oefficient of
expansion and softness of the brass ·makes an unsuitable matc~ial for
this type of measuring system. If a brass cavity is used it requires
a temperature stabilizing unit. Another problem is that the zinc
component 'of brass, when h~ated in vacuum, sublimes and contaminates
the vacuum system as well as the deposited film. Although these
shortcomings of brass cavities could be overcome, this material was
abandoned.
4.2.2. Invar Cavities.
Invar49 is an alloy of iron 645~and nickel 36~·jand has a very
Low therm;:].lcoefficient of expansion. This property of invar make a an
ideal material for the present investigations.
TOP
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These cavities, as before were made up of two parts each as
ShO'.7nin figure 4.1. The parts were prepared from the solid metal.
The bore of each part was prepared first by milling it and then
ground down to about 10 pm surface finish with the help of a high
speed tungsten carbide burr at 28000 RPU and a lathe. The high speed
burr and lathe set up is shoun in figure 4.2. The bore of each part
was then polished with diamond polishing pasteranging from 6 pm to
t pm grade. The Ill3.tingfaces of the navity parts vrerecarefully ground
so that the plane of the faces was perpendicular to the bore of the
cavity. The cavity parts were held in a polishing jig (Figure 4.3)
and these faces were lapped down to ~O.25)JJIl surface finish.
The alignoent of the cavity parts is the most important parameter
affecting the accuracy of measurements. For precision alignment the
cavi ty parts were held together ..;hilst a jig filling was used to align
the bores of the two parts, and dowel holes were drilled. With dowels
in place 4 holding screw holes were prepared.
Figure 4.3 shows one of the top parts of the cavity in a
polishing jig collar. ':['1.'10 large holes are dowel holes and four small
holes are for the screws which hold the two parts of the cavity
together. During the electrical testing of the cavity parameter, .
the screwS holdIng the Lwo parts of the cavity were ti~tened using a
constant torque screw driver.
FiglITe 4.3 A Cavity Top in a Polishing Jig Collar
The above system of aligning the cavity parts gave reasonab1y
repea table results. 'Phc construction of the base part of the cavity
which included the coupling system was found by a difficult process.
As the dielectric film was deposited on to the top paT't, it VTaS
thought that more than one top should be used with one base part.
The above method of dowelling was not suitable for this arrangement.
The new cavity CI2'had on:ebase part and 4 top parts, all interchangeable.
The dowel holes of this cavity system were jig bored. The location
accuracy of these holes was within 2.5 pm relative to the bore of the
\
cavi ty parts.
,
"
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Figure 4--4-. The Invar 'Cavi ~ie.s.
The dinensions of these cavities are civen in table 4.1 and
their photographs are shown in figure 4.4 ,.
Table 4.1
Properties of the Cavities.
CAVI'l'Y Dimensions ReJ!1.arks
L, I!l11l D , mm Do/D1 Go, pm- ' 0
CB1 37 10.3 3.6 300-500 Various Couplin
, -g8
CB2 32 15 3.6 50-100 " "~' ....
Cl1 32 15 5 -(40 DB to VlG16
Cl2 32 15 5 Z40 DB to WG16
Cl3 32 15 5 <60 1.1Lto Coaxial
Line
I
,
DB = Durnbbell Coupling, 7:11 = I.JagneticLoop Coupling
CB = Brass cavities, CI = Invar cavities
The Coupling of the Cavity to liIeasuringSystem
The type of coupling used on a cavity is determined by the
available raeasur ing set up •. These podrrts are discussed in section
6.2. It is shown tha.t the best coupling arranbement at X band was
the dlli~bbellslot coupling. At lower frequencies a magnetic loop
coupling was used.
For dumbell, coupling a slot to accomodatc a WG 16 wavegufde ,
{utrinJ
Tool
(a.vi ~.Y. Ir--
t- I
I - - --- - -- -- --
I,..- - -- -._._._-- - -,,,'- -- - - ---- --- - - - --
I,
,---- --- ------
C inrn p \-0 dec ~rode..
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Fig ure 4-·5 Spark. MQcki~in.9 of (\Vi~JJ S\o~
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was nach lnad across the cavIty part wh.i.chhad its Lnne r conduc-tor-
shortened by Go. .The metal left between the slot and the bore of ·th.3
cavi ty \7aS thinned down to about 2(0)L-rn with a hand grinder. As the
hand grindiIltiwas very time conaumf.ng, the author developed a spark
mach infng process to do this. In this process two spark eroding electrodes
were used. The first one was to rough out and the second one to ge·t
the required fine finish. Also the du:~1:ibollslot was p!:'eparedwith
this machine. Figure 4.5 shows the set up and the tools used in the
spark Inal,}hinin0process. The latter propess was ten times quickar tm.n
the former. A dumbbell couplinz prepared using the former process is
shown in figure 6.3 (section 6).
A Waveguide was shaped to suit the slot of the base part and
VIas soldered on. The dimensions of the coupJ.ing slot and the connecting
waveguide are shown in fiGUre 4.6.
4.3 Materials for the Ca.vity.
The Q factor of a dielectric material when neasured in a.cavity,
is compared ¥lith the Q factor of that cavity (together with other
parameters). This was shown in the theoretical evaluation of the On
of thin film dielectrics in sections 2.4 and 2.5 (equations 2.42 and
2.61). ~~e Q factor of a cavity is proportional to the squ~re root
of the conduc.tivity of the current, carr-Jingosurfaces of t~e cavtty
(eq~tion 2.18) a...~dhence high conductivity materials such as silver,
copper, aluminiu ..m or gold should be used. But hit3'hconductivity
'11
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materials us~lly have high thermal coefficient of expansion.
For our purposes we can assume that the current penetrates
into metals dovm to a .ferTskin depths. In high conductivity metals
mentioned above, the skin depth at X band is approximately 1 pm.
~
Therefore the cavity can be constructed from a metal having low
thermal coefficient of exp~~sion and plated with one of these high
conductivity metals up to 5 sY~n depths at that frequency.
In the present investigation the cavity material was Invar,
which is a poo~ cond~ctor (~ = 1.24 x 108 mho per metre, only 1/41 t~
tTh~t of copper)19 This disadv~~tage was overcome by plating the cavity
with silver.
The silver was chosen on the following grounds:
Ca) It has the highest conductivity ( excluding supe.rconductoz-s)
hence best cavity Q factor could be obtained.
Cb) The low resistivity materials such as silver, copper
and aluminium tarnish when left in the atmosphere and hence they
require an antitarnishing process. The organic antitarnishing processes
could not be practical because of the high processing temp,~ratures used.
The best solution is to use a thin layer of electroplated gold. T"ne
diffusion coetficients4-6 of golu. into sllV'e~and gold into copper a.re
4 x 10-19 m.il per day and 4 x 10-13 m.m2 per day respectively both at
21°C. Therefore gold on silver will have a lonb~r operating life than
the gold on copper system.
(iii)
(:Lv)
(v)
(vi)
Electroplating of Ca.vities.
The plating process adopted was as follows:
The cavity part was degreased
It was dipped in 10.~H2 SO4 sol~tion for one minute to
remove any oxide film from the surface to be plated
Copper strike, using copper strike solution given in Appendix 6
Silver Strike, using Silver strike solution given in Appendix 6
Silver plating, using the rafit Silver plating solu.tion47
Gold plating, using PIim 'J.'ransthermgold soluti9n48
If direct silver plating was used the.plated ~terial would
have not aill1eredto the cavity surfaces ~~d steps (i) to (iv) were
follo~ed for this p~trpose.
The cavity parts had an awkward shape and plating of such a
shape with a plane anode would have not given a unifo~ plating around
the cavtty. To elimir.ate this a special cylindrical anode WC.S
prepared as shoiVDin figure 4.7. This anode extended inside the cavity
and was held by the p'Lane anode , The anode assembly was fixed on to a
P.t.f.e. base plate. This baseplate 7la.s used in aligning the cavity and
the cylindrical part of the anode whicll it was extending along the bore
of the cavity. The electrolyte of the ~lilverplating system was. ,
circulated around the bore of the cavity with the help of a "fleY!
inducer" pump (figure 4.7). The cavity parts which were silver plated
~yrex To.nk
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14.
using-this system, gave quite good and reproducable eLec tcLca'l
characteristics ( sec section 6.3.2)
The average thtckne ss of the electroplated silver film on the
cavity surfaces was about 20 pm. This was greater than the
theoretically required thiclmess which is about 4)lIll. The reason for
ha.ving a t~ick film ua.s that the silver plated films up to a thickness
of 5 Jun have pinholes.44
The electroplated top parts of t~e cavity were heat treated at
°around 300 C lli1dorvacuum. This treatment had two aims:-
. ,
(1) The elcct::::-oplatedfilm behaves like a cold worked :netal, thus
having stresses. 1~is gives rise to a higher resistivity for
4S
electroplated filI!lsfhe,....1 the bulk material. Heat treatment at
temperatures around 300°C should relieve the film froo this stress and
Lovrer the rcsistiyi ty.'
(2) nle deposition of the thin dielectric film was carried out at
around 200°C and therefore the 0avity proper~ies must not change after
repeated heating to t~is temperature.
Com;nents on :81ectronl~tinr;•
. ..
.An electroplatin5 system has two properties affecting plating of
difficul t internal corners. One- of these is the macr-ctihrovfng porrer
where 10\7 anode current is used and sharp corners could be filled up
·
by -electroplating. The second.p:cope:,:-tyis the microtllroi7ing
powar where hi.gh anode current i8 used in a weLL stirred systcm,
The latter method gives smooth surfaces, but sharp corners cannot
be p'La.ted well.5° i'lhencomplicated ahape s like cavt ty parts are
plated an opt Inuraelectroplating condition should be found. In
the present case it was f'ound tha.t the best current density for
the Elfit silver plating solution was be tween 4 and 5 mA / cm2
and the solution should be well circulated.
The heat treatuent wa.sdiscussed above and the electrical
pro2erties of the treated ca.vities are in section 6.3.2. An
additional advantage of the heat treatr.1entis that if the
electroplated film did not adhere to the cavity surface it will
blister during the heat treatment. This in a destructive test
but t~ere is no other practical non-destructive testing method.
This test elininates faulty pa:::-tsand helps to save valu~ble
time.
The antitarnishing process used i.e. a flash of Bold (6-10 I\m)
on silver ~l~ted surfaces, was found to be effective. 1~e
_Q factor of one of the i~V'ar cavities 011 dropped by "2;~,
12 months after plating.
rJIC:10'.'U.Y2 IJ3AS1Jll"I.:B:'T'.i' T.cCll:::U~1J~SFO]' 'lrr[.n CAVI'r'l.
The theoretical approaches to measurement of the dielectric I
properties of thin films using a cavity were described in section 2.
Here, the mi.cr-owavemaasurlng systems used to measure the cavity
properties, will be discussed.
The choice of measuring system depends upon the type of
.coupling ~ecl~nism used on the cavity. These were discussed in
section 6. It was found that the dwnbbell coupling to the wavegutdc-
ty-pe measuring system was the best method. Therefore the waveguide
system Vias adopted.
The wavegu.ide system has the'follo'.7incadvarrtages over the
coaxial,systell:
(i) The mismatch errors in wavcbUide components are much
smaller than the coaxial cozrponet s, hence directi vity of
waveguide directioml couplers is much better th2.nthe
coaxial couplers. Directional couplers were used in the
reflecto~ete~ set up.
(ii) Any couplinG susceptanqe of the cavity can be t~~cd cut
easily in a waveguide system.
The advantage of the coaxtal. sysben is that it can be used
practically over the n:101e frequc:1cy r::l.nsefrom 1 to 12.4 GIIz.
II
This property of the coaxial sy:::tenVI::'S used when the full range
of cavity resonMces were measured.
The neasurenerrt techniquas used for the cavity are as follows:
Ca) Transoission method: the cavity was coupled to the
waveguide through a probe ( section 6.2 ) whd.ch extended into the·
cavity at one end and the waveguide at the other end. The schematic
diaeram of the measuring systeu is shown in figUro 5.1. In this
diagram the cavity is represented as a series t~~ed circuit shunted
across the line. The cavity properties were determined from the
plot of received pOaer against frequency near resonance.
This technique has the following advant~ges over the other
transnission type measurement where two couplings are employed:
(i) only one coupling para~eter measurement is required and
(ii) the error introduce': by the coupling susceptance51 can be
eliminated with one tlli1er.
This method was used in the preliminary meaSllrements. It was
found that the oechanical and electrical stability of the coupling
mechand sm was poor and the syst.enwas abandoned.
(b) Reflection method: in this me thod tho cavity waa
connected to a reflectometer and its reflection coefficient near
resonance was plotted as a function of frequency. ~~e Q factor and the·
resonant frequency of the cavf,ty ware determined from this graph.
Rece.lver
(a.)
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Ca.vi~2:J' S i.9' Gen.. Re(ei~er Tu n e ~
(b)
F'.9ure. 5·:1. M ettsuremtn~ of The Proptthes oJ 0-
(a.V·I~"y l!Sit1j1tansmission Me ~hoC\.
(a.) .se~up a.ncl (b) f,\-uiV(l\ent Circuit.
This method 'Wasused in the coaxl.a.L and waveguide syst ema,
'lvro types of coaxial reflectometers were used. One of these W2.S
using a coaxial directional coupler. The other reflectometer was the
II.P. Network Anatyee:r tOGether with the Reflection Unit (Type 8742A)
Both of these coaxial reflectOl;;.eters were not accurate enough at
X band freq_U:3nciesand they were used only for the low frequency
resonances.
In the follo17inG sections the properties of the wuveguide
reflectomcter system, its calibration and the calculation of the
unloaded Q f<1ctor of the cavity using the plot of the reflection
coefficient against frequency will be described. Also the system
errors will be analysed.
5.2 The Precision I,'Tave-;uideReflectometcr.
The reflectomcter sJ :tem consisted of t,10 X-band high directivity
waveJUide directional couplers as shown in figure 5. 2a and b.
The siGnal source (H. P. sweep oscillator type 8690A with plug in
H01-8694:S) having an automat tc power levelling loop ( made up of .a
10dB directional coupler ~'1d a wo.veguide detector) could be swept
from 8 to 12.4 G~Iz. The receiver system consisted of the "H.P.
harmonic freq_u::mcyconverter" (t:rpc 8411A) and the network analyser
type 8410A \vith the "gain / phase" 1'1ug- in type 8413~\ 0 Thi e s:r~tzm
could be used to measure the pl~se as well as the maGnitude or the
fl t· ff' . ~ 52re ec 10n coe 1C1envo
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Th~ additional conponents of the system vrerc:-
(.,1.; Low pass fil tor ( lIP typa X 362 A ) ~-:ith 12.5 GHz cut off
frequency, to eliminate the harmonics ( 20 dB below the fundam:tal
. ,..
frequency) of the signal source when the vmm was measured.
(ii) Arl isolator having ver"J low VSWR at the output porte vrr:m C. 1.04)
to reduce fho mfsnat.cho s between the signal generator and the
reflectorneter.
(iii)Coaxial directional coupler 10 dB, ( Narda 3045C-10 ) was used in
c0n.j:U!lctionwith the HP frequency counter ( type 5246L ) with the
frequency converter plug in type 5255A to monitor the frequency of
the signal source as it was swept.
(iv) X - Y recorder to record the measured reflection coefficient.
The system was a self contained precision reflectoneter with
\7ithrec'o:.:-dingfacilities and \7hich could be swept over the entire
frequency ranse of the waveguide ~'lG 16, i.e. 8 - 12 GHz. The flatness
of the response with a shortcircuit terminating the oeasurement port
reflectometer response as the shortcircuit position was chru~ed.
was better t~lan0.7 dB over the whole bandwi.d tho Figure 5. 3Q shows the
5.2.1 The Freauency Stabilit;y of the Si:,Kl.l Source.
Err0.:.·S in the measured dielectric properties arc shown to depend
on the errors of the resonant frequcncy and the Q. factor of the cavi t~r
( section! ). The accuracy of the raeasuremerrt of these paramo tez-sdepends
on the frequency stability of the sienal source vUlich is uS3d in the
eysten, The signal source used in the present investi.g·a.tionwas an
HP Sweep Oscillator type 8690A ,"ibh the plug-in type HoI- 8694]. The
frequency stability of the signal eenerator was fully investigated.
Tha effect of the mains voltage on the frequency stability of th3
oscillator was investigated. The measured frequency. change per volt of
mains change was 31 kllz over ± 10~~maf.navo.Ltage variation. This was
improved by incorporating a solid state voltage stabilizer ( Cl~ude Lyons)
between the ma.ins and the signa.l source. The nellvariation was 4.6 k.'lz/V
over the same range.
The sicnal source was s:7itched on and the frequency set to a fixed
value. The equipment was run for two hours before the test and it was
fuund that with precautions the laboratory temperature stayed within
± 0.2oC after t~t time. This room temperatU2~e stabilization also
stabilized the frequency of the oscillator.' Under these conditions the
frequency variation of the set frequency was less than 40 kHz over a
period of 100 seconds. This 100 seconds was the swaep time used durinti
the rneasuzemarrt of the cavity response.
!.!easur,mentof the Reflectometcr I~:L'rors.
The system errors can be estimated if the directivity
of the directional coupler and rr~s1tltche3at diff~rent
poirrts alUl1£; the reflectollieterconnections are known.
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The directivity of thewllvcguide directional coupler was determined.
The coupler was used in the reflecto~eter set up and a movable matched
load wa s connected across the mcaeurenerrt port •. The load Viasmoved
to and fro along the line whilst the frequency was swept. The reflection
coefficient was recorded. From this measurement and the graph supplied
by the I~3, the dir~ctivity of the coupler was measured.
) .
The directivity ?f the 20 dB directional waveguide coupler which
-was used in the precision reflectometer set up was found to be better
than 45 crs at 9500 ±PO 11Hz, ( better than 48 dB at 9500 + 2011Hz ).
The sane oeasurement technique was also used for a precision
-
coaxial directional coupler ( Narda type ) ard the measured directivity
was 35 dB at 9600 ± 200 MHz.
The mismatches at different joints of the reflectometer system
Vlere measured as voltage standing wave ratios, VSVffi's. The measurement
was carried out by disconnecting the set up at the required joint and
in case of directional coupler the far end was terminated in a matched
load. Figure 5.4 shows tilebreak points of the set up. These results
are given in table 5.1.
86 .
'rQble 5.1
VS'l7Jlat the measurement ports
'Frequency 20 dB Coupler 10 dB COilpler Source Tr3.nsitions
GHz 82 S22 S12 o SO. SA S]3";'21
9.4 ~ 1.03 s: 1.04 ~ 1.04 S 1.04 ~ 1.05 ~ 1.16 .s 1.16
9.5 ~ 1.02 ~ 1.02 ~ 1.02 S 1.02 $. 1.05 S 1.16 ~ 1.12
9.6 ~ 1.02 ~ 1.02 < 1.02 ~ 1.02 s 1.05 !:. 1.15 s 1.14
This reflactometer wcs used to neasure the cavity parameters l1ith
and VIithout the dielectric fil1:1 ( section 7 ). Hence there was a shift
in the resonant frequency of the cavity when it was loaded vIith a
dielectric film. l'his frequency shift could not have exceeded 20 r.!Hz
for those filills used during the investiga.tion. Therefore the reflectometcr
mtsaatch e:r:rors 'Weremeasured at 9500 :!:. 20 T.:Hz and it was found to be
constant. This is shown in figure 5.3b.
Using the si(;l1al flowgraph approach El;4 analysed a reflp.ctooeter
similar to the present one and sho~':rclthat the measured reflection
coefficient
vl11ero~ :: .The reflection coefficient of the measured load
D = The clirecth'ity of the directional coupl.oz- 22
T2 :: The trxns~i~3ion loss of the directional coupler 2
88-
K(\7 ) = Coupler / Detector t~acking factor
= constant for nar-row freq_uency swoepa
;rheeffective reflection coefficient of the system
f,2 - T2 2(f;1 - Tl Dl) - C2 'r.,=
= The mismtch reflection coefficient of DC2
at the mcaaur-eraerrt port
f;1 =
T1 =
D1 =
C2 =
G2 =
The reflection coefficient of DC1at the output port
The tr;J.nOllinsionloss of DC1
The Directivity of DC1
The Coupling Coefficient of DC2
The reflection coefficient looking into the receiver
test port.
Equation 5.1 will have a maximum value when fL = 1
and a mtntnum value when k = - 1
+
.Q2
Dividing e~uation 5.3a by equation 503b we obtain
IrL",,- = 1 + D2 / T2 +~l ..(r I~\~ 1 ~2/ T2 + 5.4a
= [1 + 2 ~2 / T + rx)] 5.4b2
The directivity D2 ' the transmission less, T2 ( = 0.995 for
the 20 dOCollp1er, DC2) and re were calculated usin~ the measured
values. 17hen theze value are substituted in equation 5.4b we obtadri:
lrl = 0.126 dB
I rl min
The measured nax.lmum va:dation of the reflected signal \7ith a.
sliding shortcircuit was 0.08 dB.
~le difference bet~een the calculated value and the measQ~ed one,
nny arise from the following causes:
(i) D2, ~~ and T2 are all vector quantities ~~d in practice
they will add vectorial1y. Only the moduli wer'e uea.sured.
(ii) In the above ca1cuIatiol:lthe worst case values were u.sed.
other, when connected tOGether.
(iii) Some of the discontinuities might have cancelled out each
It should be noted t:mt over the na.rro,;,f:r.equencyranee used for
C.,u' ;:ellsurements,the measured value of 0.08 dB is the releve.nt one.
.2.Q.
5.2.3 ,Qalibr2.tion of the Ref18cto::ioter SV8t~.
The s\,leptreflection coefficient as moasured was displayed on
an oscilloscope or recorded using an X- Y recorder. There were
t"70 ou.tputs of the "gaf.n / phase plug Ln" of the Network Ana.Lysez-,
one of these was the maGnitude a.nd the other was the phase of the
reflectio::1.coefficient. Ei ther or both of these outputs could be
displayed siraul, taniously on a double beam. oscilloscope. It was
found that the X Y plot was more accur:1te than the oscilloscope
display because there was no observer error and the recorded
Lnf'c.rnatrioncoul.d be analyzed ·later on.
Figure 5.5 shO\7S the calibration set up used for the reflectometer
system, the frequency was swept ± 20 !.IHz on either side of the centre
frequency. At each sweep the rotar-,fvane attenua.tor \"rasset to 0.
specific value and constant atten~~tion grids were recorded. 1 dB
attenuation setting on the rotary vane attenuator gives 2 dB on the
recorder. Then the amplitu.de gain of the Het-work Ana.lyser ...zas increased
in ste:ps of 1 dB and compared with the constant atten~~tion grids
recorded previously. It was found tlUlt variable amplitude gain of the
Hetwork Analyser gave S:llueresults as the rotary vane attenuatJr.
The accuracy of the rot3.ry vane attenuator was within 0.1 dB.
It was shown in Appendix 7 (and also in section 8.2) that the
calibration errors do not introduce apprecia.ble error to the measured
thin dielectric film properties if the vs-m method is used.
Le.ve II-tel
RF S'9'1"\ol
Shor~(ircui~ Ro~ar_yVane.
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rfgure 5·5 Ca If hra.h·on sel up for ~he.Rel\ed-omeJe.r
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2.
Resonance c.urve of a. CClV;~~ ((12)
The signal source had a s':leep Cl::.tputvoltaGe proportion ...!l to
the frequency sweep. The linearity of this volt.:?.ge against frequency
was checked by observing the frequency against the sweep vo l tag-e.
It was found to be linear over ±. 20 !.IT-Izaround the centre frequency.
This s·.1eepvol t·?.se was used to drive the X - axis of the recorder
i1hild the output .ai gna.l of the Network Analyser lias connec-ted to
the Y - a.xis.
After calibrating the X - and Y-axes as described in section
5.2.3 the reflec tomet9!' system was used as follo'7s: the measuring port
was ter:nina.ted in a shortcircuit or open circuit and the unity reflection
coefficient ( 0 dB return loss ) line was :recorded over the required
frequency sweep, The cavi ty to be measured was then c onnectcd across
the measuring port and the reflectionmefficient was plotted. The
reflection coefficient of the component at any fixed frequency could
be detcrutncd fro:n the X - Y plot.
The plot of the magnit:lde of the reflection ooefficient, Ir I with
frequency of a high ~ reson~'1t circuit is symmetrical about the resonant
frequency. Hea:r resonance \r) changes sh.3....~lyvrith frequency and
the:!'efore sweep bJ.nd::ridth should be small. In the prez'ent investigation
the Qowas about 4500 and. the sweep bandwidth used waa less tll<1n5 I.IHz.
The co.libration of the X - a...-x:isfor the cavity measurement was less th.:m
0.250 11Hz / C'YYl • Under these conditions any frequency instabilities as
10\'1 as 20 kHz could have distorted the\rl plot. Figure 5.6 Sh0'.7S
such. 0. plot f::Jr the cavt ty- Cr. 1~lisfigllre shows th3.t \rI ";/2..3 sY-i.llJetrical
around the reson:lnt frequency of the cavity. This Vias the expecterl
result as shown in section 5.3 equation 5.8. This plot also sho.rs that
the sweep voltage applied-to the X - axis of the recorder, varied
linearly with the frequency, otherwise'tho r plot would have been
distorted.
5.3 Ueasurement of the Unloaded Q - factor of the Cavit;y:.
The equivalent circuit of the cavity was represented as a
series tuned circuit ( section 2). The impedance near the resonant
frequency being
z = r +- 4 iV1L 2b
r 1 . \11L 2b;: + d
r
= r 1 + :i 2 0.0 6 5.5
where r= total series loss resistance
L = total series inductance
6 = cavity t~!inG par~~eter
:l
P (:oy ]= }f
The ~pedance Z transformed to the measurement side throUZh
a mutual inductance I.Iwill be
2
Z1 = (E.1l)
z
,
I
2
Z, = (.;.;..\'T~I;,;.:.,I) _
r (1 + 12 Q,o b ) 5.6
The reflection coefficient r at any frequen;y'-u near
resonance will be
r '= [ Z1 zoJ'
Z1 + Zo
substituting the val'Qe of Z1 we obtain
r _J
which sioplif~es to
-~1 - p}
.
sobJr :: + ~2
[<1 +(l) + /2 Qol)] 5.7b
. and 1r12 ,-~ } 2 . 2= (1 + (2 9,0 cS }
2
(2 Qo b)(1 + ~) + 5.8
where Zo = charc.cteristic impedance of the meusurcment systeo
2
= (!!..l!) , (= coup Hng coef'f'Lc Lenb )
rZo
At reson::.nceb= 0 and th? reflection coefficient will be
2 2
lral =(1-f)
(1 + P )2,
At far off fron resonance 2 Qoh «(1 + ~ ) and reflection
\r:( = 1coefficient
Let ( r;_ I= the nagni tude of the reflection coefficien-t when
2 Qob = 1 equation 5.8 becomes
Ir.:t = (1 - f3 ) 2 + 1
(1 + fS )~ + 1 5.10
The value of f3 can be found from equatIon 5.9 and thereforo \ r.:I 2
-can be ca10ulated.
2
(h_\ against frequency response of the cavity is shown in the
inset of figure 5.7. In this plot the other reflection coefficients
(~12, l\:.\2 and \ I:\ 2 are all marked. The min Graph desiGnated as
the bandwf.d th (;lOaph shows the variation of Ir.:12 aga inst Ir.(
The graph is used as follows:
The reflection coefficient of the cavity ncar resonance is
plotted and thclr.j2 is, d,"terminad from the plot. This v:ll~e of Ir.12
is used to detcrmin._e\I:lfrora figure 5.7 then goinG back \ht is
_marked on the \\1: frequency plot and the two frequencie s on either side
of the resonant frequency are read off the graph.
2§.
But 2 Q.o b _ 1 at Ir 12 = JrL I 2
where fo
~1J1isprocedure Vias followed throughout the r.leasu.rementson
the cavity. The swept reflection coefficient rras recorded in dB's
and the fre~uency at the beginning and the end of the plot was
recorded using the frequency counter. The la~ter procedure was
used in calibration of the frequency axis of the plot. The refer.:mce
reflection coefficient was obtained with the cavity off tuned.
When a ca.vity is coupled to a mcasu.:'ingsystCr.lthe coupling
mechanism gives rise to a coupling susceptance. This suscep~ance
should be included in the reflection coefficient calculations. This
has not done in the above derivations because the cou?ling oechanism
used on the cavity had negligible susceptance. The effect of the
coupling cucceptanca on. \r; \
of the cavity can be measured using the phase inforr.~tion of the
reflection coefficient. The procedure is as follows: The cavity is
off tuned and the phase infornation of the off-tul'ledcavity is recorded
as a function of frequency. Then the cavity is tuned and the phase
as well as tho Da2.nitude of the reflection coefficient is r~(:orded as
a function of frequency. If the difference of the t','IOphase infor::lations·
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at resonance is zero (ur.dercou:plcd case) then the effect of the
coupling susceptance is necligible. 1£11eadvant age of the precd sf.cn
reflectotneter described above is that it nee-sures the phase as well as
the amp'lI tude of the reflection coefficient of a cava t;r. Thus the
effect of the coupling susceptance on \y-\ can be determined quite
easily.
Chanter 6.
CA.PACI1'IVELY LOADZD CO.i..,,,(IALCAVITIES
- COUPLIliG !.:::XII~UnS:JS AND IUS.A.SUP.K.IElrT OF CAVI'1.T'.IP&1FOK.IANCE
6.1 Introduction
It is shOlm in section 2 that the dielectric properties of thin
dielectric files can be measured using a capacitively loaded coaxial
cavity. The mechanical problems in the construction of such a cavity
are discussed in section 4. In this section the electrical properties
"of capacitively loaded coaxial cavities will be discussed.
. Initial tests were carried out to verify the theoretical approach
taken during the design of the capacitively loaded coaxial cavities.
The cavities used in this part "were made from brass. The measurement
techniq_ues that were used were dependent on the coupling mechanism of
the cavity to the Iileasuringsystem. Nu.r:lerouscoupling mechanisms were
tried and the final choices were:
(a) the dunbbell coup1in6 to the waveGUide (WG 16) and (b) the coaxial"
loop coupling to the coaxial liLe,measuring systems. The latter was
used for lo~er freq_uencies than X - band whilst the dumbbell slot was
use4 for X - b~~d work.
The cavities used for the measuronsnt; of the thin film properties,
were made frailinvar and plated with silver as described in section 4.3.1.
These cavities had properties different frurJ the brass cavities.
The cavity parts were taken apart and reassembled during the
measurement of the thin film dielectric properties. Ideally the reson2.!lt
frequency and the ~ factor" of the cavity should not vary upon repeated
disassemblying and reassemblying the cavity parts, but in practice they
do VD.rJ. 'llhenormous effect of tbese var:i.ationsin fo and Qo on errors
of the measu:red dielectric.;prqpertit:lsis shown in section 8.2. Therefore
these variations should be reduced to the lowest practical values. In the
present investigation it was aimed to get variations of.(±,1J'~ in Qo and
"~ ±. 0.2 l.!Hz.::__inf'o ,
.~. .~..In the following sections the properties of these cavities together
with ex~arimenta~ verification of the theoretical approach and different
coupling mecharri szasthat were tried, will be discuased , The cavity
properties were measured on the systems described in section 5.
6.2 Counling r:rechanisms of the Cavities.
6.2.1 Electric l>r-obe:'IlavegaideSystem.
The attempt was to take the advantages of a single coupling transmission
method, together with the 10\1 errors of the waveguide measur-Ing system.
The couplin& consisted of an electric probe, supported by a p.t.f.e.
insulating support, extending on one 'end into the wavegui.de and the other
end entering into the cavity at the electric field maximum point.
Fig~e 6.1 sho~s the cross section and the photograph of the assembled
unit.
It was found that it was difficult to separate the cavity parts
without disturbing the coupling probe. Ano the» disadvantage of the
electric probe coupling was that the electric field inside the cavity
VIas dd sturbed by the probe. Further· details on the probe can be found
in Appendix 7.1.
P.~·leSu.ppor~ ......
( b) FJ 00. h'n_s bisc- Pro be
- ._ .,...~ -----,-- :..-
(c). Assembled [~v;tg - WQVe~ll,de. S~s~e,T\.
101
6.2.2 Ti,e Flon.tinr; Disc - Probe: '.7ave{,'uidoSystem.
It was found that a si;;1ple electric field probe disturbs the
electric field inside the cavity and hence reduction in the resona.nt
frequency of the cavity. To eliminate this a floating dis~ - probe couplinG
system was tried ( f~ther details can be found in Appendix 1.2 ),(~~. 6.\6).
Although this technique had improved the performance of the cavity coupling
over the electric probe, the system was mechanically ~~stable. Also the
•
power coupling into the cavity was so small tr~t after a feu tests it was
abandoned.
lhrrnetic Loon CouT)lin.o;:Coaxi3.1 System.
The p:cobewas designed using a 50 ohus, 7 m.mcoaxial line having
an APC- 7 connector on one end. Using the coopensated step transformati~n
approach55 the line dimensriona at the other end were reduced while keeping
Zo at 50 ohms. The diameter of the inner conductor '1308 reduced from
3.J3 m-:nto 1.3 on. At the end of the coaxta'l line the extension of the
inner conductor Yn1S reduced further in diameter to 0.5 ra.m and made into
loop by soldering the free end onto the outer conductor ( Figure 6.2~).
The step transforr:lc. tion on the coaxial line preceding the loop \'T2.8
tested on the Tine Domain Reflcctoneter56 ( ID' 1415A ) and no d5scont tnui ty'
at the step could be observedj (n~L\I:'-e £'.'2.. Q.).
~:lhemagnetf,c Loop was si tua ted near the raaxtmumcurrent point 1.e.
close to the short circuit pla.ne of the base part of the cavity a!1.d
the penetration into the cavity could be adjusted.
(a.)
APC-7
Cb)
Figure 6·2 Mo.snehc Loop Couplin.9 ra Cavi~"y.·
(a.) TDR diSP\o._y of~he (00:)(\0.\ line sechono} MLC
(b) Cross se'ch'ono.\ v,e.wof cQuphn.9 mech~nisn,. I
'l11ecouplin:; system was used 71ith cavities to observe the full
range of resonances from 1 GlIz U:';> to 12.4 GHz. Because of the higher
errors in the coaxial measuring system compared to the wave@lide system,
this method of coupling \1aS not used for X - band measurements on
dielectrics.
Recently. ShUc..""'mer51deve Loped a systen where the errors of t:le net~10rk
analyser l'leasure:D1entscould be corrected by a computer, whilst the
measurement was ca.rried out. This systC:!l can be used for the coaxial
coupli:lg systen provided that the frequency of the sib11al generator can be
swept by the computer in s:n.'.1.l1steps. lIToattoupt wac made to use the
sysbem because the freqllency could not be swept as required, at the time of
the investigations.
Du;nb.boll Slot Counlin.:3::Wave-:;1.1ide S:,;:stem._
This coupling slot was chosen first for its mecharrlc-i'l stability and
then because it has lower coupling slot. reactance compared to +he ot!ler
coupling slots of the Sa.':l.0 size. But the mterial thickness has more
effect on the coupling' coefficient of the dumbb~ll slot than on other slots
such as circular or rectanGular slots. The effect of the material thickness
on the slot paramete ra was deterrnined eX~1erimentally. Three identical
dumbbe L coupling slots were prepared from a t:lin copper foil. These
COUIllinZslots W0r~ used one at a tim!') first to coupl o n. ha.lfw<1.volenzth
waveguide z-esonabor to fhe reflectometer as described in section 5. The
return loss of the cavity at resonance was measured, The. cavity was then
coupl.ed throu;h a slot nade up of the three slots stuck together and its
return loss at resonance W:13 l:1easu.redas before. TIesults are t;iven in
Table 6.1
Tc.ble 6.1
The effect of the T:1':).tcrialthick.!1CGSon the coupling' coofficient of
the dunbbell slot
Slot ITo. Thicl:ncss of Slot Return loss at TIesonC!.nce
.
11 0.13() ram 13.6 dB
12 0.130 mm 14.6 as
13 0.130 mn 15.0. d13
11 + 12 + 13 0.390 mm 1.4 as
lffiothereffect that influences the coupling into the cavity is the
diameter, d, of the coupling slot holes , this was tested on the
coaxial cavity CB 1. The measured return loss a.t resonan.ce for
different d's are given in table 6.2.
.
Di&l:leterof slot holes Return loss at rason:l.nce
d, mm dB,
1.8. 0.5
2.0 1.0
2.5 1.25
3.0 2.3
.
Tahle 6 2
Thene results S;101'( the :i.uportanccof thc thicl:ness as we ll, as the
di'-3.neterof the slot on the coupling power to the cavity. It is better
Fi9ure 6·3. Dumb·bell
Cav;r_y pa.r~s
- wa.ve._guide.
C OlL P lin.9 0. 11cl
befor e. fi)Cl ng ~he.
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to have sna.LLhole d.Lamete.rand thin slots bocauce large holes Give
larger couplinG reactance than the sInall slots.
The d~abbell slot coupling was used on invar cavities for the
X - band meaauz-emerrts, Cl 1 had d = 2.8 ID .!.1 and Cl 2 had d = 2.3 m'm,
The separation between the centres of the holes was 3. m.rn, and the slot
between the holes .....las 0.2 m ,L1 vlide. The thickness of these slots IWa.s
about200 ym. Figure 6.3 ShO;'IS the coupling slot> a photograph of the
slot prepared on Cl 1, before fixing th~ wavegui.de end and plating the
cavity.
6.3 Ueasu"'ed Pronerties of thG Canacitivcly Loaded CavitiF!s.
As ~entioned earlier initial work was carried out on brass cavities,
and then for the main work, plated invar cavities were used. The
softness of the brass compared to the invar gave the flexibility of doing
many modifications to the 1;rass cavities. The cavity properties were first
measured on brass cavities. These properties were the coupl.tng'mecharrisma
.and the capacL tLve netwcrk representation of t}1egap. The latter was the
most important point as there was practically no experimental data on those
quantities.
In tho following sections the properties of brass and invar cavities
will be discussed.
6.3.1 Brass Cavities.
It was reported that a, coaxial cavity has Cl naxtmum Q. factor when
the ratio of the outer conductor dia"ncter to the inner cond.uctor
diaweter of the cavity DO/D1 lies be tween 3 and 4. li'igL1..L'c2.6 shows
the vG.l'iationof Q.owith Do/Dl of the p:cc8cnt capa.citively 10a.d8d
coaxial cavity. So initial cavities were designed to h8.veDo/D1
ratios aroQlld 3.6.
The first cavitYj as all the other cavities was designed such that
it had two parts. The base part had the coupling to the transmission
line and the gap,whilst the top part had the centre conductor the s~~e
length as the outer conductor. This vrr::.s described in detail in section 4.
Table 6.4 ShO',7S the characteristIcs of these cavities, such as the
resonant frequency, f1 ' ~~loaded Q factor Qo, outer diruneter, Do, the
.ratio of Do/D1, the length of the cavity excluding the gap and the
capacitive gap Go. It will be seen from the table that C131had a lovler
Q,o than c:B2. The reason for this was that CB2 had a larger Do than C131.
Also CB2 was made from a solid oaterial and its surfaces were highly
polished whilst the inner conductors of CB1 ...texe screwed on and its
surf'ace s were not polished.
6.3.1.1. :~eaSUi:'Ci.1cntof Ca'J.~citi'vc network Pa!'arlctersof a Gan in
the Centre Co~(_bctJr of a Coc.xi'llLine.
The gap in the centre conductor of a coaxial line can be
represented as shown in the thea:,? of the capacitively loaded coaxf.al,
cav.lty ( sectLon P ) by a two-port rrne twozk ( figure 2.1 ). This
. 25 .apprach W8.S adopted fron Green Is work where the cs.p parameter-s were
derived from the nu~erical solution 'of the field in the gap. 26YO'JIlg
10'7..
cIafns tint for sr:ull gaps the fringing field capac ibanco between
the centre and outer conductors at the gap~Cp, can be neGlected.
The only practical Ylork.27 found in the literature described: the gap
represented by a 11network., rts paral:leterswere measured by measuring
the input imp'3G.anceof the network Ylhilst the output was ter!ainated in
a matched load. It rras claimed that Cp Viasconstant '7ith va..ryinggap,
thus contradicting Green's resluts.
The capacitive gap parameters can be measured using the symmetrical
capacitively loaded coaxia.l cavity •..The electric field distribution
of the cavity is sho...m in figure 2.2 section, 2. It will be seen fran
this figure that whenever the fields on both sides of the gap have the
same polarity, figure 2.2 modes 2 and 4, then the resonant frequency is
only dependent on Cp, but the series capacitence Co ( 1 + m ) has no
influence. On the other hand when the fields on both sides of the gap
have different polarities all the capacitances control to the resonant
frequency of the cavity.
Using node 2 and mode 4 resonances, we have the follm'1ing resonant
state
-1 tan ~:f:j(2 iff Cp) = Zo 6.1
ran C -1which simpflies·to Cp == ( 2 ITf Zo 1Tf :rv 6.2
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Cp can bp. calculated froil this equation if the resonant frequency f,
the char::;,ctcristicimpedance of the cavity, Zc and the length of the
inner conductors L are mown.
!.leas~ed values of Cp usinc the above equation toe;etLer with the
values interpolated from Green's results arc shown in table 6.3.
These results Sh07{ that Cp decreases \7ith decreasing gap Co. This
proves tll3.tCp approaches zero as Go tends to zero and hence contradicts
'11
It was claimed in his repo:rt21 thatthe reported experimental results.
his experinent ~as carried out for large gaps a_~d it is possible t~t for
large gaps Cp approaches to a constant value.
Table 6.3
Gap Cp pf
:.Ieasured Green's value
500 ]La 0.0139 0.0142
300 prJ. 0.0015 0.0084
Cavity CB1 ~as used at X - band
It will be seen frow these results that for gD.ps..::::60 pm Cp will
b9 negligible compared to (~ + 1)Co. Therefore the assw~ption in the
theory that Cp is nc(!ligible vias justified.
This approach of the measurement of the discontinuity parameters
can be applied to other types of transmission lines such as strip and
microstrip lines. Some results obtained from the microstrip c~pacitive
gap are given in section 10.
6.3.2 Invar Cavities.
.. The theo::'eticaltrea t@ent of the capac itively loaded cavity was
given in section 2, and some data was presented in graphical form on
certain types of cavities having a length of 32 o..:n + Go. Thic Lengt.h
was chosen because the resonant frequency of the cavity of around 9.5 GIIz
could bo achieved for gaps below 60 )lli1 and Do/D1
Do/D1 5 was chosen on the follorling grolUlds:
5. The ratio of
(i) The resonant frequency of the cavity is higher than
Do/D1 <: 5 for the same Do.
(ii) TIrefrequency shift of the resonant frequency of the cavity
when loaded ':1ith the dielectric film is higher than Doi.:J1< 5 for the
Baoe Do. It will be seen from figure 2.1 that DO/D1 > 5 will give
still higher frequency than Do/D1 = 5.
(iii) Although cavities having Do/D1 > 5 give higher frequency
shift than the cavity Viith Do/m .~ 5, they have a lower Qo than the
cavity with Do/D1 ~ 5. The Q. factor the dielectric film ~ is
proportional to Qo, therefore high Qo should be used. In the present
case the compromise to the Do/D1 ratio was t::.kenas 5.
(iv) Cp 1'3 Lowen for high Do/D1 ratio than Do/D1 = 3.6.
Raving these points in mind the fol1ol"linccavity dimensions were
chosen: Do = 15 m .m, DO/D1 :: 5, L = 32 m.m,
and Go c.60 F1. t"All of tho Lnvar cavttics vtex:« cons~'l.ct8dusin0 thr::se
dimensions.
The Q. factor of the cavity is proportional to Do (section 2.3.2
equation 2.18) but there is a. limit to the largest value of Do that
can be used. ~1is limit arises from the propagation of hi~1er order
modes in the c08.Xial line •. The E11 mode has the lowest cut off frequency
and th~ cut off wavelength AC -::::.Tf (Do + D1 )/2. Substituting the
invar cavity dimensions gives II cut off frequency of 10.6 GHz. The
invar cavity resonated in this mode at about 11.75 GIIz ~ith a Q factor
7300. This justifies the·Do chosen for the invar cavities.
There were three invar cavities, Cl1 and Cl2 having dumbbell couplinG'
to vraveguide (rIG 16) syste~ figure 4.4a and Cl3 had the magnetic coupling
to coaxial system figure 4.4b. The last cavity was used only for low
frequency work,
CI1 had. only one top part whilst. CI2 had 4 top parts (T1~ T2, T3,
and T4)' These invar cavities had a very 10;" Q, factor at X - band
( ~ 700) and had to be plated. The cavities were silver plated es
described in section 4.3.1. and the cavity properties were measured
using the measuring system described in section 5. The best measured
Qo value was 955~of the calculated value. 0.0 values better than 92;~
of the calculated value could be obtaf.nedvrith ease , '
The characteristics of these cavities tocether lvith the brass
cavities are given in table 6.4.
.111.
Table 6. L1k•
Pronerties of Cavities.
:BRASS CAVITDS nrvA.l1 CAVITI::JS
Parameter CB1 CB2 Cl1 Cl2 Cl3
L, mm 37 32 32 32 32
Go, pm. 300-500 50-100 30 32.5 58
Do mm 10.3 15 15 15 15
DO/D1
,3.4 3.6 5 5 5
,.
f1 MHz. 9430 9590 9490.7 9498.3 1347
Q.om 1250 2350 4514 4490 1780
QoTH - 2500 4890 4890 2051
QOD = neasured value, Q.oTHcalculated from the theory
The differences between the I:1~a~u=ed~~d theoretical values of Qo
were due to the following factors:
(a) The conductivity of the silver plating \7:1S not as bood
-8 -1
as the hiGhest pu.·dty silver (er = (1.59 x 10 m.) at 20°C) which
wa.s asslL!lcdin the t!1eor~tical calculations. This was eX::l8ctedsince~ .
the bright electroplating solutions contain raany organic corapound s
and other materials. TIle electroplated material will contain SOQe
of these watcrials and its conduc tdvlty will be lower than t1'lehigh
purity metal.
~'~o ~olCl'Pl~~'n D~..~...:l,,:,:l .L l~y,,:,>, - 10 1U thicl~,used as an antit2.rnish layer
~ill increase the surface losses.
(b) 'The surface texture due to electroplating affects the
surface losses. This can be remedied by the checical or electropolishinG'
of the surface. To test the effect of the surface finish on the ~o
value of the cavity, one of the top parts of the cavity was electroplated
in the Elfit electroplating. solution without the brightener additive. ,
The measuned ~o was eo;,j of the theoretical value. This test showed the
advantage of using a bright electroplating solution which gives smoother
surf'ace than an ordinary plating solution. Because of the complicated
shape of the cavity, no atternpts were made to polish it after platinc.
(c) As explained in section 4.3.1, the electroplated metal
surfaces are under stress like cold worked metals and t!1erefore woul.d
have lower conductivity than the stress released platint;.
The top part of the cavity Vl2..S heated up to 200°C during the
deposition of the dielectric film and this could relievt.'the stressed
plating and improve the Qo value. To .eliminate any effect duri.ng the
fim deposi tior..,the top part of the cavity was heat treated in the
vacuun syatem, o'l'heheat treo.tr.lentwas carried out between 250 and 300 C.
The following results were ooserved.durinz one of these processinG's
( Table 6.5 ).
The base and the top p3.rts of the cavity after pla.ting "'/ere
cleaned in running water ru1i isop=opyl-alcohol a...~dmeasured at 22.5°C
rOOD temper~ture.
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Table.6.S.
---
TimE-: after plat in.:; ~oT _, c'5;, of QoTheo""'et- Itlyrove;ae nt:Le::..l I)
2 hours 4000 81.9 -
26. hours 4250 87.0 5.1
1 vleck Lat.e.r.-
top p:1rt hc::..ttreat-
ed at 250°0 for
2 hours 4460 91.3 g'4-
.These results S110·,1 quite an Lnpr-ovenerrtof the measured Qo.
. ~Further investig'1tion on the 5 to 8;~ drop of the measured :;;'0 froll
its theoretical value brought out the foliowing infor.na,tion.:even vlith
the highest purity metal d~position and freshly polished surface the best
measured Qo could not be better than 98~Sof the theoretica.l valuc~O' 61
In o~ system there was an additional layer of gold as an antitarnish
coating and therefore it would have reduced the measured value. Taking
into consider::..tionthe above points it is reaso~ble to aSSlli~eth:1t for
cavities having measured Qo val.ue e greater than 90~~of the theoretical
va'lue , the 10SD dist::::ibutioncould be assumed to be uniform, unl.ess
there is a definite obserEable fault on the plated surface.
!\reasuren~nt of the Series Gap Cap::lci t8.nce of the Cavity.
The ShU.'TG capac i,tance , Cp, of the cap W:lSmeasured usin.:;the brass
cavity CBi. The series capacf.tance of the enl), (0 + 1) Co, coul.d not
be determined accurately, because it was f'ound th:lt the resonant frequency
of the cavity was dependent on the toz'que put on the screws clamping
the two parts ef the cavity. This was due to the compression of the soft
material (brass) of the cavity and hence reduction in Go.
The resonant frequency of ~YJ. invur cavity er 1 was measured before
the plating with silver. The condi tLonc were , Go = 42 um, L = 32 "In:1,
Do = 15 m ill, D1 = 3 n .n, The measured zesonant frequency fi was 9534 !.!Hz
whilst the calculated :::.'8S0nantfrequency was 9532 11Hz. These results
showed that the theoretical treatoent of the gap capacitance W'J.S the
right approach.
After this verification of the theory, the plated cavities were used
as follo\1s: the dimensions, except Go, and the resonant frequency of the
-cavity were measured. US~Dg these qU:l.ntitiesin eqU:l.tion2.10, the gap
Go was calculated. Thus the effect of the ~~terial compression was
elir.lin:lted..AIthough no material compression ...las observed with the plane
invar cavities, "'hen plated with silver the silver plating bct"'leenthe
nnting surfaces of the cavity parts could be coopressed. This effect
Vias obse:::."Vedwhen the torque applied on the clamping screws was greater
than 4 Ib - inch.
6.3.2.2 The Stability of the Invnr Cavitv.
The cavity parts were disassenbled and aasemb l.edagain durinG' the
neasureaorrt oJ: the filill pr-operties. 'ra have reliable and reproducable
measured results, there should be precision aligrunent of the outers as
wel L as t!le inners of the cavi,ty pirts. Tile first mecham.ca'l
appzoach t,cJ.;:enwas to use a tigl1l aliening jig filling the inner of
. t!1e assenb.led cavity. After cla .r:lping tV10doveLl.Ing holes at 1800
apart we re drilled. The cavity parts ve re held together with four
steel sc revrs whi.ch were tightened by a constant torque screw driver.
~~y misalignment of the cavity parts would introduce a spre~d in
the mea~ured resonant frequency, so cavity parts were disassembled and
assenbled ~~ tines and at each process the Qo and fa were recorded.
The statistical analysis gave the following results. (table 6.6)
Table 6.6
Q,o f1
Avera:_;evalue 4585 9490.66 WIz
Standard Deviation 42.6 0.435 UHz
Nunbe r of Data 15 14 .
"
.
Tew)orature 2100 2100
These measured results for cavity CI1 showed that Qo could be
measured \'1i thin ± 1~j but the freQuency scatter was too hiC;h.
The scatter in frequency was reduced to less than ± 0.1 WIz.,
t!'lis was achieved by jig boring the dO\1clline holes to within 2.5 PI':!
re12.thrc to the bo re of t~le cavity and also reducing the constant
toz-que al)~lied on the screvrs fron 7 lb Lnch to 3 lb inch. '1'110 latter
results nere obtained for the cavity CI2.
The theoretic:).ltreatment of the cap:).citivelylO3.ded coaxial cavity
was verified e:{pcri;';1cntally.In this exper-ImerrtaI methods were introduced
SUCCGssfully, for the ueasurcment of the capacitive Gap parameters.
The inportance of the mechanical as well as the electrical stability
of the cavity depends upon the coupling mechanism used to couple the cavity
to the measur lng system. It was shown experimentally t~at the most
suitable ,my for X - band uses was the dunbbe LL slot coupling.
The required stability of the resonant frequency of the cavity, f,
was achieved. by proper aliGx.lcnt of the cavity parts and usinG' constant
torq_ues on the screws holdinG' these parts tOGether. This is an Lmpoz tarrt
pal'a~eter, because the cavity parts were disassembled and assembled aGain
d1.U'ingthe racasurement of the dielectric film properties.
The Q factor of t~e cavity depends on the plating of its su.rfaces.
It \'r3.Sshown that as hiGh as 95/; of the theoretical value of Q.ocould be
obtained by proper trc:'..t:JGntof the plc.ted Gurfc.ces. The 3-tability of
Q,oVT.:13found to be q:J.ite good even rritho:lt proper tempcra t:.tresb.bili:zc.tion.
The quality of Qo showed that there was no loss at the joint between the
two parts of the cavity.
111
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The conduct Ivt t~r of the eIec t.rop'Lat.ed metal is temperatu.re
dapcndcrrt acco'rdlng to tile fo11m7in;1 relationship:'
= (1 -o(t)
• where () = conductivity at tenperature t
00 = conductivit1 at t = OoC
cL... = coefficient of resistivity of mn.te:dal with temperature
4.1 10-3 0 for silver= x per C
t = temperature of plating in °c
Taking "t:ro temperatures t1 and t2 where t2 > t1, the following
relationships are obtained
= (a)
= 00 (1 - olt2 )
DividirlJ' equ:..tion (b) by equation (a) gives
=
and for sr.ull values of 0( t1 and <X t2 <:.~ 1
This relationsr1ip shows the variation of the conductivity ....Tith
temper-atm.'e. 1'he'~ factor of the cavity is proportiol12.1 to the square
root of the condllctivty.
In the theo~r8tical .calculations the conductivity of the silve:r 'i'l:.lS
o .taken at 20 C. Therefore 0.0 val.uos measured at other tel:lperatUJ.'es
oshould be converted to 20 C value before comparing them with· the
theoretical value.
The heat treatment introduced dur.i.ngthe cavity proce ssang showed
the advantace of the process. neat treatment when applied to other
plated circuits such as o.i.c!s should give improvement over the
unt rea'ted circuits.
,
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7.1 Introduction
Theoretical approaches to the raeasuz-emarrt of ·the nronerties of
\' . •. .l:
the thin dielectric fibs vtes:e introduced in section 2. In that
section the capacitively loaded coaxfa.L .cavi,ty was used as the measuring
unit. The construction of the cavdty, the measuring system and the
practical properties of this cavity were discussed in the previous
sections. It was shown in those sections that the measured and the
ca.lculated properties of the cavity were in agreement. In this section
these cavities together with the measuring systeo described in section
5 wili be used for measurement of the thin dielectric film properties.
Cavities used in these neasurement s' were Cr1,Cr2 and Cr3, i.e.
Invar cavities. These cavities were. plated and after the heat treattlent
in the vacuum system, theL: properties, i.e. QoT' f1 and the reflection
coefficient at resonance, were ilisasured•. Th~ description of the
experimental proccdU2'e for the mc~surement of the tl1in film dielectric
.properties aq.d the results will be presented in the following sections.
During the theoretical calculations of the Q-factor of the
dielectric filra the cavi ty w.'1.11 losses were assumed to be unifoI'L'll:l
distributed. It was fo ..ind during the measurement of the Q-factor of the
cavity, QoT' tb..at the measured QoTvalue 7TaS 5 to gi~ lower thn.n the
t~:eoretical.value. Although firm concIuedons.were made in section 6
that the loss distribution could be assumed to be uniform, it was
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decided to chock this' experL1ontally. 111is point La discussed in
thofollovlinz section. 1'0 verify tho 'theory \'/0 had to measure a
material which had pz'ede tezrai.ned dielectric properties. The dielectric
properties of the I:1..a te rda.Ls ueed Tn the above test were measured using
the pez-tucba tion ne thod in a rectangular YlaveG'uidecavf ty. This will
be discussed in sect~on 7.4.
E..'Cpe:r·ime:1talVerific3.tion of the 'l"180}:'" I'"nnUed to Die1ectric Loo-dod
Cavity.
The VSJR. approach to the measurement of the ~~-factor of the
dielectric film ~, introdJ..ced in section 2., aasurne s that the losses
in the cav.i t~r walls were uni.f'orral.y distributed. This assumption was
tested by l:lc:':su.:::'ing the per:1.ittivity of naterials 'which had been
measured previously (described in section 7.4.) Cavities rrere' prepared
'. . ,
....zith ("\ values v:J.ryinr~be tneen 83 and 93i~ of the theoretical value.""oT v ~
111is was achieved by plating the top part of CI1 under different
plating conditions, .thus eivin,; different surf'ace snoothno ss and
conducti vi ties. ?he dielectric samp.Les used were: (a) T:linned dovn
soda li::1e glass (microscope cover slides ITk?.deby C!1::1nceBros.) c.ncl
(b) Anbor mica sarnpLes split down to the :::oeq_uiredthickness (sarlples
~ere supplied by the Langley London Ltd.).
The perruttivi ty of sodaTfme glass was measured as d~scribed in
section 7.4. The glass slides xtexe then thj_nm~ddown to a thic!mess
~15 um in a solution made up of 2/~ :IF, 2i;' ECI and 96/, deionisod
water. This solution '...ould etch at the rate of 1 )-1Il per ninute.
'l'hen djsl<s of 3 .illll dld~~te2 '/Terecut (disk d.ianeter s uex» the surae as
"h
the dia.:.;leterof the inner. conductor of the cavity) and. placed in the
gap of the cavity. "The properties of
the dielectric loaded CQvi"ty, f2' Q and the reflection coefficientox
were mea sured , This data together wi tIlt~e data of the cavity without
'the sawple wore used in equations 2.28, 2.53, and 2.54 (sections 2.4 and
2.5) and t:le dielectric properties were deterni.ned, I.Ieasuredresults
are shown in table 7.1. There three sets of re:::;ultsare given:
The dielectric properties calculated -ustng the VS'.7Rappr-oach
applied to the capacitively loaded coaxial cavity (section 2.4)
(2) As (1) but the perturbation method was used (section 2.5)
(3) The dielectric properties of the s3.Juplesmeasured in a
wavegui.de cavity as described in section 7.4.
Table 7.1
!.!easuredDielectric properties of Soda Lime Glass using cavities with
dd.f'f + Q. f"c·Lvo")"'!::.1. .l.eren" ...--
Measured Canacitively Loaded Cavity VlaveguideCAVI'l'Y Q.oT·% QoTH VS·ilR method Perturbation m cavity
E1 Q.b f:1 Ql) € QJ)
Cl2+T1 8f 6.1 53 - - 6.1 62
Cl2+T2 85 5.7 52 - -
Cl+T3 87 6.4 69
6.35 68
Cl 1 93 5.1 64 5.1 62 .
s» . -
:: Top parts O.l.cavJ.ty CI2
QoTH was· the theoretical va.lue.
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r[1 rn a.nr1 "[1 "'oro +he.;:o~"'1' .L2 ...u..J. 3 ,I ~ v l' pazrt s 01' the cavity CI2
Also a:nber mica disks were cut fro;:]. tho lar:lina:::omaterials and
split donn to 12.6 jl-u, Tho properties of these disks W9romeasured
using the capacitively loaded cavity. Using the cavity CI2 vd th 1'\'<!.oT
> 90;; Q. r.1H' measured resal ts for a.nber mica Vlere:
Ol.L
(1)
I
(usinGE= 6.12 an.d (\ = 450 VC'VR Hpt1.-1od)"'D t..,', J. 41.1,,_ .;._
(ii) E' = 6.16 and ~ = 390 (using Perturbation 1Iethod)
(iii) f'= 5.7 and ~ = 440 (\'lavcGllide Cavity I.:ethod)
It .lill be seen from tl1ese results tInt the most important
parameter ~ measured using the VS'}R Llethod in which uniform loss
d.i.sbr'Lbut i.on was assumed and the perturbation method agree if '.i.o'll
>87); Q.o'I'H'·.7it~'1the ~ value~ measured using a comp'Le te Iy
different method, i.e. the rectanGUlar wavegutde cavity.
The above test has verified the vS':m metliod in ':ihich t:'le cavi t:r
was treated as a Lumped eleL1ent circuit and equD.llj\'1011 the pertu.rbation
method app'l Led to t~e capac i tively loaded coaxi.a'L cavity. The v;:;:m
method su.ffers in accuracy if the me8.sured Q, factor of the cavity is
'less t.han 87,; of its theoretical Q. factor.
The test has also sho.rn t!1e usefulness of the coaxfa.L cavi ty
for the 4lG3.snrementof the self supporting dielectric Dl:;.teria.l
properties, on a s8.I:rplingbasis. 3 mmdip","TIcterdf.sks canjio cut frain
t:13 I:::::.tc::ialD.:1dt:1air pro)2r~ies are ncasurcd one at c.. t i.me and if
t~ere is any inhoT:loJ'eneityin the material it can be detected. The
trouble with the self 8l19Portin{j'dis;c, is't2lO.t it m~w slide to tho
side of the gap and this gives an erroneous result. This difficulty
was overcome by repeating t:1C experimont and obsarv.lng the frequency
shift of the cav.i ty vd thout and with the sample. VIith a properly
aligned disk the frequency shift is a uaxtmum,
Denosited Dielectric Films.- ------
The measurement procedure for the depo s.ited dielectric films was
the same as the technique used on self supporting disks discussed in
the p:::'eYiousscction. The difference was the processing used in the
preparation of the dielectrie films and the films we re supported by the'
plane end of the centre conductor. The films used in these measurements
\7ere obtained using diffe:::'cnt thin f'Ll.n processing beohnt.que a as discussed
in section' 9. The filn thicknesses' used varied betvloen1 r'1l ~nd 6 }t.'1l.
The filn to be measured is deposited onto the plane end. of the centre
conductor of the to:) part of the cavity. Figure 7.1 shows th6 arranger:len"t
used for this.
In the set up: A is the cross section of the top part of t!J.e cavf t:t
:s is the ptfe TIask. This material was used because
it would not da~~GGthe cavity surf~ces.
C is the COp!)8rcoated glass mas;.;:. It was al.so used
in the neasure41ent of the thickness of deposited
dielectric film.
D is the substrate holder. Its plan viei1 is shown
in J?iglll'G 7 .1b. It coul.d acconoda te up to 5 cavr ty.
Ac Ilftllll
E'vc po 1"!ln I:-
(b) PlaT\. view of the_ 5ubs~rate. Holde.r
. Fi9ure 7·1 Deposi hon oS Dielec~ric Film.
fox tile film thid::ncss Llonito:r( JP 2.1I.I ).
The system has the folloninG' advant agas r- e,-) smapling the fihi.
as ciose to the cavity 2.S possible fo:r the Low fxe:ruency investigations
and b-) the thickness of the filn deposited onto the ce11t:re conductor
of the cavity W2,S det ermf.ned from the filT:l deposited onto the mask.
11hedirect measur ement of the filn thickness on the cavity is very
difficult.
'.rhe measurement proceG.ure was as f'oILowst lihe ce.vity YIU.S cLeaned
as :req,uired for the film p:rocessinc. :;'lh8cavity parts uez e "dried and
as aenb'Led in the cLean :rOO;J. ~2heass emb.led cavity ncs taken into t}1e
measuneraent 18..boI[dio:i1yand afte:r an houz its Dar['"meters y;e:ro meesuz sd ,
( :retu:::n loss in d13 -20 1031(;1 the reflection cocfficien"0-.
The neasunemerrt nas carzd ed out after C;.Yl hour in o:rder to J::,\ise the
cavd ty t emperatuxe up to the roan te;:?e:ratu:re. ::''v011 e.ftc:r tTiO hours
non of tho paranot ars '·.'e:re different f:roa the fi:rsJ(j neaaur enarrt ,
The cavf ty was ta2.cCl1back into the cLean roon and tl1e c1iclcct:cic
film was de)osited 2.S discussed in aect Lon 9. The ne~'l cClvity l)ar£'.::etoJ::3
i'lere tilen mec.::3Urecl.:l~lGthic1:ness of the clielect:dc I'I8.S ueaeuz ed on
f:rO:l -'';:10 mask (FiLure 7.1). l:n07Jing the cavity p2.J::a:::;ete:rs 1'lith and
vlithout the dielectric film loc.dinb, and tIle thickness of the filll,
tho diclec-!::r-ic '"'ro,)o:rties ,'lore cclculCl'vedusin.s- equat Lons 2,28
....,.J.. J;' ..
vs:m nathod c.nd" the othe:r ' lias the pe:rtuxbatio:1 method (Sections 2,4
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C~?it:i ';Ii th the film
'loT::: 4348 Q :::42~8"ox -'
£1 = 9501.249MUz.
S1 = 1.586
f2 ::: 9494.000 t'\\h ..
S2 ::: 1.631
Gap, Go ::: 32.7 p..m
Film thickness xGo ::: 2.70 pll
Calculated re sul ts
··0"
are:
~ = 77 using the Vs.'tR method."
QD :::86 using the perturbation
method.
The dielectric OeaSQTementprocedure can be sum~lrized in a process
flo'.7 chart as shown in figure 7.3. ',1hich explains the steps taken
during each of the measurements of the f'Ll.ms , It 7Till be ceen fror.!
the chart that t'.10 loops ';:'-)reused. One of these loops was used for
repeJ.ted aeasureraent by removinG t:18 film and deposi tincia., film aga iri,
This loop wa.s also used to check the system after r-emova.I of. the film to
ensure that the cavity properties had not changed during the film
deposi~ion process. The second loop was used for the calibration of
the measuring system.
The silicon :ncn:)xide SiO, silicon dioxide, Si02 .., >"1,' AI""l" na ~l°..... ~ ."1. I..U.,~ ea, .!~ 2 3
filns prepared using an. electron beam evaporation source vexe investig::1.ted.
The spread in the para.raeters v~lues i.e.,~a:ld"~ were due to various
"preparation techniques used in the film pr-oceaai.ng, Also Si02 film.s<·,'
prepared usinJ' t:1C diode r. f. sput tcring teclmiq_ucvlcre evaluated.
These recul t s are shovm in the table. 7.2.
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The Resone.nce· Curves ·of the Cavity ".'Tith and wi bhouf the
Dilectric· film is shown in Fi[,"1.U.'e7.2
"Results o1::'~;ainedby others are also included int the table. ~ll1e.::;;ep ople
- Table 7.3
used varaous filu prepEm:.tion and meacuro.aent -t.ehoru quea,
1.1
1.1y measured results for the SiO film and result quoted by Sobol
E'= 4-5 "and ~ = 34.3 at -;::::3 GHzdid not agree. The differences
between the two methods were the preparation techniques and the
measur'emerrt:frequency. The present investigation was centred around
X-bancl frequencies. On observing this point one of the cavities, Cl3,
was designed to resonate around 1.3 GIIz. The film which was deposited
in the same film deposition process, was measured at arow~d 9.5 GHz,
as~'lell as around 1.3 GHz. These results together with results
quoted by others are shown in Table 7.3.
Dielectric Pronerties of Thin SiO Films
Measured by the Author Results Reported by Others
:trc,quel1cy €' ~ f1er.nrks Frequency E' ~ RemarksGH2i GHz
1.35 8 +0.8 100 a 2.9 4-5 34 c
9.5 4.9 120 a - 6-8 30 d
9.5 5.9 136 b x-band 4.2 110-250 e
a: rate of deposition = 22 run/s c: rate of dep. = 4 run/s ref. 21
b: rate of dep. ::;: 43 nm/s d: rate of dep. not given ref.12
e: -rate of dep. = 5 run/s ref. 22
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It will be seon frolJ these results that the dielectric properties of the
silicon monoxide film V3.r'J with f'rcquoncy, This variation is due to a
material relaxation process called torsional relaxation. Thin film
the deposition of the SiO film, the d.LeLec't.rf.c properties of which were
capacitors were also made from the silicon monoxide film sampled during
measured at 1.7) 5·3 and 9.1 GIIz. The re sul t s are shown in figure 7. 4.
This plot shows clearly this relaxation phenomena. Further discussion
on SiO will be found in section 7.5.
7.4 l.Ieasu:r8I:18ntson Self SUDDortedDielectric I:Iaterials.
The perrai. ttivi ty of a thin sheet of dielectric J:l..1.teria.lcan be
r.J.easu:redusing the pertU!'bation me'thod35• The present investigation is
concerned with tilE)measurement or such ma..terials using a Waveguide.cavi ty.
Twocavi tie S Y18remade or rectangu13.r wave~uide, WG 16, and one was
resonating in t:1e H012 and the o'ther in H014mode. The dimensions of
the cavities are given in figure 7.50.. Each cavity was divided into t"l0
parts.
The split bet';lCen the sections traa at a quarter of a guide wavelength
Ag 14, from the short circuit plane and the naterial to be me:1suredwas
placed at this point (Figure 7.530)•. This was the electric field mD.xima
and no effect was observed on the cavity Qo and f1 for repGated disassemb-
ling and asse;nblinG' of the cavity parts. The cavities v/ere excited
through a dlli~bbell coupling slot.
The cavity resonating in E012 modewas rode of copper and when
polished the ; measured Q was about 7000, but tarnishing reduced this
o
to around 6000. (The II014 node onc W3.S I!l.'ldeof brass and it was
111
:.. -
silver plated. Qo -;::,7400 vexe measur-ed, Due to tarnishinG this
va.Luewcul.d drop to about 6800 • ::'Iost of the mea surements ';rere
carried out around the latter values of Qo.
The measurement procedure was as I'o.lLows ; The Q,factor and the
resonant frequency of the cavity without the dielectricwasmeaslll~ed.
'l'hen the dielectric rnat~rial was introduced into the cavity at the split
with its plane parallel to the electric field at that point.
The cavl ty pars..raete rc 1.e. Q.2 and f2 ..-reremeasured. These measured
parameber-s together rli th the cavity and material dimensions, .figure 7. 5d,
were substituted in equations 2.60 and 2.61 (section 2.6) and the
dielectric properties of the rnterial were calculated. In one of the
measurements on the aDber mica the following results were obtained:
Cavity '7ithout the dielectric. Cavity with the dielectric.
Qo
= 5620= 6308 "'''Ox
f2 = 945;:.75 UHz= 9522.08 1.IHz
I
Leno"'i;hof the cavity = 41.66 nm
Dimensions of the dielectric material:
at = a diDcnsion of the cavt ty
b ' = b dimension of the cavity
1 '.2--
iron equat ion 2.62 section 2.6 IT-::cL/t
SubstitutinG tho above va.Iues in equations 2.60 and 2.61 ve obtain the
dielect:dc p:r:operties of l1.;-nberInca. ~hcse az e E.' ... 5.3
... "
Self supporting dielectric r::aterials VJore cut in different sLzcs
such that the frequency sl:ift of the c~vHy vii t11.tho c3.iclectric lo[.c.ing
1'12$ Leas rbhan 30 I.llIz. 'lD.lis:req_uirm:lCntput co:r:tc.in 1ir::itationns on the'
size of the natorial, O'G' a thicl: Dl1teri2.l shouLd have either i!'} ~ a
or b ' c. b. ij_1:1e sane condition 8.:;?plies to the hic'l:pe:::r:.rittivity l!18.te:r:ials.·
Initially nat erials to be measured ·.-Jere held in position in the
cavity by an expanded polystyrene· ( Fi;"ure 7 .5[1). 1\lt it~':as founddifficuH
to cut tIle hand materisl to hcve e close fit into tlle cavity and hence
e:r:wrs .7cre Lntnoduced in t::8 measuxed parD,T].ete::csdue to sir g8;!) bet neen
the nato:rial and the cavitJ -;:o.1ls. 'l'his difficttlty "iJ8.sove:rcotlo vIitIl 11
recessed cut around the 'IiaveC'llidoa-~ the Sl:;lit. I'i2,ures 7.5Q. to C ShO\'1
the s8.nples in position.
l:easurements on 8.1u.minasubstrates shouod that the real part of
the :relative pcrnittivity (I,e]ono.s on the "J[.Y the nc.tcrial vas fixed
into the cavity. This can be surn:J2.:dsed as follm7s
. '
(i )~b :,'j_',u:re 7 ~ C scrr11e C •
,
It .JaS found that the neasur ed E. is Lower than the va'Lue quosed by the
\
manuf'acbur ene of the subs t nat E!S. Ileasuned :r:esults tOGether. with tho .-
;r.l8llufactu:re:rs elate. aze g'iven in 'j_'u.ble7.4. It will be seen f:r:onl this'
that the neasuned values ar e app:r:o::imD-tely 0.5 below tho quo t ed
'values. 'l'his disc:rcPal1~Y cannot be f:r:om the va:riation of the u2.te:rie.l
p:ro~o:rties, anY'.IC-Ynot in fou:r different 8ubst:rc.tcs. Tho cause of this
may be clue to the clcct:ric field discontinuity at the boundary betYJeen
64,the sarrpLe and the ai:r: gap •
Table 7.4
Alumina S~bst:rates
..
lIeasu:red l1anufactu:r:e:r:s Data* Diffe:rc~1ce
l.:ata:rial I E.'£. f:req_. Gliz freq. G;Hz Af.'
c
De:r8JloX915 8.92 9.5 9.49 9.3 - 0.57
" .
:De:r:anox995 9.17 " 9.6 9.3 - 0.43
AL 300 8.47 " 9.06 10 - 0.59
ALSII.IA.G770 9.20 " 9.8 10 - 0.52
*l.Ianufactu:re:r:s Jk:.ta obtained f:rom :ref. 70.
S1±!!lpleand Civity JJinensions: 8,1=811r:l a == 22.GG rm
b :: 10.16 T:!n
d. -= 87.6 nm
b' = 5tnn
t := 0.6- 0.67 nm
Table 7.5
, , . - .. ~ - ;-~ . --
Measured Parameters Reported by othersat 9.5 GHz
MATERIAL
.,:--1
~
1 ,
~ freq. Ref.No"E 'C:
Corning 1059 4.4 230 5 250 10 GHz 9
Exp. polystyrene 1.06 3000
1.licroscope . iE *Slides 6 ± .25 62 ± 6
Ruby Uica
Sample 71 pm
5.9 2200 6.5-8.1 Lf 61thick 2500-10000
" 15 pm thick 5.1 5000
Amber Uica
Sample 1, 50 f11l
5.3 460 5-6 18 - 250 Lf 66thick
.
" 2, 60ymlt 6.0 440
" 3, 10 pm " 5.4
" 4
ALUInUA SUBSTR.
Coo::'s99.5 10 8000 9.8 .. 100uO 10 GHz 68
**Sample 11 9.95 900 .
13 9.9 1050
14 9.9 1100
51 9.3 560
52 9.0 570
91 9.54 1259
,
93 ; 9.4 1180
131 9.64 550
134 9.58 160
Pronerties of SA1f SlXDDO'l"'tjnC"Dielectric Materials
* .The figure after .t sign is the measurenent error
** These are condensed data. Full data can be found in ref. 10b
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Fi,9ure 7·5 (a) Cr(\ssSettiol\ oj Cavit_y Wl~h Sa.yaple i.n
rece sse d slob,
( b) o.nd. (c) 5o.m pte. s B and C in posi CiOI1.
td.) ShClPe.S oj Sa.mp\es. Use.d.
1 .In this typo of sazrnl.e, fixin;::- the measured value of b should be• - ~I
used in the calculations of 1\ in eq_u::..tion2.62 section 2.6, because
the recessed volune forns part of the cavity.. The measured results
using this approach {;ave (;1 values 7rithin 1/~ of those obtained fran
1the measurement IThereb b.
r.hteri<:ls neacured using this technique are given in table 7.5.
It will be seen from these results that the oeasured nica par~eters
i.e. 1E and ~, differ from the values quoted by others. AJ:lbermica and
to a ouch lesser €xtent ruby mica have impurities enclosed between their
layers~9 Therefore their dielectric par3.I:leters may differ from sa::lple to
samp'Le , these are shown in table 7.5.
7.5 COCTh."JC!1ts
In this section the sym.""1ctricn.lcapacitively I08.ded c08.xial cavity
was used successfully for the measurement ef the dielectric -properties of
thin films. :.T.ethoclsintroduced in section 2 were expez'Lmerrta.lIy tested
and the aasumptLons which were made durin;, the derivations of the
properties of the dielectric loaded cavity were found to be valid. It
was shorm in this section that either of the two methods could be used for
the meaaur-ezicrrt of the dielectric properties. The choice of the methcd
depends on the :leasurer:lcntaccuracy of the tlost critical paramcters of
ill
these me'thoda, The inpo::otantparameter of'the vs,m method is the
ratio of the vol t8.Ce st3.ndlr:CW2.ve ratio s with and vli thout fhe film and
the Q-facto:r-sof the cavity, with and i7ithout the film in the perturbation
method. The error analysi:3 of these methods are given in section 8,
where it is shown that the VS'.'rR method is the more accurate.
It was shown in the thGory (section 2) that this type of cavity
could be used to neasure the dielectric properties at two different
frequencies. This appr-oach was not used YTidely in the present
investications , because the available coaxial measurinJ system. could
not provide the accuracy reqni:r-edfor this type. of !:leasurement. However
the feasabili t:lof the approach was deraons tz-at.ed when the dielectric
properties of Si02 (Table9.3., section 9.2) and SiO (Table 7.3) were
measured at 1.3 CI!z and 9.5 GHz.
The !:lostinteresting -:'esult\'lasthe variation of the dielectric
. .properties of the SiO films, with the frequency. It was found that SiC
filns have a relaxation phenomenon around 3 GEz. Hi::oose63, working on
the SiC films up to 100:.JRzsuegested that a dielectric relaxation process
called torsional rel:lxation should take place above 10J :.IE!:z,.without
realising this pheno~enon, .Sobo121 mcas~cd the permittivity of SiO at
2.9 GHz and obtained a rather 10\1 ~ value (~30). lIealso quotes a
~ value for the sane fil::1at 1 I.i:Hz, wlrich W3.S not much different from
the microwave value.
."
The capacitively loaded co~~ial cavity can neasure the dielectrjc
pro:pcrtics of thin fil::lsdeposited 'cnto the centre condu.ctor a8'\1ell as
the self suP?orted oaterials. The advantaGes of the method are:
(a) TllC dielectric fi Ln in this ,lJsthod is deposited onto a
notaf substrate. ~lhi::;is the usual method of m.Lc
fabrication. Therefore the film can be measured in a
situation sinilar to that in actU:ll circuits.
(b) The electric field is perpendicular to the ril:n. When
the fil::1 is used in circu.its the electric field trill be
applied in a similar ....TaY.
(c) During the dCJ:losition of the dielectric filrri it is nor:Jal
practice to inprove .:.dhesion by the prior deposition of a
thin Laye r (5 to 20 nm) of chromi.um or nichrome. This
procedure was also used duri?g the deposition of the dielectric
filn onto the centre conductor of the cavity. At the end of
the measurenent , the dielectric film was removed and the
chr-omi.unfilm was left on the cavdty, !.basurcI:lCnton this
cavi ty shoved t:-'q,t this neta'l film did not effect the measuced
dielectric properties of the thin film.
Althoush the coaxial ca7ity method can be used to measure the
self £u?porting !ll-J.terials it req_uires speci.a.LLy shaped materials i.e.
disks. ..\ completely diffe:...·entappr-oa ..eh using a wavegui.de cavity was
tested. The cavity perttl::'~'bationtechnique '\'lasag.:Linused. rJ.1!lc
construction of the cavity was much simplcr than the coaxi.a'l, cavil ty and
laminar sheet n.'1terials cut in recta.n{;,ular shapes vexe tested. It was
found tl~t the technique could be used to mca~u=ethe dielectric
properties of substr~te materials used in the construction of microstrip
circuits. The advantage of the systC:l wac its sir.rplicity, and accurabe
results could be obtair.ed p::-ovidedthat (;:_)the perturbation conditions
ill
(b) the dir.'l8nsions of the cavity and the
material are meazured accur~tely.
GIIAP'l~ 8
I
CAVllTY
8.1 Intr0d~~
Errors in a measuring systen arises from systenaticand random
errors!1 Systematic errors are those whi.cheffect each mcasurenent
the 83.:1eanount , such as the calibration errors of a neasur.lng sys tem,
Proper desiGn and calibration of the measuring system can reduce the3e
to a neGligible value. On the other hand random errors, as C:l!'l be
understood from the naue, are due to random fluctuation of the measured
quantities. P~~dom errors c~, beestiwated by statistical analysis of
results obtair.ed from large n~~bers of IDeasu=cnents. These are
oversi~~lified state~ents because in certain circ~~stances the
systemtic error~ canno t be .distinguished from the random errors.
This ~as apparent in contributions presented at a recent co11aquium on
analysis of errors in measurement systems!2 Assurat ng that the error in
the measu=ed quantity x.a (i = 1, 2 •••• n ), are due to
randca errors, then the error cal.cul.e.Hon using the statistical approach
can be suaaar-i.zed as fo110':;s:
l.iean value', x =
8.1
Va.ria."1ce,
')'\_
ir 2 ;: V(X) == L.=...i=_;_1 __ (X-=i_-_X_) 2
n 1 8.2
Then 'J...rtymcasured x can be rep:rcsented as
· /
-x = x + u(}-
~
0.3
where U = certainty factor
n = n~~bcr of obSC1~ations
Let E(x)
E(x) =
= fractional error in x
Using equatd cns 0.3 and 8.4 yre obtain
x
It will be seen from equ!1tion 8.4 that .the fractional error in
x will be reduced if n is increased '__(. (j'"c~n be calculated using
equat ion 8.1). '.rhe certainty factor U depends on the type of
distribution of random.errors in the measured values of x, In case
of nO!'m2.1distribution U = 3 for 99. T~ certainty i. e. the measured
value of x \"Till be within the range dete.rrri.ned from the eq_uation.8.3
with 99. 7~~certainty.
TIle above derivation holds for a sinGle vari~~le, but can be
modified to hold fo;r' a number of variables. This ,can be achieved by
deterninin.:; the variance of the f'unc't Lon having more than one var-Labl.e,
This appr-oach ':rill be introduced in the follo'o'ling steps:
Let x = neacured quant i ty and is a f'unct Lon of lj1 ' ~ 2 •••• ~,
Then x = e (.~1 ' Y 2 •••• ~ ~ )
8.6
where e is a f ..mction of ~1 ' Y 2 •••• ~\
~1e variance of this eqt~tion is given by73,74
2
V (x)
2
=(~J
2
V
where ) .... are the parti~l differentials of x ~ith
respect to ~ l' ~ 2 .... etc at y = y
The third tern is the covar-Iance of ~1 ~ 2' etc., and is zero
for the Independent; var-iabt.ea,
This value of the var'Lance can be substituted in equat LorrBs d
and the fractional error due to z-andom errors can be' ~alculated.
In a o.easure;nent it is usual to quote the spread of the measured
quantities. In the present case this spread is ass~lled to be the
maxi.nunspread value and since this spread is due to randomfluctuations
it is a randon error having a maximumvalue.
-Tn the follo~'rin::; invc:::ti(0.tion of the error::; of the pe~l'i~tivlL:r
i.18:::S:.lXm:lCn"t tJ.18 S)Xm',c. values of the v;:;.J:ic~blesYiill be used.r.L'his 17ill
Give a Dc:.:::irm.mcxxor du a to XP,!1(i.O!1l erro:rs of t.he w:r:Lablcs. In this
case U, nand U CJ:C clxo'ppedand the m[~.::d[J.Umer:r:Ol! va'lues are used
\iher:e enx\: is the D2.:::iI:1UD1 fr:adional er:r:or: in ~ • Iti can be s11.O"\m
th2.t for: a n01:11D.ldistr:ibution75 0"'_e.n2..::c .Substituting' this value
3
of () in eqn , e.4 ana. td~inG" U for: 99. 7 ~bc8:rtainty, the fractional
exr:o:r becoLles
8.2 }!''rr:orAnalysis of the Pe:r:nittivity l.reasur:enents.
"\7ecan calculate the pzobab l e er:r:o:rs in tho permittivity
c2..lculations usinc the above :D:r:inciples. Those axe ap:91ied to the Vg,lll
method and tho pe:rtu:rbation method.
Usinc the VS;;TI r.1etllod the r:eal pcr:t of tho permittivity is given
by
£' -
C+--Go
and
A ••
~
.l-
II '= :: Go
:. tho t lrickneac (If the dielectric fiJ.121.
In one. of tho neasuzencnt s on tho electron becm SOllIC e evaporat eel
Si02 filu, tho zeeu l bs aze collect eeland shown in rrablc 8.1
Table 8.1
1.Icasu.:redPaxaaet ers
~11
*,.V£'.:ri[.;.blcs E:-crors ely. n
-
QoT "1-3.~8 ±.0.5
cl,J
Qox 4238 1"0.5
c/,:J
f1 9501.25 1.3z ±'o .1
.~~
J..~lZ
f2 9494.00 " :t0.1 "
G 32.7 nu· -:to.2 y.u
0
t 2.7 pm ±.O.02FEl
L 32.00 t11:1 1:4.00 )lr.1
.
4.2
82 /S1 1.0252
:to.16 -:,.;
* Zrrors are the ox,iouD values of the s~reads.
Leavf.ng out the rather ccmpl.i.cat ed L1t1thorJC.ticsthe e:r:ro:r in
E (~) fo:r the above case is f,"iven by
etc. are the maxirain f:ractionnl e:r:ro:rs in each
V8.:ria'bles. Su'bstitutil1g the va.Iues of the e:r:ro:rs t erms \'/0 obtain
N ",
c:r:ro:r in Om is
.¥.[~-~;J~J(;t.)+~ ~I ~J'1(~}~) J
(J__§)L + ~) ~
'(Go L
: c!i ~~ + ~ ')J~
The f:r8.ctional
,
1116-
SubstitutinG the values we obtain
1-
E(CV0 =[I'~~XIO' ttr+~J~~y+~)+cl~Vf+~)Y
and
The equJ.tions used for the permittivity calcula.tions are given
by equ'ltions 2.53 and. 2.54 section 2.5. Substituting the partial'
differenti'lls \7itilrespect to each va.riables 0: tl~ese equations, in
equation 8.7 lie obtainI[e ';-I)p~r[~f.),+0t)}~1'¥)l~:)\~tY~
" [ b~(~ -.I\(~t\)(~)1.Co\-~...J.) c-t .w;L11.c!h ..P+ Tt t .J v v:j . L- j
E(f) ~
Substituting the values given in Table 8.1 i1e obtain
L
fC~/) = [1'4~~I01 [~f.Y-~(:!fJl +ID.[~)'+(Jt)'J +3(1O't~)J'_
=- ± l·9 %'
_t 0~),+~y + ~-foy-t~ ( 4 +d~),
+ I·S ~103 [~y +~::;JJ :t
and E (~) ::.± 28.5 ~~
T2,hlc8.2
(
The e:rror in the measured values of £ end ~ due to randon
errors in each of the vard cbLe paramct exs as shO'."I11in ,:eable 8.1
v S -.1 1-1. mebhod PerttlJ::b2,tion I.Iethod
V~:.ri8.bles 1. .et:t(.~ ) .2 El.(~)E (£) ~ l-.!n L(~)
f1 16.8 • • 16.4 • •
f2 16.8 • • 16.4 • •
L 8·4 • • 4·7 • ••
t 10. 1.0 10.2 1.0
G 1.. ...
0 • • I • • •
- 5.3.0 - ~7. 7
82 /S1 37.8 • •
-
I') 373.0....oT
'~ox 389.0
Covari8Jlcc 7.3
'illT.ALS 53 99.1 47.7 810.7
• • values less than 1 5~
E(~) D..Yld:8 (~) are the pcrcerrtago enrons ,
•
11,.&--..-
,
The probabl,e error in t!1e measured values of ~ and E.,dueto the
Lndivi.dua.L r-andom errors of the var LabIe quant Lties are Gi:.renin
ta~le 8.2. It will be seen from this table tInt the most cri tical
t L' /' .l.parano ers or t: neaeurenenns vtere the frequency terms follo·.7ed by
t and L.
.. ,
':'his \7a3 true in 'both of the methoda of E raeasurenont.e and
hence both methods ~ive very nearly equal probable errors.
Howeverprobable error in ~ neasarenent is dependent on the
method of' its measurement. 'l'ho vS'.m metriod in the present investig'8.tion
had the louer probable error in ~ ( = ± "')10> then the perturbation
method (± 29/;). The reasons for t1lis difference . a--e, ',:
(a) The measLU'ementaccuracy of the critical para."Jeters of the
ys-;m. method depends on the ratio of t!le two vs:r?.' s , This
r-J.tio can be measured to a high accuracy because any
systen?tic error Lnt roduced ' into the measured VS,Tl' s cance l s out
leaving only the rnndom error contribution (A:rpendix 7)
The cri tical parame te ra of the pezrburba tLon method are ~ rn andor
Q .' The me.:1suremcnt accuracy of these quantities depends onox .
t!.le frequency stab.ili t~lof the cignn,l cenerator USGd dur-tng t~1e.
test. In t:le present set up the accuracy of Q IS was ±. 0.5:;
which ~ves quite high probable error in ~.
The VS';;n.method accuracy 108·S not depend on the frequcncy
stabili t:/ of the sienal genom,tor.
The probable erro:l:' in ~ using the pert1ll'bation met!1.odcan be
im:._Jrovedby stabilizing the frequency of the signal generator beyond the
present set up (described in section 6). This was not attem;:>tedbecause
the frequency Lock.lng unit, which wcul.d need to be incorporated into the
sweep generator system was not available. If such a unit is incorporated
the axpected accuracy of the ~ T and Q. will be \'11thin ± o.2;~, thuso ox
giving a pr-obabl e error in ~ of ± 13;~. This value will then be
comparable to the present probable error in the ~ using the VS7ffimethod.
Improvement in the frequency stability of the siGnal generator will
al so improve the random errors in f 1·and f 2
-,I
Thus higher accuracy in €
vaLues than the present case can be achieved, and this in turn would give
a further increase in accuracy of Qb!J.easurement.
It was shown above that the :nost important parameter corrt rfbut Lng to
the error in measured quant I ty can be deterr;uned. This is shown for a
particular syster.l in table 8.2. This error analysis method should be
incorporated in any measurement approach so t:lat the cri tical pazameter-s
of the system are oeasured more accurately than the others. During the
sys t.e.a testin~ t~lis p0int was kept in sig.'1t. After much:p3.insb.ldr~ work
t.he frequency scatter of the r-esonarrt f'rcquency of the cavdty upon
disassemblying and as sembIyf.ng the cavity parts was reduced from ±. 0.5 1!Hz
to ±. 0.1 lJHzby improving the ali~llent of the cavi tJr parts.
9.1 Intro(luction
'l'hinmetal and dielectric films are used in the construction of
m.Lc's. The properties of these filIUs have more influence on the
perforr:1J.nceof microwave circuits than the low frequency circuits.
At mi.c rowave frequencies the surface of the notal film should be smooth
i.e. roughness ~./..the skin denth at the frequency because the current
flow3 on the surface of the metal film. The dielectric films ~~y have
dielectric losses and relaxation poa.::snear the required frequencies •
. The properties of t~lese films are dependent on the processing
techniqu.es used. There are various thin film depositi,on teChniqucs!6-97
Some of these techni quoa Day be s'..L"1JI19.rizedas:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
Cv)
. 76-79Fila.:.1erltevap.n-a tion.
T::10ct· ron ..... t . 76-85- _ 6QU cvapora ~on.
D.C. and rf. sputterins~6-93
Chemical vapour deposition~8,94
t' 95Laser eva,ora lon
The fila.";1entevapo.ratd.onis one of the most widely used thin metal
film deposition process. The disad.vantflzeis that the deposited film is
oorrturdna'tedfro:n the evapoTation of the fila;nen·tm!J.terialand or the
boat ,,'[11ic11supports the svapozarrt,
The obher f'our 0·3 thorl:? C<1n be used. for t21edeposition. of dielcctrir}
:1S ';reIlas mct:J.lfilms.
In tI1<)present investicc.tion only two of these methcds, namely
the electron &,-m evaporation and the r r. sputterins, we re used.
The advantage of the electron bun evapo.ra't Lon, EGJ:;:, is that a high
eva:r)oration rate of metals as well as dielectric materials is possible.
'.i'hedisadvant2.C9s of this system rTill be d.iecuaaed as the practical work
is discussed.
The properties of the deposited thin films are dependent on the
preparation conditions. These are:
(a) Substrate material.
(b) Substrate temperature.
(c) Evaporation rate;
(d) Residual cas pressure inside the ,raCUU1':lsystem.
,
These conditions should be controlled as muchas possible if repeatable
results are required. The first three conditions can be controlled but
the residual GQ.ssesin the system can not be easily controlled.
Both netal and dielectric fil~s TIere prepared using the electron
eun evaporating urri t , These filIns were used in the construction of
micro':;ave inteGrated circuits such as Lumped elements and nic:::'ostrip
resonators. The properties of these dielectric films were investicnted
usinG the capac i tively Loaded c03.}:i3.1cavt ty (described in secb l on 7).
Also the d ioLcctrf,c prcl18rtie::; of r r. sputtz:::'ed thin fill:lS -,'1ere
measured.
'l'he nrenaration techniques and the properties of these films 't'till
be di scunced in the follo';linG sections. Jnrst of all a short description
of t110ECE unit will be eiven. Then the preparation of metal f'd Lris
and the deposition of insta.L f'LIrns for the nicrost::'ip c irc ui,ts lIill be
given. ~ne diffic~uties of the BGEunit for the preparation of thin
metal film and how it was OVerCOI:l9and other problems wi.Ll, be discussed
at the end of that soc+Lon;
A lot of tine was spent on the prcpar:ltion of the thin c.if11ectric
filTJs. The low frequency :properties of these films ...zi.Ll, be compared
\'Iith the f.'j_cro·:m.veproperties and t~le variation of bhe properties f:ron
those of their bulk m:.terials VIill be described..
9.2 Pren:?,..~tion of thin films usinc; 31 c~t:",on Gun ;}-v"!}'1oratoJ:'.
The vaCUUTl system used in the present invcsti;r...:.tion WJ.S a BirVac
TG 2 Unit. The sys'ten consisted of a rotar"J PW!lP (Sd'.7e..rdsHiGh Yacuc:a,
Uodel ES 15), capacity 150 litres/:1inute) backing an oil vapour diffu:::icn
pun}! (E:d';m.rds!;ibh Vacuun, Series EO 4 :B903, peak air speed (u.'1baffled)
600 litres/ second) •. There vas a ni trag-en cold trap be tween the diffusion
.pump and the vauun cha.;:'!"::>cr.The Lovre srt pressure ob ta.Lncd in "the vacuun
Ch3.1':lOSr vIith liquid nitrogen in th~ cold trap was 5 x 10-7 torr.
The evaporatinG part eonsi ted cf 0. \7orl~-3.cceler3.tcd electron rin:;
Q..L'1 us ing ::!. r::ol:lblem1!l fil!1.":12nt. The power to the ',01.U 7m.3 supp'l Lcd fro::1
the :Bir-V2.C Torr Pl.an Power Pacl; type He. 'I'ho pO':ler pack p:.o'/ides an a , c.
'out put of 10 volts o.t 30 3.::1pS and an U.'18r:10ot11d ;c , supp Ly of 4.5 k7 a"t
300 oillia~ps as uell as various s~fety devices to protect the operator
and bhe equlpnerrb, The electron cun rcqui:l.~esan avc , sW?!)ly to the
filanent and the II.T. connected between earth and the electron source,
the source beine at a neGative potential to earth, (nore details in
reference 96).
The material to be evaporated was held in crucible compabfbLe to
tha.t nat.ar Ial , held on a turntable ':'litIl a molybdenumclip. The tu:rnt2ble
which could be rotated fron the outsid.e of the vacuum chaaber COJ.ld
accomodat.eUp to 6 crucibles and tims 6 different materials could be
evapora ted one after the other without brea2:ing the vacuum, On the other
hand bhdck fil;rs could be obtained by filling nore than one crucible and
evaporating one after the other?7
The evaporation process was as follo\78; the TIk'1terialheld in a crucible
'WasbrouGht under the Rin.:;Gunand aligned such that the electron beD-J:1
was focussed on the mn.terial a.I'ldnot on the crucible material. By adjusting
the f'dLaraerrtcurrent, the h. t. vol tas:e~ and the vertical position of the
turntable, various rates of evaporation could be achieved.
The naxdtrum he8.tinb tempera'turo that can be obtained from the gun was
clai~ed96 to be around 4000°0 with the electron bO~a focussed to its
rai.ndraund·ia.Ll~ter(C:: 1 r,j,~). 7his means thc.t almost all the knownr.aterials.
can be evaporated us ing t:lis system.
The evaporat Lon fro!a the system is upwa'rda and a aubs+rat.e held on to!,
of the cun collects some of the evaporated r.l:lterio.l and hence the film is
deposited. The substrate used for the deposition of the thin films were
hold on a substrate holder \7hich was auppor-bedby t}l!'ce adjustable
pill::!.rs above the electron [.:;u...'1. Figw:e 9.1 ShO'.78 the SYSt8i.l set up.
The additional aqui pmerrtused ni th the above set up were:
(i) Substrate heater. ~;ro tYP8S of subst ra te heaters vlere
used. One of then was a radiant heater and the other was
in-contact heater.
(ii) TherLlOc0 upl, e • 'I'he tenpera ture of the. substra te was
Viasmeasured using a Cronel-AllL"nelThcrnocouple. Its
output was fed into tlle tonperatLU.'e controller.
(iii) TemDerat~e Controller. ~le substrate temperature could
be controlled with this und t , to rlithin 1j~ of the set value.
The l.L."1it'.18.S used in conjunction with Ltens (i) and (ii).
(iv) A quartz oscillator filn thickness monitor, FT:.f, (Ed':lard
Fl' ("n 1T",,,,,,,.,,., Ti"Tr.- 7~od"'1 1)
• .l G vc.:v ...... \,A.~ ... , J.: .J. .• 1._~..... • This uni t coul.d also measure
the rate of deposition. Dur-Ing the evaporation the f'Loa't i.ng
charges picked up by the leads connecting the crystal to the
FT..! oscillator could damage the oscillator. This was
eliminated by shielding these leads \"ritll an earthed ne ta l
shield.
Dielectric as well as meta.l films were :9repared using this evapo:::'2.tion
unit.
9.2.2. PY-eT)[>.ration of :.!eb.l FH;as.
- _ ......... --
Fi9 ure. 9·1 fie (tron B ecrn Evaporahon UnlF
Thin metal filI!ls were prepared fo:= the low frequor,cy investigation
of the thin film dielectric p::'operties as weL], as for 1.;hemi.c rowave
integrated circuits. The principles used in both cases are similar
except the ill. i. c! s require much smoother films than the 10\7 frequency
components, because the current at r:ticrowavc frequencies flows in the
~cin at the surface of the metal film. 109It rT:J.S shown that the
surf'ace resistance of a metal film can increase as muchas 29jj of its
value calc~uated from d.c. conductivity measuxemcntof the surface
roughness was equa'l, to the skin depth of that metal.
The film properties are de~endent on the substrate, substrate
teraperatur9, contamination, evapo'ra't i.on rate and film thickness7~
Contawination: plays an important 'Part and also cannot be eliminated
completely. Contamination arises from the purity of the evaporated
nnterial, cLeani.ng process of the substrates and the residllill gaae s in
the vaCUUJ:lsystem.
In the pi-e sorrt investigatiol"l the hie-hest available purity metals
(rohnson :.:atthey's spectroGraphically standardized meta l s , see Append.ix 9
for more details,), stex» used and hence one source of the contarnination
was eliminated.
Cleaning ur Lhe :;:u.bsi;rateis another Lmpoz-barrt problem. :hny
laboratories use different cle~~ing processes. The cleaning processes
we adopted are as folIous:
The substrate rras:
· ill.
\73.S}lin:; liquid.
(ii). Cleaned in run..'1ingtap rrater and then cleaned in ultrasonic
dionised water bath for 5 tlinutes.
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
Sprayed with tricoethylene.
Sprayed ..,ithisopropylalcohol.
Dried in isopropyl bath for 10 ninutes
It was f'ounddurinG deponi,tion of '~hethin f'LLma tho,t the last
step is not essential.
Silver, coppe-rgod, a.Lumfn.Lum, chromtum and nichrome thin films
uere de?osited successfully on soda line Glass (nicroscope slides supplied
by Chance Eros.), corning 7059 glass substrates; silica., saphire and
alTh4ina substrates. Tnese metals have different evaporating te~peratures
and reactions viith other metals. Therefore suitable crucibles should be
used. The following cr'uc+bl.es were used:
(a) Cer::lctcrucibles for nf.chz-omo, chronfun and a.Iurai.ni.um,
(b) Carbon crucibles for gold, silver and copper.
(c) 1.Iolybdenw:lcrucibles for gold.
Initially a carbon crucible was used for the deposition of gold
filn but it was learned11J th3.tthe crucible eva,orates too and hence
the film is conta;ninated by carbon. The S3.L1esourC8 Q.uoted thnt the
conta:'Jin3.tionof the deposited filo fro;na molybdenwn crucible was only
10 parts per million so fror.lthen onwards nolybdenum crucibles were used
for gold. The difficulty of deposition of the gold film £rom the
1 bd crucfble is that '.{llilsthcatIng the cha.r;.;'}it diffuses intomo Y GnLL:! c
the nolytclenum and each crucible can only be used for three 0:::" four
times.
Good adhesion of metal films to the substrates and other films is very
important. T1~a adherence of AS, ell and Au on glass aub stra'te s is poor,
but that of er, Al and Ho is very high9~ 1'herefore a thin layer (10-20nm)
of one of the latter metals deposited onto glass substrates before the
.
deposition of the farner group of DE?tals provide the required ad...1-tesion.
This adhc:rcnce film does not change the electrical characteristics of the
oain film. Using this' technique good adhe:rent films of copper ~~a gold
on substrates and on previously deposdbed dielectric filmsJwere obtained.
Films prepared by this method used either nichrome or chromium adherence
layers of 10-201111l. thic!:.
Denosi tion of i.IetalFilns for I'licroi;7aveInte"Tc.tcd Circuits
°li t' t "1' 1-6 , d ' t . f t 1 f'l• eros r~p rans~~ss~on ~nes requ~res epos~ ~on 0 me a ~ os
on two sid,~sof the substra'tes t for the grow.'1dplane and the, strip.
Here microstrip reconators are used to measure the characteristics of
microstrip lines, and these circuits require the depostion of thin metal
films also on the edbes of the substrates. To deposit the fil~ on one
side, then break the vacuum to'ttU::'nthe substrate and restart the process
Lo a wact;o of tUl~. Author developed a sinple technique whereby the
substrate was rotated whilst the film was deposited. The systen, Wa.S
~tijlI-droulld' the rotar'! shn.ftholding the shutter. Figu.:::'e9.2 shows the
s;}rstcm. An additional pair of bevel gears was used in the vacuum system
to tu~n t~e horizontal rod holding the substrate •. ~le shutter could be
held station::lr,{on the side 0: the bell jar
\\
\
Fi9ure 9'L' E.B. Eva.pora~oy and ~he sel- up used ~o
depos·,~, me~o.l fdrns foy the M,·cr-os}-n·p lines.
whtLst the substrate holder was rotated. 'I'h i.s is a simple tp.~hniql1e
for the deposition of thin filw on foar or two sides of a substrate.
Further Lnpr-ovenerrt on the sys+eu would be to use a motor to spin the
substrate.
This systeu was used in the preparation of microstrip resonators
~~d microstrip lines on silica, sapphire w1d alwnina substrates
(describcQ in section 10).
COITl'1entson the Processin,,;, of Thin :Jeta.J PiIms,
The conditions and pz-epazaHon tcchni.quea used in the deposition
of the thin metal films were quite dii'ferent,.' Silver
Copper and. Alu:niniUJ':lcould be evaporated quite easily, v:hil8t the gold
was difficult. Iiow these problems and their eliaination' will be
discussed.
The aahesion ofGu. ~u and Al were discussed in the precedins
section but nothing was said about the Ag film. The adhesion of Ag
to er filn wa.s fou.'1.dto be inconsistent.!:'} one deposition it miGht
adhere well and in another process might not. The reason for this \7::::.S
. the residual gases in the vacuum system. The most troubl.esome of these
gases is the \13.ter vapour. .At a. vaCUUI~ pressure of 10-5torr most of
the residual gas is \1ater vapour. If the deposition is conducted at
t::lis r~sid1l8.l Ilress1.1.L'clevel the Cr adhe sLon layer oxidizes and the .i.E;
film daposd.tcd on to the oxtde of er 1'Iill not adhere to it. On t:le
the systen is outgassed for a. Ion] ti'=1c, the f'LLndopos.lt ed GI1 top of
1fl
Cr e.dher:lng Laye r will Cl VG t~le l:'eq_uired adhe.rence for the A~ f'Ll.m,
This pr-oblen \/3.S not observed. -.'Ii th the Au and Cu filn depositions,
c:
even whon they ~'[eredeposited at 2-3' x 10-:> tOl"-_Cresidual pressures.
It should be ant LcLpated t~l~'!.t the sane oxidization of Cr·film woul.d have
+aken place. 'l~1eadhe cence of filns on glass substrates is believed 111-112
to be due to SOiJG sort of cherai.ca.L reaction between the layers. The
highly adherent films are usnally the most chemic<3.11yactive metals.
~11eband strent;tl"ls113 of dia tomi,c no lecul.e a of o:rygen - Cl" and
Cu - 0 a.re 102 and 96 Kcal/1'1ole "/herea's Ag - 0 is 47. It is possible
that the ad.herence of Cu to Cr film is due to chemical reaction and
hence cheraicaL bonding due to the cxi.ddza t Ion of both of the !llc-'1terials
because they have nea.rly the sane bond strengi;£l. In case of silver
this could not happen because Ag will loose its oxycen to Cl"and hence
have no adhHrence.
The best '.'lay to elioin:1.te this inconsistency is to evaporate Cl"and
I'
silver in a well out gassed VaCU1.LIlchanbe r at pre asure s lower than 1:)-0
torr.
The surface snoo thne as of the metal films depends on the evaporutrlon
conditions and the surfaces of the su.bstrates. It W<lS f'ound tha.t surface
finish better than 201'lm can be obtained from Cu, .AI and At! films.
The most '.7iclely used metal vias Cu and it W3.S found that if t~1e follo':ring
cvapora.td on steps were taken r'epea tab Le snooth Cu films could be
obtained. The char-go held in a carbon crucible \'l:.lS heated by focussing
the bean on to t:-18 chargo , l);cn when the ',-;1ctal W:1S no l ten a crust
(copper oxide) covering the sucf'ace of t2-lemolten r.leto.l could be seen.
FlU'ther hcatine of t~lC clv1r,scbreaks U:9 this crust wh.i.ohmoves to~·rarJ.8
the purirr.eter of the crucible. A cle3.rnol ten sur-f'ace shows the perf'ec t
evapor3.tion of Cu.
Thc above met ioned mc,terials have 1077 resistivities and are su.i babLe
for the construction of 10'.7 loss cLrcut t s, These films oxidize quite
easily and hence they requi;re -protective layers. On the other hand gold
ha.s the a.dvantage of having a low resistivity and elso a non oxidizing
property. It was f'ound t}r~t it is difficult to have smooth gold film
surfaces. The reason for this is that it has high atomic number,
High atiomi,c numbar materials present certai1'l difficulties tn the depo sdti on
of thin natal films using electron gun evaporation. This can be
explained as follorTs:
7fnent~e accelerated electron bean is bombazddng the material come of
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these electrons are reflected from the su:rface. It was f'ound .. that the
energy S carried away by these scattered electrons is
s
7lhere = coefficient of backscatterinb
= a:.rera::;e f'rac tLonal energ'J .
For electron bean energies from 0.2 to 32 keV
= + 2 x 10-3 z
'Nhe1'c". z = Atomic nuabe r of material
The atomic number of Ar; = 47, Al = 13, Cr = 24, Cu = 29 and
Au = 79. It will be seen th."tt the Au evaporant will have higher
enert'J'! backscabbe red el.ect.rons t:la.n the othcr ma,terials quoted above.
'l'his L18anS th';.t the substrate «ill be ove rhea'ted by theGe high enGrGY
backsca t te red electrons. li'icur'3 9.380 Sh0'.1Stho electroscan photl)~aph
of such a film. It \7aS also found that the chronrium adherence layer
diffused into the cold filo. Diffusion of Cr into' Au requires teraperatu:res
ogreater t:l'::l.n800 C and therefore dur i.ng' the deposition, the f'Llm
temper;1tu!'~ nusf have been great9r than this value.
Smooth gold filns were obtained by reduci:1.g the accelerating-
vol t2.6e and. also def'ocusn.ing the electron beam, '\. is 10YT for a 1011
acce l cra bf.nj vol ta;se and. the def'ocuee.Lng eliminates overheating the
inner part of the evaporating ch3.rge. This gave a lOVier rate of
evaporation t.han the previous case but the film was smooth, (::rigure 9.3.b)
Typical evaporation conditions for metals used during the
investigations are Given in Table 9.1.
Table 9.1
Typical Evaporation Conditions for Metals
HT Setting
Material Filament current *Rate of
A Voltage IN Current mA depos~y~onnm s
Alumini UJ!l 23 - 24 2.6 - 3.5 45 - 60 2 - 5
Copper 23 - 24 3 - 3.5 40 - 70 2 - 17
Chromium 24 - 25 2 - 2.5 '15 - 25 -
6** 50 - 60 0.5 - 0.8Gold 23 2.
Nichrome 25 3.5 40 -
Silver 23 2.8 50 - 55 6 -
.
* and ** see next page
O·3}lnt
i
(n) E lectr-on beam ener.3~ or EBE\lo.pora~o( = 3Ske.V.
Cb) Elechron bee.rn eney.s~ of E.B.Evaporaror = 2'b keV.
F'_gure 9·3 Elecrroscon micn~_9raphs oJ elecJrol1
be.nm evo.porared Gold Fdms.
* Ibte of deposition depends on the S011:E_'ceto substr3.t0 (li:31;3...'1Ce,
L, The quoted vaIue s are for various L val.ue s,
** Bhoul.d be less than 3 1cV for t3'oodsurf'ace finish.
9.~.3 Denosition of Die10ctric PilnA.
Thin dielectric filI:ls are used in rri.cr-owave lumped eLemerrt s and
crossov.ars. Therefore their dielectric constants should be less than
10. Silicon Dioxide, silicon monoxide, alumin8. and silicon nitride have
dielectric constants in this ranee. The first three of t}lese materi('!.ls
. 'were Lnvo st.Lga'ted, In t}1ese exper-iment s the thin dielectric filI!1s \7er9
deposited using bhe electron bean evaporat.Lon source. The dielectric
properties of these filI:ls "ere measured at microwave frequencies
(section 7) as well as 10Yl frequencies.
Silicon dioxide, 8i02 ' is one of the most "fidely Lnve stf.gated thin
f'l . 1 'IT' -1-10 f'" d ·t· t hni 18,80,82,138-951. m nat er-La.L, ilar1.OUS trn.n a.ua epo sa acn ec aques
are used. In the present investigation the author used the electron
beam evaporation SOLITCeand rf sputtGrin; (section 9.3) techniques.
In the electron beam evapor~tion Si02 various conditions of evaporation
were tried. These Ilere (i) evaporation from cermet, carbon and
noLybdenum cxuc Ib l os , (ii) differont rc.tes of e'1vapoxatd.on and (iii)
var-Ious residu.1.1 pressQ!..'es. .All of the thin Si02 films were deposi ted
onto heated substrates which were held at 2000C ".viththe help of a
t.empera turo controller.
111.e.l.ectzon bean evapocat.ed 8i02 f i.Lmedo not adhere to
substrates and since they are under strass they f'Lal;off. 'l'hisnon-
adherence of the Si02 film W:.lS overcome by depositing a thin layer of
chromi.um (10-20 -nTI thick) between the 8i02 film and. the substrate.
Table. 9.2 sho.rs the films and.var-Ious conditions used dur i.ngthe
• .L • '"'"'•~nVe3"~g:lu~on.
Also in table 9.2 the ch.:1.racteristicsof thin films of SiO and
A1203 are included. The silicon monoxide films were deposi ted on to a
cold substrate and the adherence layer between the film and the substrate
was nichrome as this does not require he~ted substrate.
Aluiilinafilms were deposited without an adhering film and the
substrate t.empera.ture(\";it!lno ex'ternaL heatir!g')was about 1900C self
heated by the electron gun. The distance between the sun and the
substrate was 10 cm.
The above films were deposited on copper or aluminium coated soda lime
glass (microscope ~lides»Cornin3' 1059 glass, copper blocks and silver
plated invar substrates. The metal suhstr.s.teswere used for the
measurement ~f the 10« frequency dielectric properties of those films.
The metal s:Jbstrateforfled onc of the metal electrodes whilst the top
electrodes vcre deposited thro~h a. necharrlca.Lmask FiC..lrc9.4. shows
three of thesc test pieces for the low frequency mea.surer.lents.
Figure 9.4 Capac i.t o r-s for LO'.7 3'req_ucncy l loamrrement s
(a) Copper - A120 - Copper
(0) ~~~ Sapper - ~~02 - c~pp~r,
\lJ.)vopper - ;:n02 - Al.uni.ni.um(c) Copper Si02 - Copper.
The propertie s of the se capac i to r-s are given in Table 9.4. It \'fill
be seen fro::1 these results (the first samp.l e ) bh..at ~ depends on the
electrode I:1.q,te~ial. Copper electrode gives hiGher ~ than the a'Lumi.n.i.ur;
elect::,ode. The cause, possibly, is due to the diffusion1.J6of At :'nto
, S1.02 film whilst the t09 electrode vIas deposited.
Dielectric J?ilms for =,Iic~J:rave Llea.suz-eraerrt s ,
In this nart a sub st rat e holder ';ras de si.jned to hold as many 3.8
l169---
5 cav i t:r to,?s -:;hich cO:.1.1dbe loaded ~7ith bh in d ie Lect rac filns in the
8'::_19 de:!o:::::itionpr:)cess. Also a 8~::1)ler vras accozada.ted, li'i,:;'Ul'G 9.5.
shows the subs+rates in position.
It \'[::1S shown in section 8.2 tha.t the errors in the measurement of
the filn thickness deposited 0:1 to the cavity, deter:nine the accUI'3.cy
of the measured L1icro'.78.vep:J.rc..nctc:;:osf the dielectric film. AIthouch
a filn thiclmess nonitor vas incorporated in the evaporation system its
accuracy is not as ';le warrted it. This is due to variation of the
BI
deposited film thickness over the area of the substra.te holder and
therefore the f'dIm thic~_'_'1esshoul.d be calibrated for each samp'Lfng
point. Another draYlb3.ckis that it depends on the mass deposited on the
quar-tz crys ba'l and if the density of the I:1:1terial varies fron deposition
to deposition then it will not give an accurate thic~cness. This
difficulty was eI Imfna'bed by measunLng the film thi.ckne sa dapoai ted on
a mask as close to the centre conductor of the cavity as physically
possible. The a.rranGement is shown in Figure 7.1. section 7. Here the
dielectric film I13.Sdeposited on to a class r:l3.skIIhich was used' not only
as a tusk but also as the filn t!1ickness monitor. This mask had on one
d d .~ d f'l ~ L 1si e apo sace copper ~ m aoout '2' Ulna This precaution was taken because
it vias found that the films, deposi ted on to a .glass and a netal, substrate
were different in thicknesses. (In caso of SiO the film deposited on
glass was 5;~thinner th:!.l1 the film deposited on ai.Lver plated drrvar
sar:lpler.) The film thicknesses Here measured using a Taylor
Hobson Tallystep 1,J(I, ...:hich C,:1n be used to measure filL1 thicknesses frOTa
2 nrn,
--------- -- ----'
---- - -- -- .--
At:ocond. nask I:13.deof p, t.f.e. was fjxcd. on the cent re conduc tor-
of tl;.e cav ity, 'I.'his n.J.tc::-ic.lis ver--J coft.' It doe e not c1c.r:ngethe
conductor surface, and also it has negligible outgassing in 0. VtW~W:1
system even at
oas hiC:1 a teraper:1tu.re as 300 c.
The deposition of the dielectric fill!l was the same as previously
discussed.
, , 0
In this the cavt ty top was heat od at 200 C for one hour
before the deposition of the dd.eLect r-i.c film. \Vhilst depositing on to
the plane end of -the cavity, it i72..S aLso doposi ted onto a sarnpl.er un.Lar-
the S3.oe conditions.
The s8.l"Jplcrwas made of invar, one'of its plane s'..ll'faces \las
polished. do.m to l'prl and then electroplated as in the cavity platinG
(section 4). Before the deposition of the fil1.1 it wa.s polished again
on a 1- p-:J. polisher.
'1'his sampl.er; served two pur'posesj it is used to deter.rJ.ne the IR
spect ra of the f'L'l.m and a.lso for r:1:.l:dngcapacitors for the eva'Lnat.i.on
of the lo\! frequency dielectric propcrties of the film. Four of these
s9..D)le::osarc shown in Fi,;ure 9.6.
The deposition of Si02 ' SiO and A12 03 films for rrtcz-owave
measurc:nents r[Gre carried out as described in the previous section.
Results are shown in Tables 9.2 and 7.2 (section 7)
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,A.Ii tnra t.ure curvcv on the film dielectric's shovs that the quotedo! -
dielectric pro9!::rr.ties of a gI.ven fi18 ITlc.terial vary rri.de Ly, howeve r the
researchers c3.11 it the same corapound , 1'1:10 best '.;my to elirnirute the
a,'nbigtlity in the dielectric properties of a thin film is to ana'Lysc its
chemical composition, and its stoichior.letrJ.' There are two non-destructive
methods available. These are:
(i) llicroprobe Analyser where the film is analysed for its
99-100composition ,
and (ii)
. 101-10..1Infrared spectroscopy T, where knOl1I1relaxation
parauetersof the m::l."teria.lare used. In the case of the
oxides of silicon the 8i-0 bond vibration freQuencies fall
in the IR range and many people used this phenomena to
1 t' 1 ·t· 102-103ana....yse I12. craa composa a.ons
Using the first techniQue we analysed S011eof the deposited Si02
and SiO films. Results are 8hol711in table 9.3.
Cor:r')osit; on of the Dielectric Filns
llaterial l!a.terial t~AtSiliconC - ·t·
~ at X bandpercen OffilC omnosl. l.on
No
__ _ 4
Theoretical I.!easured
4 8i02 33 31 86
1 81°2 33 37 10
* SiO 50 52 -
,
Lhterial No. refers to Qateri~ls in table 9.2j* Rate of Deposition = 3.6nm/s
see that the film was' deposited at a al.owe r rate than -T~bO• 4 and also under
Ti18se resu.l ts stexe cbta i.ned using a pure silicon piece as the sta.nda:r'J
and the silicon content of the film was compared with this atandard ,
It will be seen f rom these rasul to that Ho. 4 is sli:;htly deficient
in silicon. This is due to the porous nature of electron bea~ deposited
tl' rn 81,102:m,n ~ IDS • The microprobe analysis compares the silicon contents
in an equa.L volume, of the ·standard, with that of the thin film. Therefore
a porous voLume.:ill have les:3 silicon than a dense one.
The other film Ho. 1 can be described as Si02 and other oxides of
silicon. If we compare the evaporation conditions (Table 9.2) we can
different conditions.
The slow rote of evaporation gives fil.m.s of low density81 and also
different chemical composition than the evaporating nn.terial. This is
sho.....m by' the deficiency of oxygen (exce ss of Si) in the i'ilm. Another
102point is, that electron bean ovaporatcd films are stressed 'aDd since
they are porous react yli th H20 in the atmosphere to form SiOH.
The above films were analysed wlrl.Ls t the raanuf'ac turez-s of the
microprobe analyser (Caubridge Scientific Ins.) rrere denonstrating the
equi.pnent , That is ~'lhyno other r-esul.t is beIn..; prosorrted,
At the time of anl.ysd,s of these films it 'Nas impossible to determne
the other al.onenta i.e. oxygen, of the compound. If accuxate results
are required then all the e18::1en1;Sof the compoundeIenent film should
be de termi.ncd ,
In the present investigations the films to be investigated were
. Pli skan101,102 used In apec troscopy to anal.yso glass films and he
claims that using this nothod tOGether vii th etch rate and refrc..ctive
index of the film, the material stoichiometry, structure and chemical
stabili ty can be deter;1ined. 1.Iostof their investigations were carried
out using the t.ransnd ssf.on type of IR spectroscopy. Although this nethod
103has ~~ny advantages over a reflection type IR spectroscope it can not
be used to investigtlte glass filr.1s deposited on material which is opaque
to radiation.
deposi ted on metal or ,netall.ized· glass substrates and hence the reflection
method ',7aS used. The spectroscope used was The Sgectrona.ster (Grtlbb Par-sons )
of Ner/castle) with the reflection a't tachraent ,
The plots of reflection acainst the i.r. wavelengths are shown in .
:Figures 9.7, 9.8 ~~d 9.9. Comparingplots A and n (Fire 9.7) it will be
seen that the films obtaineJ. from Si02 evaporation have reflection peo.ks at
9.2 P and bulk sanpLe at 8.9 p. 0.9 P. is the Si-O band vibration i'lavelen:;i;h
of Si0
2
• Therefore these results show that the films contain Si02•
--
Figure 9.8 shows the r~flection plot of films evaporated using SiO.
This material IlD.S a weak resonance peak at around 10 p.
The plot s shovrn in Figtlr8:3 9.7, 9.8 and 9.9 show that there is a
definite reflection mini~~~ (absorption maxinwn) for each plot at a
specific YI3.velel10th. These reflection rrirrlma are % 10? for Si02 and
-::::10.8 p fo:::' SiO filrls.
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These observations show th~t the electron beam evaporated Si02 filns
have IR properties different from SiO films and they are very close to
bulk material of Si02•
It is a well knmffi fact tha.t electron beam evaporated Si02 films are
102 81porous ' • The affinity of these Si02 films towards water is so high
tha.t if bhe film is left in an ordinary labora.tory it will absorb water.
The chemical reaction between Si02 and water gives Silanol (Si-OH) groups
and it is cla.imed101 that these silanol groups have a Si-OH resonance
wavelength at about 10.6;m. This can be seen as a deformation at 10.5pm
in Figure 9.9 where plot :3 was obtained for the same film 12 months after
plot A.
9.2.3.3 Discussicn on Electron :Beam Evaporated Dielectric Films.
The dielectric properties of a thin dielectric film depend on two
para.meters nane ly (1) the cheurl.ca L composition and (2) the conta.mination
and sbruc tura'l defects in the film •. The real part of the purmittivity €.
depends mainly on thecheHlical composition of the :r.J.8.terial whilst the
Q factor of the dielectric ~ depends on the.contamination and the defects
of ~he materia1114•
The electron beam evaporated Si02 films if deposited under controlled
cond.itions, have chorafca'l properties identical to the evaporated bulk
material. This can be seen from the results shown in Table 9.2 and 9.3
saraple 4. Pliskin us.ing IR transmission spectroscopy came to the conclusion
that the electron be2.m evaporated "Si02" films are essentially Si02 with
some oxygen defficiency. The present investigations also have ~hown
that in certain conditions the deposited film can be nonstoichiometric
('rable 9.2 and 9.3 sampl.e 1). Si!1ce the 3i02 films deposited unde r
controlled avapo'cat Lon are sto i.clri omet rd.c th(~!lbhei.r diel::ctric, 1)rQ~x:rtii)S
"
should be the 83..18 as trle bulk !:lateri8.l. 1The meaourodEis not far out
1'1'041 its bulk value of 3.8, but On is about one hund.red bh of the bulk
(i) Contamination of the film by a foreign naterial this could be
vaLue , The cause of t:'1is can be eumaar-i.zed as f'o Ll.ows .
from t;18 ccuc.lbl e or from the bulk lf1c.terin.l. The latter is
not possible because t~1e material used in the evapor-at l on
was S:;8ctrosil (highcst purity fused q®rtzr';'ppendi:c 9.)
If the crucible n<::.terial evaporated tO~2the.Y.'with the
evapo rarrt bulk I!¥':."terialthere can be either ions in the film
introduce d.efects into the film 'which will effect thn losses
which does not effect the dielectric losses at X band or
at X band ,
Ano the r corrtamtnanb is t~le residual eases in the vacuum
system dur-ing the dapoa.i tion. ,This is usuu l.Ly v/ater vapour ,
It ',rill be seen f'rom th3 values shown in tab l,e 9.2 t:l"1t a
lower residual pressu-re gives better ~ th2.t1,n.hiCh one.
(comp3.2:'edeposition Ho. 2,4 and 5). The di scxepancy be tween
lTo. 2 and. No. 5 is Ut.l.':! to the differencE) in 8011::'00 to substrate
distances. In the depcui.t l on No.2 the source-to sub stra be
distance '.7Cl.S Longan bhan the deposition Ho. 5 and the
probabili ty of the evapo ra ted material hi ttine a residLln.l go.s
molecule TI8.S hiGher for Uo. 2 t!nn Ho. 4 because it had to
travel fu.rther. :r:n both cases the l":?.teof evapo.catIon was
the same but the rate of d8i)Ositions were different. This
arose because of the different source to substrrate dist:1nces.
The rate of deposition is proportional to WoL-2\7here' ',10 is
the rate of evaporation and L is the source to the substrate
d· t 81lS ance •
It will also be seen from the table 9.2 that in those two'
cases discussed above the evapo rarrt s were held in two different
crucibles namely Carbon and :'.Iolybdenun. :.Ieasurenent at 10y[
frequencies showed that losses in the thin dielectric film are
not influenced by the crucibles. In table 9.4 the first two
resu1 ts S110'.1 this. Therefore the increase of dielectric loss
in t:le film, is not due to the evaporant of the crucible
material.
(ii) 'I'he effect of ':fater vapour-s
It is known th.:lt the most Lmpozrtantof the residual gases
in the vaCU1~~SyStc2 at residu~l pressures of the order of
10-5 torr' is water vapour. Therefore water vapour na.y strongly
influence the losses in the dielectric film. This is shown in
table 9.2. It will be seen that the higher the residual pressure
the lower is the ~. value of th'elt deposited film.
Another point is that Lowdeposition rates give porous
films. The electr:m beam evaporated films are also highly
stressed and 91aced in the atmosphere the water vapour in the
..
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atmosphere i'rill readily r-eact Ylitl1 the Si02 I'Ll.m to give a silanQl(SiOH)
group. 1'his reaction ':r:Lll Increase the dielectric losses of the fiL.1.
Low FreCllJ.encyParmneters of Dielectrio Films
Material Thickness ~ frequency electrodes 1,um
.* 40 - 60 Cu + Si02 + At.. SiO 1.2 4.2 up to 1002 l.!Hz
- " " 60 - 125 " Cu + Si02 + Cu
** 60 - 100 10MHzSi02 1.3 4 up to Cu + Si02 + Cu
SiO 5.5 7.8 8 - 270 up to 50m{z Ag + SiO + Cu
A~03 0.84 9.1 50 10kHz Cu + A~03 + Cu
* from carbon crucible ** from cermet crucible
. Table 9.5
The effect of Water Vapour on Dilectric Properties of Si02
I
C01r:DITION'S E ~ frequer.cy GlIz
10 hrs. after deposition, but 4.2 :36 '1.33
kept in vacuum
4.2 29 9.5.
.After 3 days in Lab. 70% R ~ 4.2 18.3 905
Beat treated for 1.hr. ato -it 4.2 21. 9.5270 C in a 5 x 10 torr Argon
12. hrs. after heat treatment 18.3 9.5
.
Rela tiv» Humidity : 65 - 8~&
Material Dep No 5 Table 9.2
Since the f:Llmis por-ous there will be absorption of
vIator vapour as 71011 ['..nd t:l0re '.7ill be addit i.ona'l losses due to
this (Water has a dielectric loss peak around 10 GHz). This point
was investigated. '1lhe results are shown in table 9.5. The heat
treatmcr:t was carried out in an argon ea,s atmosphere at a partial
pressu-re of 5 x ,10-4 torr and at 2700C for one hour. The measured
results showed that there was absJrbed water' vapour in the filn
because the dielectric loss has gone back to its pre heat treated
value when left in the laboratory for 12 hours.
The difference be tween the first measured._;tcGn and heat
treated '6_0 most likely is due to the for:n;:~tionof silanol groups
in the thin dielectric film. The silanol groups ca..1'lbe eliminated
by che.atcal, treatments or by strong heat ing at 9000C105 or slow
heating in dry anbient to 600oC101•
These two effects are due to the porous nature of the electron
beam evaporated Si02 films. This effect is more apparent in slo'.7ly
deposi ted filns because they are more porous than lligl1er rate.
deposited films. Si02 films prepared by other methods have
porousness and they .Till suffer from the same trouble. One ilay to
eliminate this is to heat the deposited film in an oxidising
atr.1os;!horeat possibly 900°C and hence densify the film. 18Caul ton
d .d th' l' tl ~,0 f . i b I • d'" ,. 1 ., t . 94~ ~3 lor .16 ....~ 2 ~...DS oncaanoc r rom cneznca vapour ueposa 20n-.
He quotes ~ values of 50 for undensified films, 600 for moderately
densified and 5000 for h~&"_lydensified. filns. These high densification
bempo.catures can not be used in thE~pl'eparation of intcS'Tated
circuits because there "rill be diffusion or a.ll.oyi.nr;between
two metals in contact such as Cl' - Au or.Al - Au. Also Al
o 106reacts ,7ith Si02 at te:lperatures greater than 700 C •
(iii) Structural Defects:
Tne dielectric fUns deposited using one of the deposition
tecr.niqucs have structural defects such as bQ21d angles. They
also have we:>k spots like channels107• Also films are stresEed~5
These film defects introdu.ce electron trapping. Wb.en an r f
the next one and the phenomena is n~~ed as electron hopping
field is applied these trapped electrons jump from one trap to .
. . 188mechanls8 • Since the mobility of electrons are high this
phenonena will be a factor in the increased dielectric losses
at mi.cz'owave f'requancd es, These stuctural defects can be
eliminated by heatinG the substrate in an inert gas or
. Clo:ddizing atmosphere at a temperature greater than 450 C.
These above properties show the difficulties of depositing
thin dielectric films for ra, i. c' s, The heat treatraent can
produce highly densified hence dielectric films having high
.~ values. :Bu.tnone of the high oonduct i 'Ii.ty ffiet:l1scan stand
such high te;nperaturc·s.
·9.3 R F S:mttered Dj.ele'JtrlcFiJ MS
It was shown in· the previous sections that the electron beau source
de!,osited dielectric films h2.ve n.bout 1ClO times more 10ss9s than the
bulk m:J.te::cial';l:lich ':las evapo rat.ed , It \'[3..8 expLa'iried that these pror-Lems
can also 'be e l inrinatcd l.)ro·rided thu,t the raeta.l film in corrtac t with the
dielectric film can atand the treatnent tenpera bure of 900°0.
It F . 86 88-93sputterlng' is a cold process and may elLlinate certain
factors whi.ch contribute to the dielectric Lonses, Also there is almost
no decomposition of a compoundduring the sputtering. In this process a
high enerf:,'Yion beam strikes on to the target ( the ;:)ateri~1.lto be spl1.ttered)
rJD.:.:'ticlesare ejected fro::1 the eurf'aco , 'l'hese ejected particles travel
tOlli:11:U.:.> tLe substrate 2.n<1 hence de:>osit. the:co.
In the present investigution the dielectric f'Ll.na YICresputter
deposited using.~ diode r f sputtering uni.t , 'I'he r.f. sputte!'ing urrit
was built in the Univ-crsity Laboratory to a desiG"l1'which was 'reported
QO
by Probyn" •
The Si02 fil:,.ls deposited usd.ng thif) technique were f'ound to be much
better t.han the electron beam evaporated 8i02 films, the .~ values of
three measurements at X band varied betiveen 150 and 400. The re)orted
18~ values by others ttexe 500 - 600 t.hough no measurement frequency ''.'las
quoted. 18The authors who quoted this value were mee-suring QD indirectly,
i.e. mea.sur-ing the paranc tcr-s of a sandwf.ch capacf tor.
The investigation on r. f. s:JUtterinG' is a sep3.X'2.teproject, the
measured films beinG pre par'ed at the beginning of tile research worlc115.'
It is therefore not possible to report fu.rthel' on this work here.
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. 10.1 Introduction
The measur-ement;of lumped eLemerrts at miCrO,I2.Vefr,2q_uencies is
difficul t because of their ·s:;18.11dimensions. The measurencnt techniques
adop.ted by other workers ';{ere briefly discussed in section 1.3. and in
that discussion it was cLadraedthat the re sonant method of measuremerrt
of a L LJ by ccnnect lng at the end of the tr9,nsmission line. • • • • ?
In the present investiGation the aubhcz-uses microstrip l.'esonator
techniques to measure llli~ped element values. The theoretical approach
to the bechni.quo is presented in section 3. In this section the practiQe:.l
side of tp.e approach wi.Ll,be discussed.
The Dicrostrip proerties cannot be calculated as is done fO}:,the
coaxial line because no exact theoretical solution exists. I"Ios-~of the
regorted solutions introduce certain modifying factors to their solution
~. t' t· 3-6o~ wlcros r~p proper ~es • 1111ebest way to overcome this difficulty is
to first determine the oicrostrip line properties and then use it to
measure the lumped elements.
(a) measurement of the properties of microstrip line
(b ) prep3ration of microstripreson3tors and Lumped eLenents using the
thin film processing and photo l ; thot:;-raphic techniques
(c) nessurcscnt ef the properties of capacitively loa.ded microstrip
resonators and the Lumpedelements.
10.2 I.Iicrof~tr:in Line :tt3:J:Jn3.tOl's
1Ie3.sUJ:'el!lentof the effective Dielect1"ic Constant
When1711e'1ler2derived the properties of mic:l'ostrip, the ddsper-sdon
properties of the line were not t::1.keninto account. Laber l1orks37-39,116
have shown tha.t the line is not d ispersionless, It is claimed38 that the
dispersion in microstrip lines can be considered ,to be due to surfa.ce
modes. ~he dispersion of the line can be determined by measur-Ing the
effective dielectric constant~e, of the microstrip. li;any successful
'methods of measurement of the effective dielectric constant of the
microstrip are reported23,37-39 ho~evcr they have certain limitations
(such as ehd effects or inaccurate for wide strips).
In the present approach a hal.f-wave.Leng'th resonator was used to
measure E-e. The resonator consisted of the normal microstrip conficuration
and the line was terminated by deposited short circuits. These short
, -
cz rcu; ts extended at both ends for ·the whole ;7idth of the ground plane
(Fieure 10.1).
These nicrostrip resonators were first prepared to our specification
by an industrial firm (G.s.cl A.E.I - Leicester) but later on they were
prepar-ed by t.heuuthcr-, The thin film devo~liti on of metal filr:1s is given
in 'section 9.2.2.1 and tho use of the photolithogra.phic te01miqut: in the
construction of these resonators is given in section 10.2.2.1.
Table 10.1 shows the lines used in the measurement of (e over the
1 to 12 GIIz f'requency range ,
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Table 10.1
Micro8trio Resonators.
,.
Line L W h NOMINALll.lPEDAHCE
mm mm mm Z;,_ ohms
A, Alumina 50.6 1.02 1.02 50
E, Alumina 25.3 3.18 1.02 26
e, Alumina 25.3 3.18 " ,1.02 20
* 2.13 0.514 20.5D, Sapphire 25.4
*
"
E. Quartz 25.4 2.13 0.514 31.6
,
,
* re sul t s are shown in Figure 10.4
The r'esoP.2Jlt line ,~'l3..S excited through a single probe. 'l'he probe
consisted of an os:.r to nicrostrip adaptor 7Tith its tab filed down to
0.3 mmby 0.2 mmand screwed to the base plate. The resonator \7a3
placed on the base plate with the probe in contact "iith the ,short
circuit,' so asrto feed a current through it (.Fl.t..ure"10.1b). This gave
a sensibly constant coupling over the entire frequency range plotted.
Careful checks were made to ensure that coupling did not affect the
resonant frequency. The neasurement s were made using an orddnary Sl7ept
frequency reflectometer connected to the probe.
"
It was foun(~ thn.t there is some "field spillover" at the far end
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short cLrcui,t plano. 'l'llis can be OV8l~COrJeby a meta.I block placed Dd
in Fig'.lre 10.1 b to extend the short circuit pl3.!18to the fringing fields.
At the input end the flange of the OmI adaptor acts as the additional
shortIng plane. Figure 10.3. shows SOIYlC of the results obtained 'with
this method. In this figure also the variation of E:.e \7ith and without
the metal block is shown for 50.6 mm and 25.3 mm lines. It will be seen
from these plots that failu.re to short circuit the fringing fields can
To prove the feasability of the systen for rapid general use an
lead to error of up to O. 6;t
additional .l:e~;twas carried out. In tht s the short circuiting planes
were prepared by paintinG the ends of the substrate with silver paint.
Commant s t
The silver paint was dried on a hot plate and when the f:e i13.S measured
it coincided with the previous results (plot C Figure 10.3). This
method showed that the syst~m gives quite good results.
Resul ts have shown that the method can be used on any straight
microstrip line. If aeasurement of a restricted frequency.range is
of half wavelengths, as follows:
required, it is possible to find the value if n (equation 3.1)the number
.i. hand held probe (e.c. a scrc";{drivcr) is movedalong the J:1icrostr:Lp
i1hilst the rCGOn~~rlceis cbcerved , :.Taxi::lW!l chift of resonant frequency is
The accuracy of the system depends on the·measurement of the line
observed at eve~J voltage rr~ximumi.e. n times.
le!l.:Jh;, L, and the ro sonarrt froq:lency, f • L can be measured quiteox
accura te Ly usi.ng a travellinJ mtcroccopo, Usin~ a frequency counter the
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accuracy of I' depend s mainly on the Q fe.ctor of the re scnabor-, typ:Lcallyox
350. It \72.S found duni.ng the test that f could be measured to anox
accuracy better than ± 0.1;~. (rhus Vii th care a total accuracy of E. 0 of
I± 0.2;:" can be achieved.
The advantage of the system over tho others23,37,39,41,116 m?e:
Ci) its accuracy does not change with varying strip width, Cii) tho
fringingfi'eidspillover is so small that oven 'if not 'terni.in~ted in an
extra shorting metal block the error introduced is less than 1,.~, (iil) it
can be used on any straight microstrip line provided t1la:t its lenght is at
lea.st half a wave l eng'th at the measurenerib frequency, Civ) tho accuracy
'of 0;2,i achieved is better than for other methods.
TT' 40 l' d th t E f . t· 1. f d tvan neuven c aame _a - e 0 a macros rlp ane on use quar z
(thickness ~f substrate~0.5 om) is independent of frequency. UsinG the
present set up I f'ound that this is not so. Table 10.2 shows the results
obtained for a resonator vvith L = 25.4 mn, h = 0.514 ITl":'. and W = 2.13 I!'L";l.
Table 10.2
Effective Dielectric Constant of UicT'ostrip On Quartz
frequency, rmz Ee
!.!easure d Calculated
* **D.C - 3.14 , 3.12
,
3325.3 3.15
662006 3.18
9892 3.21
..
* ref. 4 ** ref. 117
It will be seen from these re sult S th::1t the variation of (e
with frequency is quite sma.Ll.,<::,2/; and to detect such a small varie.tion
only the present system can measure it. Van He'Uven4~admits that the
accuracy of his measurenent was yli thin 3;~and therefore h(~would not
have noticed the variation of f. e ,Tith frequency.
10.2.2 ..1. Construction of J:!icrostrin Iic sonator-c,
10.2.2. Can:1citively Loaded lIicrostrin Ilesonators.
IJicrostrip resonators ·wereprepared by the author using sapphire
and qU2.rtz substrates. These sa'::lstrates ·wereused because they had one
of their surfaces highly polished (surface texture < 20 nm).
Initially thin copper films were deposited on four sides of the
sub~tr2,te, as discussed in section 9.2.2.1. This gave deposited films
of copper on two plane.sp;-::-faces plus two edgesv- Thus ~he short circuit
planes to terminate the r:ricrostrip resonator were alreao.ythere.
Photolitho6~aphic techniques were used for the preparation of.the
microstrip resona.tor. The procedure used is shown in Figure 10.5.
The n1."l.teris...l such as photo resist, etchn.nts and others are all
..
given in Appendix 11.
1. Apply filtered photo resist ont.o copper coated substrate held 1r-- on a vacuum chuck. Spin the substrate for 20 s:?c.at 1200 rpm.
Repeat for second coati~g of p.r.
2. Bake it in an oven for at least 10.min. at 70-750C.
3. Hold 'coated substrate on alignment jig. Use a dummy masking
plate to level substrate. Expose the photo resist coated substrate
through a proper ~lsk to TJV light for 10 sec.
~
4 Develope the exposed substrate for 80-90 sec.
;
5. Coat the edge s and uncoated surface· of the su.bstrate with
Lacomi t maskmg paint.
,
6. Dry'the paint in the oven fa::10 min. at 700C.
7. Etch away unwantec..lcopper film
Etch away chromium adherence film
8. To prepare a cap in the strip go to Step 1
9. Clean the photo resist and the ma~~i~g paint
Wash substrate as for thin film depositon and dry it.
10 Plate it- Silver or copper - to requ.ired thickness
11 • Flash with gold to stop tarnishing.
Figure 10.5 Process Flow Chart For the Preparatiori of a I.1icrostrip
Resonator.
10.2.2.2. I.Ie:1mlT'Gffiontf no son'1.tor Prooez-ti.e8.
The resonators prepared using the above process vtes:« tested on the
II P Network Analyser Ylith its Reflection Unit (8741A and 8742A). Since
this unit is ::limilar in principle to the reflcctometer ddscuseed in
Section 5.2 fu.rther description of the equdpnerrt vrill not be given.
The advantage of this equ.i.praerrtis that it is a coaxial line sys+em and
covers the whoLe band of frequencies from 0.11 to 12.4 GHz.
~ The capacitively loaded r.licrostrip resonators were excited through
an Osl,!·to rlicrostrip adaptor modified as described in section 10.2.
This gave sensibly constant coupling over the entire frequency band used
in. the investigation.
?!easurerJent of' the CEl,':x?cita.nce of a Caryin the St!'i') of [-l.
It is shown in section 10.2.1 that the effective dielectric constant
of a microstrip can be determined using a half waveLeng'th resonant line.
A sap \7aS cut at the nid point between the short cireui t planes. This
gives a capacitance IT natwczk (FigLu'e 10.6) the same as the coaxial
cavity (Sections 2.3.1 and 6.3.1.1). The principle used in the coaxial
cavity was applied to the capacitively Loaded :nicrostrip recon2..to::c-and.
the bap capac i tances ;-;ere measured; ~l_1ahle10.3 shows the prope::c-ties of
the lines investirr-tcd. Resonators 3. and 5 were used for the measurement
of lumped eler.:ents and Dare detailed investig'8.tions stei» carried out.
Ga.)s in the::e rcsom.tors we:r:eso anal.L th:::.t (j:;:> ;V:.1S nCGli0ible. Ficure 10.7
shows the capaoitance of the g:1pSca.Lcul.ated froI,l the raeasurcmonta at
-4 Ga.p _...... or
I:
Ic
,
Cl' =~ =~ Cp
Z'....1 »«
Fi9ure. 10-6 E~llivQ'el1r Circ.U·lr oJCa.pa.c.ihve\_9
Loctded Mi~yostrip Resona.ror
Table 10.3
r.ITCROSTRIP RESmrATOR PROPERTIES.
Resonator Substrate Plating Gap Mode Resonance :.le a sure dfrequencJ
No :r,fu.terie.l urn No. 1 11Hz Q.
1 8apphire Cu 26 1 1980 192
4 9785 552
2 sapphire Ag none ~/2 2178 327
1 5~/2 10619 559
3 sapphire .Ag 19 1 1947 154
2 2164 242
3 5°.,.7 246UJI
4 6422 355
.
. 5 9691 440
6 10569 ' 450
4 Q,uartz Ag none "'/2 3333 294
3}../2 9909 527
,
5 Quartz Ag 19.5 1 2932 197
2 3330 290
"
3 8837 275 .
4 9905 483
" ,
Substrate Dimensions were 25.4 ± 0.1 mm x 25.4 ~ 0.1 ~~
Resonator Dimensions 2 -£= 25.4 ~ 0.1 nun ( due to different substrates)
h = 0.514 mm IV = 2.13 mm
Thickness of metal t = 6-10 y..m, after plati~gj t1 = 0.5 )lm before plating
( including 10 Th~ Cr).
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various fre~uencics.
Ilea.sur'ementof the resonant frequencies of symmetrical capacitLveLy
loaded microstrip resonators makes it possible to measure the gap
equivalent 1f netwo'rk capacILancea (Figure. 10.6). In the present case
In these calculations of C previously measured E.e values were used
the series capacitances of the gap vtex» measured at different frequencies
from 1 to 12 GEz ranGe. 'I'he shunt capacdtance sCp+a vore negligible.
at each measurenent frequency. This is the only modification to the air
dielectric coaxial line type measurement. Figure 10.7 shows the results
"a dispersionless line" aasumpti.on vias made. In this plot the 10\7
obtained from these sym..rnetrical capacitively loaded microstrip resonators
having sapphire and quartz aubsbrabe s, An addi tion3.1 plot is given where
frequency value of ~ e was used. These graphs show the importance of fe
on the measurement accuracy of i;l~eseries ca;?, capac.ibances , 'I'he accuracy
of C measurement depends on £ e , f , f. and characteristic Lnpedance Z ofo 0
the nicrostrip lines. Since (c, f arlde can be measured quite accura'te Lyo
and Zo can be calculated b~ knowingEe, the accuracy of measurement of C
within + 0'; at X-band is possible.
As in the coaxial case, a 3:'l2.11gap in the strip of a microstrip has
neg1ible shunt capacitance Cp, and therefore can be neglected. The series
capacitances Cmeasured, showed that they are independent of frequency and
this also suppor-ts the assumption of neglible Cp values.
In Section 3.3. only the syr.t::lctrica1 case was treated, but an
Q3;j'TIlmetric[:.1resonr;.tal' can also be used to mea.sure U:G Go.p capacdtanco ,
Ll1 fhe latter case it is very difficult to ne asure C;;, but if Cp is l1e.9-
,-1i5ible tLen it is as eo.;::,yas the aymne trLca'l ) capacitively Loaded
ro sonat or ,
10.3
In the previou8 sections the paraneters of the capacitively loaded
microstrip r-e sona.tor-s "Nere measured, In this section lumped ele!:e!1ts
uill be introduced and the mcasure.nerrt techniques '."fill be described.
L.lpedance zo = ?izure 10.8a ShO'."lS the set up.
Ele!Jcnts
The theoretical approach to the L :rr: nea suremerrt usinG a capacf tivcly
10ad8d microstri9 resonator was given in Section 3.3. Tho approach was
tested using a Low frequv!cyr.lOdel resonator. The arranGement used in
the nod el, testinG consd sbed of G','lO coaxfa'l lines (cllaractcl'istic
of one of -tl'Celines wa s short circuited and the middle ends had their
inner conduc tcr s 'connec tcd throUGh a capcc i tor C whilst the outez s "ilOre. . s
aoLde.red to[S'Gther., The resonant fr8quency of the sys te.n coul.d.vbe changed
The resonant Ldna was excited throu.;_::;ha coaxi.c.I T jW1ction, ,',h')::"'8
b~r var:rinr.; t.he val.ue of C •s
the centre conductor of tho coax.la.L line r'e sona'to'r was cOlmected to the
centre and outer conduc to.r to the outer conduc tor- of the T jQl1ction.
The set up used to measure the raodeL l.'Csol1J.tor p::t:~>::':;lGtel.'Sis shovn
in li'i[:;l.1.re18. G b and c., 1he signal sO'J.rCQ\J:':;'S the II P sweep oGcillatul'
0-110, 100 - 4000 :;,.::.rz). TllG receiver was a Ii P Vocbor- VoI tnebo r type
the phll::v? just 1y;fore and just after the T jm1ction. The result of phase
a[:;ainst f'requency near resonance was plotted using anX - Y plotter.
The experimental set up is shown in Figure 10.8 C.
It is shown in Append i.x 10., tha·t the unloaded Q, f'ac bor of the
resonant line (as discussed above)is
= fo
f = f o2
where f = the resonant freqnencyo
f = fo frequ.8ncy at resonance, of the resonant line.
= slo:?3 of the phase in radians '!lith respect to
I.Iea3ure;~1entsvrere carried out usin;; resistors and' capac l tors across
C. The variation of the resonant parameters, Q. [1.n1f of the lines ox ox
were deter:nined as above. Using the equations 3.11 and 3.18, the properties
of the8G rocistors and capacitors were calculated. These measUJ.:'edyal1l8S
were compared with the di::-ect measurement of these parameters at; 1::> I:H~.
The eyst em i"l;'ls.~~'esonantat a nunbe r of frequencies and this al Lo....T9d
t:':1G In8,;.snrement of t~1e ";!3.!.'3.nctcrs of t'1esc Lumped eLemerrt s at a nunbo r
of frequencios. '';_'lleseresults are shown in 1':),l)le 10. 4. It will be seen
(a.) Mode 1 Resona~ol"
..J 11-4-4 --l--~laLl------L-----)o
(:J! I -
Signo.l
Gen.
Re.de\ler
(b) f~uivalel1l Ciy~ui l: of ih.e Resonolo'( Setup
5wep~Jrc~.
Gen. RF"
Vector Voll-mder
A S
probe
5051
Loea
M o del Re.so \'\oJo~
Fisure.1D·8 Mod e. \ Resona.~or
/Lumped Element Parameters
!Jade Freque- Q factor of
ncy Resonator Capacitance, pf Q factor
If'val~e Measured *·i.r, MHz Qo Qox treasured Calculated
1 58.2 146 9.6 10 - -
146 95.7 9.6 10 113 110
2 179.8 139 11.2 1.0 - -
139 111 11.2 10 123 114
3' . 307.2 184 22.5 20 - -
184 171 22.5 20 239 19.6
,
* the capacitance and ,the resistance values were measured at 10 kHz bridge
** Q = 2 11" f CR where C and R were in parallel with each other and connected
between the two inner conductors of the resonator.
fr:::ll:l the resu.lts th'J.t the mcacur-ed and ca.Lcu'lrrted pararao tar-s as-,coe.
'I~1e di sc re panc Los botveen the values could be due to variation of lx::.rf?::leters
. with frequency because the .ef val.ue s were obtained from 10 ;mz bridge
measurements. AlthouGh spac La.L procaut Lons (such 8.8' using the sma'Ll.e at
component avaUable and short leads) were taken some of. the errors especially
The above exper lmerrt has verified the t:leoretical approach,
at the higher frequency end were due to .discontinui ties be tween the
connections of t~le re sonabo.c parts, and the measunLng' parts.
10 3 2 ,.' .J. of TJJ1J.Jn',)(.'>. •d ~lp,.nle·n t s•• .~1. S ll"'G;,'1~,~')r;:.:l..::;lJ...;;:.;.;::..~;:;;-c;.;;...;.,;;;.:;.;~~;;;=.:=;:;.;";..:..:;..;:;.~
Lumped ele:nents at mic'roirave frequencies are quite sma'l l , discrete
components. Parameters of these components C1.nbe measured using a
capacitively loaded microstrip zesonator , The theoretical t reabemenb of
the a.9)ro8..c11is given in section 3.3. and this theory was verified using
anodel reson~tor as described in section 10.3.1.
~lhe connection of these eLements to a I.leasuring system is a problem
itself.' I concLuded that the best method is to bond it to th3 microstrip
Before the measurement techniques are discussed some prop9rties of the
"
using an ultrasonic bonder, the S:JJ:le as bonding active devices to
microcircui ts. At t:1e time of the investigcttion no such an equipment
w:.s avad.LabLe, To ovarcone t:lis t:le author- adopted a method in whf.ch
the conponerrt W"l.S put acroas the gap I'dth ito f'ace in corrtac t with the strlp.
The arrange::lent is shown in Figure 10.11 a.
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It was found during the investigations th:ltthe radiation from
the cap!lcitive gap VTas dependent on the modes of resonance of the
resona.tor. These moc1.esof resonance, are shown in figure 10.10. The
modes 1,3, and 5 give rise to a volt1.ge across the gap as shown in Figl.lre
10.10b. Therefore radiation will depend. on this gap voltage which is
itself dependent on the gap impedance. P..adiationcan be reduced if the
gap capacitance is large, hence giving sma'l l, gap voltage , VG.
The problem of having large capacd, bance is dependent on the
construction technique of the resom.tor. If the resonator is going to .
be used over a wide frequency range (a.sin the present case ) then the
thickness of metal strip shoul.d be at least 3 times the skin depth at
the lowest frequency. Therefore a resonator to work from 1 to 10 GHz
should have a.metal thickness of at least 8;xm. It is usual to depost t"
a thin metal film, and prepare the resonator with the gap and the~ plate
it up to the required thicY.n9SS. The author found that whilst plating,
the gap could disappear even though the starting gap w?..:;about 20 ;mi.
So the starting ga.p was made 25;un and close checks were ~dc on the gap
whilst plating. The gaps obtained were about 19~ over 2.1 ~n gap length
(i.e. the width of the strip).
In the present investigations low imped1.nce microstrip resonators
were used. The advantages of the 10'," impedance resom.tors are:
(i)' The gap capacitance C.is larger bhan the high Lnpedance line
using .the same 6-aP and the same substrate lIIa.teria.l.The gap capacitance
118.of a 50J\.line was reported to be about 0.04 pf for a 20 y.m gap
I .
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( on 0.0.5 ITL:1 a.Lumi.nasubstrate ). The measured C for 11 2051. Li.no
on a sappht re sQostrate and a similar fSO,7'J 1'1:18~ 0.3 p f. It ,fill be
seen th~:~tthe Gap oapacibance on 2051.line is about 'l ti::le8 higher t!"lan
the 50 St line.
3The low impedance lines have low losses , and hence high
Q t ' uld be- o'ota~11pd119." resont". ors 8no ~ -
. "
It was found, du.ring the investigatio~1s that higher G'8.V"capacitances
can be obtained from resonators with high peraittivity substrates.
It was observed that the radiation fron a capacitively loa.ded
resonator constructed on a quartz substra.te was excessive, especially at
low resonant fr:'lguenci~s. This was due to the low gap capacdtance ,:
R-'1diation effect was also observed on the resonator v/Bh a" sapphire
substrate. But it was much less than the quartz one. :;:11er.'esults for the
sapphire one is given separately in 'l'able 10. 5·
The naasured Q, values for the modes 1, 3 and 5 had r2.diation loss
because the vol tabe across the cap VG was not zero ( Fig. 10.10 a ).
and hence the" resona;t;or Q. II for the modes 1,3, and 5. Theliresonator
On the obher hand the measured Q. vaLues for the modes 2,4 and 6 had no
radiation loss because VG Vi8,S zero ( Fie. 10.10 b ) therefo~c the l.:1ttor
measured Q. fe,otors "wereused to calculate the attenuation of the line
Q." is the Q factor of the capacitively loaded resonator without any
radiation. It' will be seen that the measured Q, and reson":l.tor Q factors
- {
'I'abLe 10.5
Pro1")e:rties of C!~D2,citi\rc17 L0'1/J0d '_l2coO'),tm:' on So.nT\hi ro SUb8.t:l'~1te
Mode f Q factor'0 .
No MHz lIeasured Q, Res0e.ator r1)Th2Rleti- (2)Thcoreti-ca
1 1949.6 154 254 238 351
2 2164.3 242 227 334
3 5837 246 367 404 601
4 6422 355 " 380 582
5 9691 440 460 510 771 .
6 10 569 450 500 787
(1) Uniform current distribution assumed (ref. 5 )
(2) Non uniform current distribution assumed ( ref._3 )
for the mode 5 are ver.! close '.'lhilst the Lower modes i.e. 1 and 3, the
Q f[1ctor differs nore , This was expected because the gJ.:~)Lnpedancs is
lower' for higher frequencies c.nd hence there are less radiation losses.
The properties,of the resonator on sapphire ( Table 10.5 ) ,":ere
also predicted using two approaches. One of these is the uniforu current5
...., .f .3 .... , Th dand the other is v_19 non uru ozm currerrc approacnes , e measure
6resu.l ts are closer to the uniform current derivation. It was re110rted ,
that the second method gives optimistic values.
',i11cnthe measured :.:esults are compared ",lith tho prcdictGd C~values
it is seen th:lt tho dro) in .~values is uniform. This chows that the
200
'short cl rc ui,t pLmcs did not appreciably contribute to the :r'c?son::1.to:e
108898.
It Vlill be seen also th:1.t the r-esonator ':i_ values for the modes 1,3
and 5 are higher than the naa'r \/4 node ones even though they have
10\'Jer resonant frequencies. The reason for this is that of the extra
encrTJ stored in the gap capacLtance , (Theoretical derivation is given
in section 3.3.2 equation 3.6 ).
10.3.201 L:eamlrer:lent of Lur:medCaD?,cito:r-s
Because of the bondln; difficulties the Lumped el ements vrere pz'epaz-ed
using 11 single metal electrode. 'I'he dielectric film was deposited on to
11 silver coated glass substrate and sm<..1.11::::-ectc.nG'ularareas, chips, were cut
from this substrabe , These chips were t(~sted by ttlrning over such that
the filn was in contact with the t1'/Osides of the gun. In this arrangc:ne::tt
two capacitors, in series, were connected across the [;'ap. These
capac i tor s will have only 0118 electrode each and hence 10'.'18::::'conducto.r
lossen, becaus8 the other electrodes 3.Y.'e11 :part of the r0scnator and do
not contribute to capac i,tor conductoz losses. Their construction and
C?;x.'..cit:'.l1ee':h(~na. glass slid:) was put OVC:.? the ZJ.P
Locat i.on on the microstrip reson8.tor is shown in Fi~~.m; 10.11.
In this i'1vcsti;;o. tion oapacl tor-s W8!'C made of silicon monoxrde and
its diolectrio nro"f)9rties were neasured usinG' rcsonn.torn 3 ( nl1D"'Jhiro)_ _ • Jo,
and 5 (quartz). The rCSOl1?tor 3 had Low radiation losses compared ~':ith
TI5 and hence the dielectric loss factor was only measu.red on R3. On the
athol:' hand R5 was also used in the LnvestLgat Lon of the variation of GaD
'fable [0.6
Measured Lumped ~lements Parameters.
Resonator Test I l~ateria1 Parameters
frequency . +NHz Material C pf QX Qn
3 1691 a 0.513 83 83
5278 0.528 44 44
9088 0.573 123 130
5 6864 b 3.03 -
7375 c 0.74 -
7669 d 0.45 - -
2809 e 0.06 79
2740 f++ 0.II4, 74
2771 g 0.093 38
+ Data given table 10.7
++ Increased pressure on ~he chip
Table 10.7
Data on samples
SUPPORT SUBSTRATE Metal film ISample 2 - DielectricMaterial Area mm thickness ;t9.~Iri-~hickn-mm ess Film
a Soda.Lime 0.9 x 0.6 0.180 Cu+Ar:. 2um 5 )l!Il thick
SiO
b " 1.6 x 1.5 0.180 " " " " " ,
i
'c " 1 x 1 0 -.180 " II " " "
d " 1.64 x 1.2 0.180 " II " " "
e, " 1.5 x 2.0 0.180 - - - - -
f " 1.5 x 2.0 0.180 - - - - -
G Corning 1 x 2 0.200 - - -. - -
.7059
Lu.mpe.d cle.men t
(a) The Re..sonCl~()r with lh e, lumped £\eme.nr
in position:
(6) (YCSS S ec\-iona\ vie.w of the ~ QP wi~h a. ca.pacih"ve. L.E.
Ch and Ch. ere ~he c.qpo.<i h\\1ces cll\e.
to ~he~hin die.\ecJrit hhn.
\'I ond r2.. are. ~he loss. yesish.nc es
of ea, o.nd Cc.('l..
CSt and. Cs,. o.re. clue. ai., ~o..? b~~wet.~
between the. film o.nd .s~rip.
hg·ure 1011 MeQs~rement of fhe Properhes of Lumped
Ele_ments uSing Q CapCL(ihvel~ louded
. M,'crosrr,p ResonCl ~or .
......_------------
The reslll ts are ahown in Ta.ble 10.6. and t:lG " chi n " samnl r".. . ..~ J. .....
para:J.Gters are Given in Ta.ble 10.7.
It ...las re:rortedS,17 that the ~ factor of a capac Lbor ~' is. 9;ve;~ b!,l
, -1
~
-1Cl
'1)
-1+ 0"c
)-1 ( equation 3.19 )where o'c 3 (wCR, s=
whore 'iT 7ridth of oapacLbo'r ( rect3-n[,'Ular )=
51 '= Longbh of caxic.i tor (rectangul:1r y
R = aurf'ace resistivity
=
-7 .rr:"2.5 x 10 'I f OP..1:1 per square for silver.
In the present case Q. ~ 2C)Oc) et 9.088 GHz therefol,'c the effect onc
the film Q,factor, ~ Vlill be, very sma.l L,
The measured dielectric properties of SiO show.. 8. vari~ltion of Q,.o
with frequency. 7'nese were also observed when a dielec;;~cic film from
the S3-medeposition was measured using the cap::?.citively'loacl.e:l coaxial
cavi, ty ( section 7 ). In the cavi ty case measureaent s ';7ere made a;t two
frequencies name Iy 1.3 and 9.5 GHz. ~nthoU{Shthose results together
with 10\'/ frequency va.l.ue s , showed a loss peak around 3 GHz no actual
test could De made at tInt frequency'. '.Phis Lumped eLemerrt tcchrrique
[,'."'.ve a value closer to this "resom.nce loss ( fieu.:t'e 7.5 ).
The capac i t.ance val.ue also inc!'83.8CS ':li bh frequency. This means
th~t the dielectric constant increases with freq_uency. This is not
possible, the cause of this is the variation of contact cap?-citances Cs
( c 's are due to corrtac t S)J.cinC between the film and the stri ') ofs
nicrostri? rcsom.tor at the cap).
::i.ni 8 is shown in ..I,'i';'U::::'.e 10. 11 C ":rhere Cs1 C [ires2 bhe cont aot
capacitances vlhich ideally will be infinite. Cd1 and Cd2 are the
capacLtance s due to the dielectric film.
After these observations the author concluded that when Lumped
elencnts are m.easured they should be bonded on the strip of the
reson:1tor.
The effect on the resonator of a <lielectric material put coro ss
the gap was investicated. It was f'ound t}1..J,tit increases the gap
capac l tance and also ~'educes the Q factor of the resonator. Using lonny
dielectric materials such as Gada lime glass ( 0:0 = 62 at X bru:d ), these
parameter-s were measured. Results are given in Table 10.6, R5 naterial
samples. 111is is expected, but there are other more complicated effects
.( e and f ). The calculated ~ values are verJ close -to the 01)~f the
( such as the thickness, .width and the location of the sample relative to
the gap ) and therefore i:; is necessary to Lnveat i.ga'te fully these effects.
Using a piece of ch·emically thi:med ('orning 7059 glo,ss, the measured ~
was far below the ~ value measured at X band ( ~ ~ 250 ).
1003.2.2
.\ sil:lple inductor is a strip of metal. Therefore if a strip of
net!).l Dut across the e'1P of the rcson8.tor it 17ill be n lumped inductor.
Its lenGth is equal to the width of the gn.p.
I f h t·· - b. 120,121nductancc o' suc. a s r1p 18 glven y
0.5 + 002235 pH
20;"-'...
..
whe ro .e = Leng'th in ID
VI = YTidthin mm
.
I.Ieasurer1cmtof Induc tor s us.ing a capacitively loaded reson:;.tor TD.:'l.y
become difficu:.t unless cort3.in precaut Ions a1:0 t:1:-::cn. There are tvro
methods of measuremenbst
(i) The Lnduc to r is connected ac ro ss the [:,'3.:9 and it tunes (out
part of the [,"ap ca!,lJ..citsnce. In this mGthod the resonant frequency incre2.sGs
and therefore f'or accurat e moasurenent s the inductor should not completely
tune out the gap co,::;acitcIJ."e.:,Ico,sl.lXe:nentis quite sim:?le•. ~he capac i tanc«
before and after is neasured and the difference gives the Lnductance
contribution.
(ii) In thls the combine:l reactance at the cap is positive and
hence the reson:1..'1tfrequency of the resonator is controlled by the
inductance.
Let us cOl1sidc:=:'the c8.D:lcitivoly loaded D.icrostrip resonator
( Section 3.3.2 3.r<dequJ.tion 3.7 )
=
.
. x + 12Zo Ian AJ.f_ ::-:0
1f"
At various resonances botween ::0 and
wc haye t.he following four conditions
A: x + j 2Z0 Jan
c:
.. W'~ if -tJeX ~ 2Z0 Tan = 0 L L IT-/IT 2.. I\T
..,
»r
t 12Zo -ran Me = 0 IT L. Me L.. .lITJ\. I\T 2-
v 12Zo [an M>e ='0 lff .wf .(.21\.l\. AT 2. AT..
13:
D:
It 1'iill be seen froD these cquatd onc that the resonator vriLl, resonate
onl.y if'X is ce.pacitive for cases A and C" The reson:::.tor also resonates
in cases Band D but the ga? loading has to be inductive. The Lat te r
cases are shown as modes 2A and 4]3in FiGure 10.9.
The equations derived for the capac l'tance case in Scction 3.3 apply
also to the Lnducbance case.
r~'his ;:1(~t110(1was used to DCD.rH1TC the Lnductanca of a ribbon hQvin;; -J :.
1.7 mn and t = 19 pIn, the thicl:r.ess of the ribbon ......1)Xl, dc]osi ted on
rrable 10.8
Inductor Parameters
Inductance p H
Frequency, MHz l1easure d Calculated
.
4276 31.2 73
8454 26.4 .
The deviation of L vaLues fr01:1the ca.l.cul at.ed value are due to (a)
the equation is. an ap:s:roxir.liJ,tionand nothing ;.s known about high wit
ratios. Others8 used this Lnductance cquat ion for ':l/t <,1.
p~.3.ne,[hich will red.uce its inductance
12value •
(b) 'l'his aqua't i.on was used for self suppozted ribbon Lnducboz-, In the
present case, in the measurcmentset up, there is a G"rOU.11dconductin3'.
The problem of nieasl1.rer;.entof the LumpedeLenent s at ni.orowave
frequ:;ncies is quite LnvoIved and it reQuires 1:n:),;118d~c about the ele:.:.e::t
the prebLen was tackled in two steps. The step I was to find. a sui table
mea.suzLng system and dete rrai.ne the properties of the systen. In choosing
the system of moasurenent the knowled.ge of the mea..surenerrt of the thin
.ro" .J..' • ,'a C"'~~Cl·J..··V·~'Y 10""-d coaxi.al cavi.ty '."''1.~ uned... J. ...;;]. ::!rO)Cr ...i.e s u.SJ.nc. ....yJ. ,d. <;::.1., ~.(lt.;;. • -," ,,-._-
extensively. 'I'he capac i tively loaded rricro stz-Lp resol13.tor is a
continuation of this l)I'oble:n.. ..
The properties of coaxial line, to 8. certain extent, are rreLl,
known-;:hilst the 1TI.crostrip ;;rl:'o~e:rtiesar-e not. Therefore to use such
a systcn i.e. microstrip resone.tors, their properties 'l"lere first
inve,stigat(~d. In this methods of moaeurenent ,of
(a) the effective dielectric conatant
(b) the cap capacitance of a ~p in the strip
(6) the Q factor ( in case of resonators )
of a microstrin line 'were introduced and successfully carried out.
The,measured results shoved that the cap capac i tance 'is independent
of frequeney arJ. it value is 'dependent on the dielectric constant of the
substrate. Usin,'; a sapphdre substrate it was found that capacitance·
!
valuesof·the order 0;3 p f are obtained. Us1.nga quartz substrate of'
similar thicknes.s as sapphire but Zo = 31. 6Jl the capac I to..nce 'I7aS about
0.16,p f. HiGh gap c<!pacitances should be uSed bec2.usc it Wu.s fou..'1dto
have much lower radiation loss th3.n the low C case.
, Since these are independent of freQuency they are lumped ca}1acitive
elertents. Gaps are used as lumped elements and hence this moves us into
Ste:_J2.
The' theoretical approach to the Lumpedelement measurement Lntroduoed
.Ln section 3.3. was verified using a model re sonant line. ::easurenent of
lumped elenents using this mcdeL line up to 300 I.ITiz;"TaG achieved.'1l1ere
is no reason why this technique should not be extended
Measurement of lumped elements at microwave frequencies were made
to hieher frequencies.
and an indu.ctor were prepared and measured sucoe asf'ul.Ly, 'l~ese elements
usinG symmetrical capacitively loaded microstrip resonators. Capacitors
were made in simple forms and hence the problems of connecting leads were
eliminated.
The measured dielectric propert:Les C. le e. ~ ) of the s Ll.Lcon
monoxide capacitors tie up with the coaxial cavity measllrements.
It is shown in this investig~tion that lumped elements can be
measured using capacitively loaded microstrip resonators. No detailed
~ J. d.« . duc t t'·· t . 122investigation was conllllCue on ~n uCuors as n~s ~s a separa einvest~gat~on.
the parameters of a lumped element at a n~~ber of frequ~ncies without
However the measllrement technique is nO'11awaiting further exploration by
others. The advantage of this measurement technique is that we can measure
disconnecting it. In the present investigJ.tion the total res.)!l<'ltorlength
was 25.4 mm and for sapphire substrate, this €:,"aveonly three usable resonant
freq-..tencit~s.If longer resonators than this are used ( say 50 mm) more usable
res. frequencies will be obtained and these frequencil~s will be closer to
each other. Hencemeasllrement cc....n be spread over a larger frequency range
and narrower frequency spacin;ss th:lnthe present one can be achieved.
One shoul.d not expect the system to work for a very larp;e number of
usable frequencies fOJ~ the LE loss measureaent , Because most of the ener£rJ
will be Stor'ed in the half wave Length resonances and a very small amounb will
be stored. in the section which controls the resonant frequency of the
resonator.
In the c..?seof rCQctance meaSUreLG::1tthis does not arise.
This method has the following adv.1nta,:;es over the other resonant
.. 23,24
methods of L E ;ueasuremcnts:-
(i) This system uses short circuited terI:lin::'..tions. The
radiation fro):! a short circu.i ted termnn.tion Ls much sma'l l.er' than the
. 123open circuited ones • The radiation 10s3 cal.cul.a+ed for the miQrostrip
confi&1J.ration used by the allthor gives about 18 times higher radiation 108s
for the open circtti ted ternination bhan the short circuited termination.
It can be used for inductive as well as capac i,bLve elements.
11fle calculated radiation loss for the short circuit case was less tha:1
O.1/~ at 10 GHz•
.(ii)
(iii)
:easy to connec t components across the resonator
CRAI".rr.R I I
QQ]JCLUSIOHS
It is shown that the dielectric properties of thin dielectric
films can be measured using a symmetrical capacitively loaded coaxial
cavity •. The theoretical approaches to the measurement of the dielectric
properties of thin films i.e. the V~~rR and t~e perturbation methods were
verified by experiments. Thin dielectric films and thin sheets of bulk
materials were successfully measQred usinz'these tec~~iques. It was
found that the VSWR method gives more accurate ~ values than the
perturbation method, the, latter being strongly dependant on the
. .
measurement accuracy of the Q factor of the cavity with and without the
Thin films of Si02, SiO and A £ 2 03 obtained using an electron
dielectric film. These Q. factors depend on the frequency stability of
oscillator. If a frequency locking unit is incorporated into the sweep
signal source this discrepancy can be eliminated with the result that an
all around improvement. in the accuracy of cC and ~ values will be
obtained.
The VS1,'ffimethod error obtained from the present set up was <:± ff/o
in G1 and< ± 12% in ~ with a dielectrio film 2 )li'n thick.
beam eva~orator, and SiO~ films obtained
4 ~
by rf sputtering were
measured, It was fou.~d·that the electron beam evaporated films of Si02
and Ai2 03 Had ~uch higher lo~ses tha~ their respective bulk materials
and even a stoichiometrio Si02 film had losses 'at least 100 times
greater.than its bulk material. Tests have shown that the increases'
are partly due to the absorption of water vapour from the humid air and
partly due to structural chfects•. The rf sputtered dielec,tric films of
The capacitively loaded coaxial cavity could.be used at two
Si02 show a promise of reduced losses but it is expected to huve
intermediate losses (~~ 500 ~1000) due to structural defects.
widely different frequencies. This is a big advantage because more
information can be obtained from the measurements at two frequencies
than one. Using' the cavity at two frequencie~it was found that the
electron beam evaporated Si02 film has increasing losses with increasing
frequency. This is pa.rtly due to the absorbed water and partly d.ue to
structural defects. Also using the same technique this is the first
time ( to the author's lcnowledge ) that the existance of the torsio~~l
relaxation of SiO film was confirmed and its frequency measured.
This relaxa.tion'frequency. is around. 3 GHz. This material may be useful
above X-band frequencies. '
The thin film processing has shown that the Si02 film properties
obtained using an electron beac evaporator depend on the predeposition
:o:esidualgas pressure in the .vacuum chamber. If the predeposition
-6re13idual pressure is less bhan 10 torr and the dielectric film is
deposited at the rate of 3 nm/s good stoichiometric films should be
obtained. Deposition rates higher or lo~er than this value give.
non stoichiometric films having higher losses.
The knowledg9 of optimum conditions for the deposition of thin
metal films helped in the preparation of microstrip transmission lines.
These lines were prepared on quartz, sapphire and various alumina
substrates. The relative permi t-tivity of alumina. substrates VIas
mea.sured usinG a pcrturbatio~ method applied to a waveguide caYity,
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using a s8.1;tplingtechnique, it was shown tha.t accuracie s within ± 15j coul.d
be obtained.
~onosed Future Investisations: When thin dielectric films are used in
As an extension of the capacitively loaded coaxia.lcavity, the concept
of a capacitively loaded microstrip resonator having short circuits at
both ends was successfully used to measure lumped capacitors and an
inductor. It WO):1 shovn that a single resonator can measure the parame tera
of a Lumpodr., .element at a. number of frequencies.Using a 25.4 x 25.4 l!t1l2
sapphire subsbzate the prope:r:tiesof SiO capacitors were measured at three
different frequencies from 1.9 Gllzto 10 GHz.
In this investigation it was found that the microstrip dispersion
should be taken into account othe~vise erroneous results are ob'&ained.
The dispersion of the microstrip lines was me~8ured using a short circUited
half wavelen~h resonant line The accuracy of these E.e measurement
techniques is within + O.2;,t
sandwiched capacitors, the capac itor properties depend on the compatibility
of the dielectric film with the metal electrodes. These effects can be
separated with the help of the two resonators. nle coaxial cavity can be
used to measure the thin dielectric film on its own and the capacitively
\
loaded micros trip resonator to meaSQre the capacitor parameters. Then the
material interaction and any other effects Carl be ~e'p~~rated.
lfthe IIlc1.teriald: fectsand the impurities in thin dielectric films are
deter'!li~ed,th~n we have a complete picture of the film. This can
(iii)
range
vary the temperature and repeat (ii)
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elimina te all the spread of the material parameters quoted in bechrLoa'l
publications. A SUGgestion for this approach is
(i) determine the chemical composition of the film
(ii) measure its dielectric properties over a wide frequency
Although (i) will sh~W the composition of the film it will not show the
defect induced loss mechanisms whilst (ii) and (iii) combined should
show us the mechanisms involved in the increased losses.
It .is considered that the use of these measurement techniques will
·contribute significantly to further advances in the filed of m.i.c's.
. .
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APPEJ'.JIX 1 ,
Pml<?z.l:9_ss in the C:::.vitySurfaces·
Consider.the c8.vity· shown in Fi.;uro 2.4b.The power loss in this c8.vity
vlill be
Pc1 = ~ flrrldS
s
\"i11er S is the surf'ac e area of the cavity wal.Ls ,
SeparatinG the cavity vIall losses we obtain
R
_§.
2
A1.1
~'lherc S1 is the su:rface area of the inner conduct oz
S2 II II '11 II II II outer "
S3 " " .. 11 " II cnd (shorting) plates.
Substi tutine the values of II~ frOIl equation 2.5 in equation A1.1 we
obtain
z;;)' 1'" ~s[r((voCos ....]~, D1
Lo. ~) I ." 1) /2 "-) 2
00 L 1
A1.2
end
-t 21n (Do/D1 )
1..1.3
"
APPJ1TDIX 2
E~lergy StoTed. the C02..xir.l Section of Section J3 (Fi(',ure 2.·"-U
~Pheener';-J stored "'Jill be the S1.U:J. of the UD.':'TIcticend. clect:dc cl1ercies
and is 51-venby
1..2.1
Where V -:: half the vo luno of the coaxial section
Substituting the values of Er and E~ fro~ eQuations 2.4 and 2.5 we
obtain
. JJ. L ~!:a
-JjJ~o 1. d¢ dz +;jff&~c:s ~z'J ~ df, dz Jr]o· W)J.;):1.D -VI. ::. 2 v "r
b r
DB. }. . 0 ~ C.
3-- - . L ,. 1:.2.2J..
1;·
Since l\.= (jJo,~( 2 \"!z)+ Cos - ::: 1 theny equat Lon .A.2.2
reduces to
- J L
Wb =;lfI~2
o p, ~- -,. ).
Inteerating and substitutinG the boundary values we obtcin
r d~ dr dz A2.3
A2·4
( 2.13 )
~.rheene:t£!;;,'s·~orco. in the capacd.t or is given by
w _:1.. c r'1 (V, )2
C8. -- '4 o.r an A3.1
SubstitutinG the value of Vab from e~uation 2.6 and CoT1 from equation
2.9 in equation A3.1 ve obt af.n
L
- ':7L]2.
1'1 _ IT 2 Vo 1n (:Doj:D1) Sin 2v
ca"'" -- -----------4 n 't1 '1-;' (Dr./D1) n 1'/1\ '.... .:.c.n 2v A3.2
11Jldthis siLlplifios to
w _
ca - -------.---------------2il VJ
I
~2
i1ca -= "iT €.O VO 1n (:Do/D1)2 II
V (2.14 )
-~")':::-:~', -r.\-r ....". 1
... ~.I,.~ • .._,~~ !;t..
Section B ( Fic;u:re 2.4·0 ) has no :real shoxt cf.rcu; tine- p'Lanes and tlle:ccfo:::e
the losses "Jill oril.y be in the coaxial surf'ace s , 1'hen the powoz Losf is
given by
~ .•1
'~.'he:rc~1 is the su:rfcce c:rea of the inner conducto:r,....
and S· n " " " II II outc:r "2 •
,
SubstitutinG tho vclues' of H¢ f:ron equat Lon 2.5 110 obtain
T~~s :redu.ces ~to
A4.2
P2-c -
And we h8.VC
P 2c c"" wL )..;J.n -
VVI/V
J\4.3
( 2. 16 )
---- - - --------~~--~~~~~~~---------
APPi1T.DIX 2.
It is given Lri the text (paGe 44) that
The energy stored in the cavity i3 Given by
Using equations 2.11 and 2.15 we get
. ~ S. TIL]'11m =- 1TCo L· - A + 1n V
..L 2 "il/v
2 2
( I ) + IT Eo In (Do/D1) AVoVo In Do D1 2
1f 2
'2Eo L Vo. In (Do/D1)+.
Also from equat Ions 2.46 Z-.1'1d 2.50 ve have
W1~
Eo -= ~Vo In (Do/D1) Sin v;.o
E=1--
2V 112 L -1
G 0 In (1)0ID1) Sin 2~ - [E - f x of. x ]
o
2.50
SubstitutinG theso oq1.tc.tiol1s A5.2 and A5.3 in cquat Lon 11.5.1we obtain
2-w L u0L D
2x (E -1) In (Do/D1) Sin ~v Sin ~v 4~.k + j~(_D=.~. _
f 2~ ) \'/ L
L( 1- Sin _j_ .) (
- v
'711/'; .
- x - x) .
But (f~ooeq~.2.10)
w L. 1
Tan-2v
-1
]
And substitutinG' this in eqn. A5.4 i't reduces to
k -f- .~(L\=:.
f J 2Q,)
l-L \,,111J. (E - E x+ :le) \7~ + Sin -:;-
Let P=.
VI L
(1 of. m) [_J_
v
and \10 obtain
\'1 L
] ( 2 Cos .~
x (€ _ 1) p-1_._---
i, ( E. _ E:: .. x )
(1 ... 0)
-1
)
( 2.54 )
0-----
Electroplat:i_n,f\ Solutions
1. CO'.')T)erStrike Solution
Silver Cyanide = 0.75 gra
Copper Cyanide = 5.75 gm
PotassiQ~ Cyanide ;: 40 gm
Distilled Water = 500 ml
Current density = 15 -.20 mAl crr?
2. Silver Strike Solution
Elfit plating solution 9 ref. 47 ) = 85 :nl
Potassium Cyanide = 20 gm
Distilled \'later = 5CO cl
Cu.rrent density 15 - 20 m..a./cm 2=
APP~ITDIX 7
7.1 E19ct~ic ~~obc.
The probe assembly is shown in Figure 6.1a, section 6.2.1. The
cavdty wal.L, as well as the waveguide wall, was thinnod down
aro~~d tIle coupling in order to elinin~te a~y tr~nsmission line
trr:nsfornation between the cavity and the 'Waveguide. In the precent
set un the cavity can be represented as a series tuned circuit across
the line.
An interesting rcsul t of the test 71as the effect of the probe
mc1.terial on the measured Q. factor, Qo., It was found th~t a. copper
probe gave 4~~hiGLer' Qo, than the braes probe. This was due to loy/er
conductivity of the brass probe 'than the copper one. A sir.ri13.r effect
was obsarved by another researche:r \,1110 found th~t a nickel plated
tuninG screw gives O.022dB hi&1er loss than a copper tuning screw
when used in a '.'Taveguidesystem.
7.2 The Flodin,':,' Disc - Probe ,
This was sinilar to the electric probe except the extension of the
probe into the cavity '73.S zep'laced by a t~in disc h:win0 a dia.-neter
slightly smaller than the coupling hole and centrally sitlk~ted on the
probe end \7hich extended int.o the \'l3.vecuide (fi{,,"trr'c6.16 section 6.2).
The plane of the disc was the S:l.':leas the surface of the outer
ddamebex of the ca.vity. This, system was supported in the sano 'Wayas
the electric probe aD discussed in section 6.2.1.
The 001)::1 j ne: arranc;e!'lent W?,Smade of copper and a.Lth011.,:.;hthe
measured Qo \i3.S the S2:.18 as the electric probe cace , t:lC frequency
of resonance was increased by 2s:rrrz. 'rhis confirmed the lo::.J.ingof
the cavity with the electric probe.
AJ)PI~mIX 8
The measured VS',n.l's can be expressed by the follm7inG' oqua+Lonnr-
1.8.1
AS.2
Who_:res~. and. s~ aze the raeasuxed VS~'IIl's \7ith and I'dthout the dielect:ric
film with errors. S2 and S1 as above but no e:rrors.
'62 :?nd}'1 are the fractional systematic er:ro:rs in 82 and 81 •
0/2 and ~1 ar e the f:ractional random e:r:rors in 82 and S1 :
Dividin.; equation 1 by eqn, 2 vIe obtafn
S1: r 1 ~ )'2"" + 0(.22-
81
-
[ 1 ;. '(1 + 0<.11
AS.3
Fox small e:rxo:rs
S1
2 ]--=
Systematic errors \1ill have the saae sien, becaus e of. tho small
f:requency shift end \7hct1the VS.iR's :r:atio is t akcn this error' ,';ill
be I'(:d.~ccdto tho difference of tha t\JO i~(li vLdua.L e~I'Or8. In the lJresont
case those er cozs vlero due to the ·directivity of the clircctionc-.l coupLcr ,
..
rusmat chos in the precision reflector!lcter end the caLfbrut Lon of the
.t. "11' fsYSucm. ~~ere ore 0'2 and '!1
-'(1 -:::.0.
~'101.11d have boon equa'l, and it is zeaeonbb.Le
to assume that 12
Random exnoza 'will have any sisn and the CIrOIS in S1 and S~ will
add up gi vinS
S1 S2 I2 [ 1 + ~1 i+ 0(2 ] .A8.5-
S1 S11
'llle repeated measurement on the c2.viy proper+Los , the return loss
measur-ed a'~ resonance Gave a vaxd.at Lon ~0.03 dB for a return loss
of 12.9 d.B, '1111i8variation '::0.8 due to r['.nd.omcr:ro:rs in the measured
:reflection coefficient (retu:m loss - 20 log r dJ3)
~l})_erelationship between the VS-;lR, S and tho :reflection coefficient
r (r tuken as tla-gnitude only") is
S::.1-tr
1- r
Diffe:renciating we get
ass ....
SUJsti tu.t.in.; the vaLuea of dr
r
from the above rosul t s VIP. ob La.in
= + 0.17;: [;L1.d 0.226
dS = + 0.081/~
5
Bub the error in the ratio = sura of these randon errors) i.e.
cLl~), dS- __ 1. .s3- _-
S. Si
+
Therefore
= + 0.160~
,
,~-t-v, ..; .,,",.r... ",1
239a.,.· ....
l1§.teri!'J.ls for Th(~Thin Films Der)()sition
lhterial Impurit,'!Level Supplip.rs
l;Ietals:
Aluminium Grade 1 13 ppm Johnson, lhtthey & Co.Ltd,
13-83, Hatton Garden,
LOlmOI1 E. C. 1
Copper Grade 1 12 ppm II "
Ohrontum Grade 1 5 ppm II II
Gold Grade 1 5 ppm II "
Silver Grade 1 1:> ppm· J.M & Co.
Victoria Road,
Birmingham
nichrome 1600 Henry Wige!ns & Co.
:Birminsha.m.
Dielectrics
, .
Si02 ( Spectosil ) 0.15 ppm Thc~~l Syndicates.
tosnon.
300 ppm Morganite Refractones (Sales)
Ltd. ,
Neston, Wirral,
Cheshire.
SiD
. A:rot'mdix 10
Consider a 'transmission line resonator half wavelen~th ( or multiple
of ;.) long shunbed across a transmission line as shown in figu.1.·eA \o.1.Q...
This· can be simplified to obtain an equivalent circuit as shown in
figure A.10.1 b.
Assuming a ~~tched source and a matched receiver having impedences
eq~~l to the characteristic impedance, Z of the main transmission line.o
110."-. Voltage across input impedance ZOR of~receiver is
)
-1Z -1
o
)
-1Z -1
o A 10. 1
= =E~ __
Z Z-1 + 1 + 1o A 10.2
z r +
and near reson~nce Z = r + i VlL (26)
( 1 . wL 2 b )= r + J r
r ( 1 , 2 ~)= + ;J Qo
A 10.)
519'10/
, El ener'Cl ~D'"
Rec.e\Y~r
Resonan.r 1,'"e.
(a) Meo.suremen~ ~e~ up
1 T
z:_' ZO VR_
L---__._J ----'" j_
wl:e-ce
= Q factor of reson~tor
then '-1z Z = Zo . ~o __
r ' (1 + 1Q,o 2 b)
=
where
A 10.5
substituting this in equation A 10.2 ,we obtain
VR = E (,1 + d Qo 2 d_ )
2' - +' ~ + 1Qo 2 8 A 10.6
,
where e = phase of received voltage with respect to source voltage
A 10!'7
differentiating e with respect to b we get
= 2 Qo---
1 +(Qo2~)2 (2 +
,A 10.8
at resona.nce· b = 0 "
therefore
2+~ A 10.9
In a short circuited (AI 2) transmission line the resistance r is
very sna'l l, and. hence Z
...Q. »1-
r
lrnerefore 2nd tenn of e~uation A 10.9 can be neglected)then we obtain
Q-o :: .t_ ,'~
2 de I.~ 6= 0 A .10.10
:But 6 = ~ f
therefore to - AIO·ll
The ra.te of change of e vlith frequfHlcy near resonance is so great
that any variation due to discontinuities will not a.ffect the
mea.suremerrt, Hote that unlike m:3...'1Yother methods of Q measure:::cnt no
knowledge is required in
addf tLon of another quant Lby such as VS','ffior resistance at re socance ,
Anpend.ix 11
Thterials "..lsed. in ,Photoli.thor,r:n_;;Q:hicProcess.
(1) Photo Rer-ist:
Positive Photo Resist: Shipley AZ 111
Developer Shipley AZ 303
Solution: 1 part .AZ ·303 and 4 parts deionised water
. Suppliers: Shipley'Chemicals Ltd, Coventry.
(2) .!£comit I,lask,in!)Paint W. Canning & Co. r.ea., Birmingham.
(3) Photo Resi8t Filters:
Prefilter AP2501000
Filter Uf.1P01300 ..
Suppliers: Uillipores (UK) Ltd., Wembley
(4) Etch'lnts: This informa.tion was obtained .:··from1Jr. Hall of
AB! - GEC Leicester through Mr. E.G. Coates of University of Wa~1ick.
lliterial Etchant
'\
IUchrome Ferric Sulphate 250 gm
Nitric Acid (cone.) ·375 ml
Distilled Water 2 litres
Gold Potassium Iodide 410 gm
Iodine 100 gm
Distilled Water 2.5 litres
Copper Ferric Chloride 400 gms
Distilled Water 2 litres (or Arn:noniumPersulphate
500 gms* instead of Ferric Chlori~e)
Chromi1.l.r.l * Potaasdum Ferric Cyan.ide 400 gm
Bod i.ua Hydroxide 120 em
Distilled Water. 2.0 litres
* Solutions should be used at 50°C
Disca.rd stock af~er 7 days.
Pll'ltingSolutions
Elfit silver plating solution (see ref. 4.7)
Tr::.nsthermgold plating solution (see ref. A..• S)
(obtained from P1ID Chemicals, CoventI"J.)
• .' IF
'_':'ecl'mic".lP:r::ess :r::evie"is on ouz t::::hibl.t at the 1970 :;'-'hY3ics
Ibr.hibi tion, London
(a) JouInal of Physics E, June 1970
T"~ Physics Exhibition 1970
Communications
KC Kao .
Standard Tclccornmllnic~tion Laboratories Ltd, Harlow,
Essex
The development of many devices, instrum~n,tations and
systems are aimed directly or in~irc~tly at providing new a~~
improved facilities for conunumcauon. At the 1970 Physics
} f:xhihition there were a variety o~examples.
f ~!iatGl'-ml'lelile fQl" phased-arroy rad.'+P. The pili! iIiCOII"OI'-"
.;,'.:11 " GUIlB tlilltle 115IhG IHierowuve seure~. Another aspect
of microwave integrated circuit was demonstrated by the
University of Warwick School of Engineering Science. This
was concerned with the measurement of the propcrtlcs of
thin film capacitors made by depositing a thin layer of dielec-
tric followed by a top metallic film on a metallic substrate.
The influence of the metallic film on the properties of the
dielectric film can be deduced by first measuring the properties
of the thin film dielectric using a microwave resonance
method in which simple variation of the resonance frequency
of a specially designed cavity is measured. The cavity was
designed to maximize the influence of the thin film dielectric
on its resonance frequency. This was achieved by situating
the thin film in a capacitative gap within the cavity.
I;UlfleSC€lRt wiI"cgHiaes Ilre tltilii.ecl iA th~ dc'iiJ:° of-a
nlinilltUl izecl high tjtlfllity, til" CtlinCI tel (Stallduid Teleeollt-
n, .. hh""fxp< 'hRi\P'CfXphu f .. 1\ q;Th" 1""-" " .....1., ...."",.r i,..n .IH1& ..
(b) Design Elect:conics , I.Tay 1970, p. 46.
Capacitors in microwave integrated circuits
Employment of capacitors in microwave i.e.s at frequencies
of the order of lOG Hz, although desirable, has been held up
due to a lack of suitable measurement techniques and of
sufficient knowledge of material properties.
The dielectric constant and loss of a thin film of dielectric
is hard to measure without evaporating a metal film electrode
on to the dielectric to form a capacitor, but such a film could
alter the properties to be measured .
. A system shown by researchers from Warwick University's
School of Engineering Science illustrates how a computer
controlled network analyser model can be used in the
measurement of thin dielectric films and components. The
basic technique involves the deposition of dielectric film
directly into a suitable microwave cavity; the cavity resonant
frequency and v.s.w.r, at resonance being measured before
and after film deposition. Properties of the film arc then cal-
. cll~ated from these values.
DESIGN ELECTRONICS
A paper entitled "I.Iicrmmve 1.i3asurencnt of '2hin Film J)ielect:dc
Pzopar ti es " was pr esent od by tho' author (lI. K. r.IcPhun cs co-author)
at the ' Dielect:rj_c Ihteria.ls, Ileasur enent s and Applications t conf •
.July 20-24, 1970 (Lancaster ). It has been published in lEE Conf.
Publications HQ 67/ 70, 42-45. Tnis paper can be found in the follo·.7inc;
pages.
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"l-IICRCi.1AVE r·;EASURENENT OF THIN l<'ILN DIELECTRIC 'PROPEp'lrn~S
K. j··:el1r.1etand r1.K. HcPhun
'In order to evaluate thin dielectric films for use at microwave
frequencies it is essential to be able to measure their electrical
properties. However it is very difficult to measure the dielectric
constant and loss of a' thin film because of its small volume. The only
knO\V11published work (1) on microwave measurement of thin film
dielectrics was at about 2.9GHz. For accurate results this technique
required film thicknesses of order 101m. Other published work (2)
describes attempts to measure thin film dielectric properties using the
film as the dielectric of a sandwich ca!="lcitor.Although these methods
are simple, the measured properties canl~ot be calculated exactly because
the series resistance of the electrodes car~ot be determined accurately.
Also we wieh to determine what effect the electrodes have on the .
properties of the dielectric of a.s~ndwich capacitor •
..To overcome the above difficulties we are using the capacitively
loaded coaxial cavity illustrated in Figure la. The cavity consists of
two sections: the centre conductor of the top section is flush with the
outer conductor, whilst the centre conductor of the bottom section is
shortened by about ·2~m. to give the capacitive gap,G , between the
centre conductors. The mode of resonance used in our m~asurements is
shown in Figure lb.
In use, the thin film is deposited onto the end of the centre
conductor of the top of the cavity. After completine: mensurements on
that film it Js then Il simple matter to lap off the deposit and reuse
thec3vity for nnother me~surement.
'l'hcory:'I'heproblem has been treated using an equivalent circuit
approach and the series tuned circuit configuration was chosen for
Silllplicity.The cavity with no dielectric is represented by Figure 2a
where Co is the gap capacitance and mCo'the capacitance due to the
fringin~ field. Figure 2b shows the cavity equivalent circuit with a
dielectric film filling a fraction, x, of the gap. Solving these
equiv~lent circuits, the relative dielectric constant of the film is:
{ 2Tr l f1 -1 lJ1E.r [(m+1)fl Tan v - mJ= x f2 2 TTl f2 + x -Tan v ••••(1)
and the loss tangent of the film is:
Cm
-1-- 2
1K 'l'and E.r [~i~1J (€: +l~x) K= •••• (2)x .
K. f·:ehmetand H.K. McPhun are with the School of Engineering Science,
Ur.iversity of ~;/arwick,Coventry.
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Sl and S2
is f:-inging capacitance as a fraction of Co
is the fractior. of gap occupied by the film
are the resonant frequencies of the cavity with
and without the film
is the length of the cavity , 8
is the velocity of light in free space ,3xlO m/s.
are the voltage standing wave ratios (VS\.JR's) at
the input to the cavity at resonance without and with
the film
is a constant which depends on the cavity material
and dimensions.
~-Jhcre m
x
f2 and fl
K
Experimental \'lork: The cavity was made of silver plated Invar because
of its low coefiic'ient of expansd.on, Tarnishing of the silver plating
was eliminated by plating with a thin layer (6 n~ of gold. The cavity
was designed to resonate at about 9.5 GHz. i~'tX-band and coupled to a
'ofaveguide through a dumbbell coupling apor-tur-s , Stringent measures were
taken,to ensure a rigid construction to give repeatable results upon
repeated'dismantling and assembling of the cavity. The cavity properties
were measured using a precision ref1ectometer, consisting of high
directivity waveguide directional couplers and a Hewlett P.:l.ckardharmonic
Frequency Converter and Network Analyser assembly, as the receiving
system. Thus fhe phase as well as the magnitude of the reflection
,coefficient could be recorded as a function of frequency on an X- Y
recorder~ The arrangement is shown in Figure 3.
The measurement procedure i;;as follows. The cavity input
reflection coefficient, V.S.~.R., resonant frequency and Q-factor are
first measured. Then the top of the cavity is removed and the
dielectric film is deposited onto the plane end,oftha i~~er conductor.
The cavity is again assembled and the new resonant frequency and V.S.\~.R~
at resonance are measured for the dielectric loaded cavity. Using these
measured results and equations {1) and (2), ~r and tano are determined.
For a typical cavity it was found that the measured unloaded
Q-factor was 95%of the calculated va~ue and the resonant frequency
within 0.025~ of the calculated value. So far we have deposited films of
Si02 by evaporation using an electron beam evaporating source. The
substrate (cavity) ~ms maintained at 200°C during evaporation. Measure-
ments on these films of Si02 of ~m. thickness gave f r between 3.9 and
4.2 and tan t; of 0.008 to 0.014. It was observed that higher rates of
evaporation gave Lower- values of tan '" • ,
,'Norkis in progress to verify the accuracy of equations (1) and
(2), and hence the method as a whole, by measurement of known material.
This can only be done by mechanically and chemically thinning a section
of a bulk dielectric of .kncwn properties until it can.be inserteu it, the
gap and measured' by this m~thod. At the time of writing we are also
engaged on measurement of dielectric films of other ~aterialSby
evaporation and R.F. sputtering. We hope to present the results of these
experiments at the conference.
, "
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Top
Bottom
(0) (b)
Figure la. Axial cross-section of cavity (gap greatly exaggerated)
b. Electric field distribution of cavity. '
mCo
, 'Itr:~H"; ',. . Co Cx Vx
" I-x. .
(0) (b)
Figure 2. Equivalent Circuits, M represents the extra wavelength and
N the length between the half wavelengths of the cavity.
Ca) Cavity with no dielectric film and, Cb) Cavity with film.
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